._

IV.

VOLUME

to the taste, and which emits an effluvia of the same nature and even worse than
that emitted by a spoiled egg. As the boy
said about the skunk, when ripe it can be hoard
at quite a distance. Olfactories unaccustomed
to the smell can scarcely endure It. Notwithstanding, however, the natives pronounce it
the best fruit of the season, and we are sorry
to say the taste of some of the older missionaries has become so vitiated as really to enjoy
it.
AN INTERVIEW WITH THE qUEEN.
Before the great annual festival of New
Tear’s we went in a body to the Queen to tender our congratulations, and offer the ‘basins,’
or customary dollar which each party offers
on going into the presence of the sovereign on
such occasions. I was requested to be spokesman, and in Malagasy addressed her Majesty,
as she sat surrounded by her court, as follows:
—“May you live long, sovereign lady, without
affliction, and be happy with your friends. We
rejoice in being presented to yon at this season of fragrant good, or pleasure; for the new

insipid

T.GTLMAE. Editor,
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to us with many

comes

J. E. FERNALD * SON,

SIAM AND MADAGASCAR.
National and Natural Characteristics.

And Dealers in

dent’s

A CURIOUS

Presbyterian Banner,
a paper published at Pittsburg, Fa., contains
an interesting communication from a missionary at Bangkok, Siam, from which we condense the following. The letter is dated May

Portland, Aug

C L O

Tho kingdom of Siam is drained principally
three large streams, which flow south or
south-southwest into the Gulf—the Barnpakong on the east, the Menam or Menam Chowpaga in the middle, and the Tachht on the

by

west. These three constitute the principal
arteries of the kingdom, although there are
other minor streams of considerable importance. All these streams are connected together by a series of canals and creeks, wind
ing and twisting through each other, ‘o as to
form akiud of intricate network. These are
the highways of the kingdom, and consequently so many avenues or trade to the capita!.Boats of all sizes and descriptions are constantly seen winding through these canals, or
floating upon the bosom oi these broad riv-

Fall and Winter
For

-A.

native boat about forty feet long,
across the beam, and in tbe
centre asa^ali cabin, about twelve feet long.
This cabin serves as state room, diuing saloon,
sitting room, &c. Then imagine the missionary, his wife, and three or four children, as the
case may be, stowed away in that small cabin,
a

Nice Custom

sun.

SIAM SUGAK.
The region along me lucnin river nas oeen
devoted chiefly to the cultivation of sugarcane by the Chinese. Vast numbers of Chinese
of all dialecte flock to Siam every year, and
indeed they are now the chief producers ol
the kingdom. Some of the more wealthy have
gone iuto the sugar business, and employ vast
On each bank ot the
numbers ot Coolies.
river may be seen vast fields of sugarcane,
and in some places it is cut down and collected into heaps, ready to be put into boats and
taken to the mills, which stud the banks ol
the stream in great numbers. The cane is
ground upon a crude wooden concern, something like an old fashioned cider-mill, only on
a much larger scale, and is turned with buffa-

Federal

107

Diamond and

“

Cumberland

ATAMA (IMS!

Port Mahon,

Smoking

tiO©

Chewing

Coal !

I

No-

HARMON
(Successors

to

Looking-Glass

Plates of all Sizes Re-Sel,

Blocking Felt Hats for 1864,

|

Sweetsir’s

|

On Saratoga, Christiana and Eugenia shape, 60
cents.
On Jooky Crown and English shape, 60 oents.
Blocking Felt Bonnets, 60 cents.
For coloring, 90 cents additional to the above

Bleaohery,

I
j prices.
Milliner* urine* in

312

V Majitlb

Plan Glasses mads to order.
With the facilities aflbrded them they oan get up
any piece of work in their department of business
as well and as cheap as oan be done in Boston or
New York. Liberal uisoount made to the trade.

proportion

BRADFORD

*ept22dtf

8EAVEY,

Machine,
BUSINESS, Sewing

House for Sale 1

Jose'Bloek,

No. 88

Exchange Street,

are

wicked, and must be lost, unless saved by
Christ; but that is equally absurd, for they
have been laying up merit for years. Their
pride mast be humbled.

teen constantly and cxclu-ively
engaged int e bnsirees for the pastkifteen Tears,
and ,'s now the oldest practitioner In the Country:

and tils tr<n a::ed the bust: ess of mors than 12,000
entire sati-fao ion.
pe"so"s *o the
Cl imants can a' once see the advantage of entrust ng their business 10 those woo have had long
experience, and are well and extensively known.
Z. K. Hai mo*,
J. D. 8XAVXT.
Hr. J. D. Seavey will continue the insurance business as heretofore.
oot22tf

total lack of variety in the scenery atl along these rivers. When a person has
seen three miles of it, tie has seen the whole.
One mile of even the little Juniata is worth
the whole of it. There is not even a pleasing
legend connected with it, to give it interest.
Where such a thing is attempted, it is so fabulous that it becomes disgusting. We visited
oue place Of notoriety, some distance from the
river. It is said that a certain king of Siam,
upou the birth of a sou, was told by a soothsayer that the son would one day cost him his
life. Fear haunted him until he sent the child
away to Cambodia. When the son grew up,
aud learned who he was, he collected an army
and started to attack his lather. The father
heard of his coming, and marched out to meet
him.
They met upou this spot, when his
lather’s army was defeated, and himself killed. A. very
high pagoda was erected upon
the spot.
a

DU.

GOLDING,
Physician and Surgeon,

London. has opened
Office at No. 123
FROM
Cumberland Street,
Wilmot street, where
an

near

no can

be consulted

daily,

from 9 to 12 noon,and
upon all diseas-

® p- m, and ^ to 10
o’clock,
*,r°™ f.40
®“t
the human

system.

'“Bering “pder any disease will do well to
practical experience and long
f'.MMrient.i*.?in College,
Curriculum
make him fully competent
to gives correct deci.ien, and
prescribe suitably.
Er Consultation Fee
Invereiate and other

*2.00.

cases

1101

which the Dr. cannot

»'riotly honest, informing
?‘re.'.Ke
tient that,Wi“
he can do
to

the

ra-

nothing
restore health—li«
money when he cannot do the sick

will not take

Those who are In the first stages of
Consumption
should give the Dr a call, who no donbt
will be of
*peciar&ood to them.
Office Hours—9 to 12; 2 to 3, 7 to 10.
Office 123 Cumberland Street, near Wilmot.

FRUITS.

As if to
compensate

in part for the warm
enjoying some of our
richest Iruits. Among
these, the mango stands
perhaps first—a yellow, rich, juicy fruit.—
ever eaten

Oot 22-dtf

now

ERMINE1

ROYAL

mango? Alter dinner
we will have a dessert.
Here comes a dish
full of the yellow fruit. Roll up your
sleeves,
nearly to the elbows, and have a basin of water stauding by your Bide to wash your hands
a

have

few more beautiful sets of this Fash,
tollable Fur, which we can sell

WE

a

Less than !¥ew York Prices.
BYRQS GREBN0UG* & CO.,

occasionally.

Oct 6—dfw2m

140

Middie street.

not

Grover & Baker 8. fflf. Co..
Whose Sewing Machines have been so long and favorably, known,have just brought out a new and improved Maohine. embracing all ‘he advantages o<

all others with improvements which render it invaluable for manutaoturing purposes, it is
in
construction, rues with but little noise or friction,
and has creator capacity than any other machine.
The subscriber has reoeived the first *bat hag been
brought into the State, and invites Manufacturers,
Taiiors and all others having use for cuch a machine
to cal! and examine.
tie has also a variety of Grover & Baker's Manufacturing and Family Sewing Machines together
with a good assortment of needles, twist and cottons of all numbers, on hand. Also, Pure Maohine
Oil.
Machines repaired to order.

simple

No. 62
Not. 14.1884.

dim

TV O T ICE.

Giand Trank

New Weed
WITH

all

Sewing Machine,

the recent Immnmn.H

<mu«<u«

tested i ab ut four weeks.
»
No. 8. One quarter lull interest on 2| acres on Oil
Creek, on which above well is situ itoi. Te thousand shares reserved for working capital—the properti s to be developed with energy,
After the closing of the subscription the stock will
be placid upon the regular Boards of Boston and
PfiLadeJpbia as a bona Me producing and dividond-

payinjg Oil Company.
Subsciiption books are now open at our office,
where further particulars, with prospectus, can be
obtained.

BANKERS,
13

No.

1
FBSIOHT DHPArTME*T,
Portland station. Nov 28,1864_ J
*IC reque ted to notify the U. 8.
Pond upon each shipment of
which «® "quired cortifl.a es ior S"»d».or “P®“
drawbacks from the U 8. GovernJ0UN PORTEOUS, Agent.
Nov23_dltn

IVI
I .TondY??hU?aHW“4
N
!

O

T

jr

o

B

Stockholders’ Meeting.
THEBE will be a special meeting 0f the

stock-

holders of he Farnsworth
Manufacturing Com
many,at the Counting Boom of a
in Portland, on Thursday, Dec 8th, at 3 o’clock p'
M.
Per Order of Directors.
^ HABKEtli, Clerk of Corporation.

J.LibhVf?

Congress Street,

Boston.

Subscriptions cat be made at th» offloe of
WMAH. WOOD k SON,
29 Exchange St., Portland.

Nor 22-dlw

B

Canal

a n

expended in perrectmg the Weed, wliioh we unheslta lnaly olaim to be the beet Sewine Maohine in the
woria. and ice Warrant, every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for thov have been tried and improved by eleven year* of practical experience and
oonetrncted upon true mechanical principle, by skillful workmen, and every part la made of the best
materiel, nicely adjusted and highly finished.
The Maohines can be seen at the

Sales Room, 137 1-9 Middle St.,
Where Machine Findings of all kinds ere constantly
Maohines of all kinds repaired in the best
on band.
manner by experienced workme n.
Instructions uiven on all kinds of Machines. All
kinds of Maohines taken in exchange for the Weed.
Also Maohines to let by the week or month.

It.

Thle Bank is prepared to receive subscription, to
tho new 7 3-19 loan in sua s of #58 and upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
16th, the date of the new loan.
The notee are convertablc at tho end of three
years into specie paying 6 per cent. D 20 bonds.
One-eighth per cent, will be allowed on all amounts
of #1000 and over.
B. O. feOMERBT,
Portland
dll
Cashier.
ug. 1,1864.

THE

SPANISH
—

can tux

NOBILITY
—

ARCTIISliVE,
—

CANADA

OB

ol

Gtravel

1

DOLE &

FOR FLAT ROOFS.
Jan2« dtf

Army

T. B.

E.

—

BEARS’ GREASE!

Weed Sewing Machine Co.,

For the growth and luxnrianoe of the hair.

No. 187 1-8 Middle Street, Portland.
00O4 dtf
C. W. BOBIHSON, Agent.

Beware c f imitations, and see that tho signature
and name andpiace correspond.
For sale by the Druggists.
novlldlm

K.

Commercial street.

Secretary, Henry

H.

80 Commercial street.
Andrew J. Chase,

Money

at

76

Burgess, rooa'vei Letters at
Dr. W.

Johnson.

JunelSdtf

To Merchant Tailors and Cutters.
HAVE left with Mr. W. D. James, No. 62 Middle street, Portland, copies of the true science of
drafting garments. Mr. J. fully understands the
theory and practice as well as I do, and can communicat as well to others.
0118 MADISON.
Portland, Sept 16,1864.

I

Having received anthority from Mr. Madison, I
am prepared to fnrnish all th« necessary information, and supply those who may wish with the rules,
Mr. N. S. Gardiner’s, No. 62 Middle street.
W. D. JAMES.
Sept 16—3m

at

S. A.

EMEEY,”
OF

LAT8

Das

Conservatorium der
TEACHER

Musik

OF

Leipzig,

zu

THE

Piano Forte & Musical Theory,
Street.

Portland, [Maine.
StawlBw

P.

KIMBALL,

To the Subscribers to the Capital Stock of the
northern Pacific Railroad Company:—
the undexsigued, the President and Secretary of the Beard of Commissioners of the Northern Paeifio Railroad
Company, in pursuance of tbe
d rections given in the Act of Incorporation, hereby
give notice to the subscribers of the Capital Stock of
said Company, that, we appoint Tuesday the sixth
day of December next, at ten o’olock iu the forenoon, and the Room numbered twenty-two (22) in
tns Merchants’ Exchange Building, on State street,
City o| Boston, Maas., as the time and place lor the
first m eting of said subscribers, for the purpose of
eleoling thirteen Directors for said Corporation and
transacting any other business that may legally
come before thrm
J08IAH PERH AM. President
AB1EL ABBO aT, Sec'etary.
nov!7dtd
Boston, Nov 16. 1834.

WE.

JUST

OPENEDJ

fc

DRY AND FANCY

Pleroe,

M.

PEARSON,
Plater,

Silver

A»D MAHCVAOTUBkB O*

SILVER

Navy Uniforms,

EVAll kinds of Wore, snoh

Knives, Forks,
Baskets, Casters, Ac., plated in the

Cake

Firmly

Bui

as

Gar-

sepUMtl

_

Canvas,

1

-FOE SALS BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN 4 CO.
BOLTS Superior Bleaobedl
9rU 1 *00
do All Long flax “Gov!
eminent ooutraot.” IAt
tOO do Extra All Lcng flax I “fOYO***.
tOO do Navy Pine
j
Delivered la Portland or Boston.
Rath. April 10. 1841
aplldlf

Force

Pumps

OF

and Water

Closets,

NO. 134 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, MX.

Warm, Cold and Shower b^ha, Wash
Bowls, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,
description of Water Fixtures tor Dwei>
J ling Houses, Hotels, Public
Buildings, Shops.
Ac., arranged and set up in the best manner, and aJl
orders in town or country faithfully executed. A'
kinds ol iobbingpromptiy attended to. Constantly
on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEEI
PUMP8 of all desoriptions.
ap9 dtl

Re-finishing Old Silver
angSd6m

O arriages!

and Neatly Finished.

J. F. LIBBEY, No. 20 Preble St.,
for

sale, at his establishment, a variety
of Carriages made in the neatest and most substantial manner.
The assortment comprises all the
different styles of Light Carriages, and they will be
sold on the most favorable terms. Persons intend*
ing to purchase Carriages will dnd it for their inter
eat to call and examine beforo baying elsewhere.
Iane28dtf

OFFER8

Boys

and

ments.

INVERT

WARE,

938 Congress St., Opp. Court House, Portland,Me.

manner.

ST.,

WILLIAM A. PEA3CE,

Sole Rooms, 110 and 113 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

J. T. Lewis

Co.,

Maouiacturera and Wholesale Dealers In

READY-MADE CLOTHING
AMD FURNISHING
dumbert

Foe. 1 nod a

■

GOODS,

Free Street Block

(Over H. J. Libby fc Co.,)

j!

p.

iPORTLAND, ME.

!

are

Yellow

Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spikes, Nails, fc.,
at short notice and delivered at any port required.

DURAN
HO.
All

MoGILVEKY, KYAN A DAVIS.

KIDDLE STREET.

orders in the city

or

from tbo

126

Street.

GhR^A.

KT T

COTfFEE, S3PICES,
Salteratus A Cream Tartar,
New Coffee and Spice Mills, 18 «*<«1S Union street,
Portland, Me.
Coffee and Spicee pat up far the trade, with any
address, in all variety o packages, and warranted
as represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at short
notice.
HT* All goods entrusted s ttbe owner’s risk.
mnrchlOdtf

R. J.D.

LARRABEE&CO^

No. 69

JVI.

Hugh
,

Edward HUE

McGiltary,

4,

Exchange Su,

Manufacturers of all kinds of

JPhinnev,

WOULD

Furuuce Business.

In all Its branches
8TOVE8, of all
newest and most approved

kinds, of the

patterns.

Furnaces

and

J. 8. Winslow
chas. Ei. 1 John
Eoaert liyer,
Chas. H. Oha.e,
A. D. W hidden.
Portland, Sept. 1, mi.
agreement the chartering of veiae's has
tatisiaoiarii) until mtb.u a trwdays, whau
m
n lioin Cuba wto are intere. i<d iu
geutl.
tbe ligntarage ana cargoes and consignment 01 oar-rrived
her-, ana we believe inloimia tur
go.s,
sbil pore that this agrecm nt must to annulled, and
masters must bt hdid respomibie for the
lighterage
of ail cargv oa. Our Bhlppes appear to bate yieiusd
atoncj to this demand, without
oonruliing or atemd'ing to consult owner* and marteis, and the
first intimation ttey receive ol it is tlie announcement in the Fiice Current, ol ihefithiust
that In
shipperaherd had agreed to require of thjm such
Gnoer this

gone

on

some

terms.
It would seem that lair play aid manly dealing as
wella.tne mutual dependence ol paitrta
have prevented oar sh-pperi irom yielding 10 the deinaaa O: Cuban ilousee, un il
they had conlened
with owners of vessels cr tlieir agent* and made
seme satisfactory axraugem.nl* with them.
As nothing ol the sor. was done, tbe owners, masters and brokers teit cnlleu upon to pioteuttheir own
inltrest and establish etcu temis as just ee aid
seli-pretervaiion required of them accoidingly the/
held a meeting on the 7th ins.., at the countingrooms 01 Messrs. Rote & bturtivant'0 col siter Iho
subjoot. 1 nis was largely attended, ana < apt. Cns.
H chase was cnoson Chairman, and Wm. Ro s,
Etq bee rotary. Alter a cartlul and candi aoo.iueration of the matter, it was voted that
could
not injustice to th-m-elves subnet to the terms
which the Cuban lentlemen had as (we belie.i,i
diotatedio cur ehippeis. Aid lu order to reduce
this vote to a binding obligation, th y drew up and

ou.ht’to

tteyT

JPonTnaMD.N vember 7, 1864.
The undersigned, Shipowners, Riekoie, Me. era
Managers t fvesrels, hereby a, ree and plidge
thaimeives each to ibe othut, not to ohsner heir
ve se's fer the lslanu ol Cuba, upon any other terms
than to deliver their cargoes alongs.de the ve-sel
there, liee of llgdtnrage vacant.ug lung lumber
which is to id asboic by the slip crew and that
no chai ter shall be made on private tonus, nndei a
forlt itui e o one thousand uqllurs.which is to he p ail
by thsparty breaking this agreement, to tbe othe
01.
And Ui oua nnan of this meetin
signors than
isnereby authorizes to institute all necessary legal
prooeedinga to oolieei the aame.
John K Donnell,
Ti unite L Libbay,
David Krazer,
Robert M York,
Kus sei Lewis,
Jam, a b Hutchinson
frank Miiiken,
Samuel Bote.
Kufoa Cushman,
George Hatkcll,
W W Harris,
1 11 Varney,
Wza Woodbury,
JcihuaPoland,,
James L uowe„
Cbas. H naske 1,
C C Dad. y,t
Randall A W oodbury.
A
Chist
Boyd Hanson,
ptur Kilby,
J N 1, a den brock,
Edward WaKe,
Wiiliam ► erris,
KAIfara ck,
H P Deane,
8 F Randall,
K L Lillie held,
Wm U. < badbonrne,
8 8 Fain or.
Geo W Lfnii field,
D U Atherton,
James freeman,
Thos B Adie
Drake A Davis,
James Keazer,
8 M Martin,
B J Willard,
Perley A Russel,
Bouthard Ja Woodbury, T F Fibber,
JKJO'dan,
Henry C 8mail,
tt H Bowker,
Thomat Means,
James Bain,
Henry Luring,
h L
W n E Boyd,
Davis,
Adams A York,
Chas Merrill,!
Geo W Davis,
Charles Fobea,
L D Cole,
Samuel G Davis,
Norton Mover,
Edward Hail,
Chas P Ingraham,
Chaa T Smith,
WinOsnter,
JamesHl.ee,
EG Willard.
Gregory Crostoa
I P Pinkham,
Emory Cushing,
and

Chaa B

Varney,

AJ
J C

Albert Chase,
Bounds,
Stephenson A Co.,
Thomas Connor,
AlrmHeal.

Potiengui
York,

Daniel O Davis,
William Anderson
Isaac C Park,

Samuel

Peter Gnffain,
Joseph Hill,
John T Palmer,
Bhnbal Menymsn,

trellis st. Clair,
Henry G Timmons,

Wm H Ayers
Chas Dyer,

David McCa mon.
John W Ironther,
Cl aa Kinney,

Dyer A Pierce
Andrew J Chase,
Cha» sawyer,
Nathan 8 Dayev,
Elisha Wheeler,
Chaa P Iiuapp,
Wieah Sampson,
Sephen (J Munsey,
Jonathan M Knapp,
Wm Y Ford,

Jo.bca sirout,
Walter M m min
A li Webber,

Lj man

8 I

lark,

Ross A Bturtivaat,
Yet»n A bale,

J S Winslow,
McGilviry, Ryan A Davis,
George Burnham A Son, Lnkjoho A Chase
Chandler Barnes,
O M Nickerson,
Tboe T Loring
Joseph H White,
ts if onr shippers
ought to buvs ss
much regard lor th* interest of their own irleids
and neighbors at for tbeir Cuban
consignees; m< te
op cjilly as the former only ask 'or what is nailfcstiyvust tod li.ht. But if they prefer toeooicraie wi h the la ter for the pnrpcre of ixacting onerous terms and inflioting a positive
injury open ibe
the form r, it is very much to be tsgretted, but iann ver be rubmitted ro.

Blackmer’s Concentrated

FRUIT
WINE),
Made Without Fermentation.
Tins WINE possesses a mild
and delicious flavor lull body,
it is prepared lrom Mtoicc it digen one traits; and lu>m its purity and peculiar mode ot preparation, possesses remarkable
healing properties.

nothing more Palatable,Folkmore Invigorating. Nothmere Strengthening

ing
ing

Ranges,

Tin’and Hallow Ware.
CT~8eoond hand STOVES bought, or taken it
exohango tor new.
Stovus, Kansas. FcanAca*. end Tin Wins repaired at short notice, in a faithful manner.
Gratefsl for former patronage, he hopes by strict
attentive to business, and fair dealing, to receive a
gener< u< share ol public favor.
Oot. 28—dtf,

REMOVAL!

A half wine-glass taken a short time before brenkthst will sharpen the appetite, and U ia to be relied
on when every otter mode of treatment fails.

Hied for ITervous Weakness, Used for Kidney Complaints, Used for Indigestion.
It is rmpidlv growing lato pnbdio fhvor, for those
who use it onoe iovariably buy it the second time.
It Is used as a dinner wine by many in plaoe ol all
others.

Qood for the Sedentary, Good for the consumptive.
Good for the Invalid.
It Is <intte refreshing after a tiresome walk, and
to the sedentary and convalescent it can be saio to
be truly invaluable.
Every hou-ehold should have
a supply constantly on band for family use.
This Wine is Unfermented, This Wine is Un fermented, Tuts Wine is l nftrelented.
Prepared and forsaloby L. BI.ACKMblt A CO..
Woriea er. Mass. For-ale In Portland by W. I.
PHILLIPS, A CO., and by Druggists and dea,-r.
octl7evdSm.
general ty.

Deceased Soldiers at New Orleans,

subscribers inform their customers and the
friends 'n this 8ts*», bnvirg deIV*S
FRAMES THEpublic
genera ly that they have remevsd fron
New
oeasrd Soldi3 bor ed in the vicinity
RKLAI
FOB
tbccoriero. Chestnut and Congress it,set, to
desi
Ion- ol baying their remains
Orleans, and
s

Cotton,
u

Ejau A

iiaris.

Elisna Whielar,
Charlis Barkntt,

126

inform his friends and former oustoirerv
that he has taken the Store Ao.ljf Exchange
Street, where he intends to earry on the
Stove and

er.

Y aion A H le,
K ss A sturdy ant
S. Js'. Hat.ua i
E G. York,

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

J.

Web

Waiter Aleriyman,

Charles te errl I,
Wm.k'er is
1>. H. Atherton,
Boland lork,
Cnarles tawytr,
Wm. E. Boyo,
Greg Crus on,
E W, CdlEo.

sept28dtf

Exchange

A B

J Gnmau Heed
G. W. Uavia,
K, A. Marwick,
liav d Ks ser Jr.

country promp'

fl»eii.

dtf

GHAUT'S COFFEE & SPICE MILLS.

BRACK KTT.

Sc

165

Btwis Jtitji.H,

ihos. Means,
rn.B. e nibby,
Henry U email,

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

Metal&Copper Sheathing,

Etuis/,

John A.

Rich Samuel 8
It wonld seem

lylldtf

TRUNKSj VALISES,
AND
New Bedford Copper Comp’y.
Traveling Bags
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
THE prepared
to tarnish suits of
Manufactured and for gala

stock of

GOODS,

Consisting

of the following, viz:—Doeskins, CassiSatinets, all wool Snirtiug. Under Shirts and
Drawers, DeCains, Shirting, Linens, Table Linens,
Embossed m 1 wool Table Covers, Sontags, Hoods,
Soarft, IS uck-lies. Hoop Skirts, Cotton and Linen
Thread*.
A'bo, A Large Lot of Silver-Plated Ware, Table
and Pocket
cutlery, Trunks, Valises, Ac.

Oil

Every Evening.

CHAS. E.COTTON, Auctioneer.
OctSl-dtf

Paintings, Engravings,
A Looking Glasses.
Manufacturers of all kinds of

l^r O TJ L3DI rr C3-S

100

Middle

Formerly oceapied by Fitzgerald
as

l

taken up and sent licme this

at.,

Hodgdon,

the Dablia Hoop Skirt store, where they will
new and complete assortment ofeeoils sun
*
variety usually kept in a

And a
ail the

FIRST GLASS

—FOB—

Picture Frame* and Looking Glasse*.

FANCY OOODS

The Trade supplied with Black Walnut, Imitation
Rosewood and Ebony, and Gilt Oval Frames, Our
manufacturing facilities ensble us to famish all articles In tbit line as low In prices as can bn found
elsewhere. W. Invite purchasers to call and examine our very fine Engravings of which we have n

tuoh as Velvets. Bu fie Trimming", Bu'tons, Woolen
Goods Glows, Laces Ve is, Cottons. Rioons, Hoti
•ry. fce., «e., an endless variety too numerous to
Renlion.
Don’t forget the number, 166 Middie street.

arge variety.

o

arc

—

Photographs,

meres,

Auction Sales

and

FAKIR

—

No. 86 Exchange Street,
Formerly occupied by Stewart

itary

and

PORTLAND, ME.

James Bain,
C. c. Briley,
James H Hutchinson,
John W Ciowther,

or

And will be .old »t the

Auction Room of C. E.

Draper,

Sleighs, PLUMBER!
street, (Near Preble Hons.,)

Preble

S. irue.

Joseph Alountfert,

aigned ihefollowing agreement.

Beeves,

BaU, Me.

Wholesale Dealer In nil kindsof

NOTICE.

Sc

Scotch

Portland, He.

Carriages

NO. 11 CLAPt’S BLOCK

Congress

Tailor*

MAXTUFAOTI7BKB OF

Sept

Oot 31

Alexander D.

PRODUCE,

B3T*CarriagdB and 81eigh9 on hand and made to
order.jnnelBdtf

C.

Me.
least!

Manufactures to order and in the beat manner. Mil-

Carriage manufacturer,
Preble Street,

Pertixxd,

__

88 EXCHANGE

LEMONT,

receives Stares at 118 Midroeei-es

_

MOODY,

PORTLAND, ME.
Jnneldtm

Ghristian_ Commission. Carriages,
Chairman,
Hayes,

Treasurer. CyrusSturdivant,

Csxxsrsia] Street,

Commercial street,

No. 5 Galt Block, Commerc'al 8t,

FrankltaC.^Moody, }

—

HXAD OP MERRILL’B WHARY,

MERCHANTS,

Also, Repairing and
Ware.

TJ. S.

DEA.LFBSIF

Corn, Flour and Grain-

MERCHANTS.

FLOUR, COER AND

best

THB

dle street.

—

And TV holesale Dealers in

Spoons,

Committee

No. 10 Union Street

HUBERT WEBB A CO*

GENERAL

COMMISSION

H-ooUng

B* HEKSBYi Agent,,

PORTLAND.

...

WATER-PROOF

-AJTD-

—

(Opposite head Widgery Wharf,)
Jehu Lynch, )
Peleg Barker,}
PORTLAND, ME.
Thos. Lynch ) Jnneldtf

HOUSE,

ATKINSON * INGERSOL’S,
sepmdtfSo. 77 Middle Street.

SPENCER, VILA & CO.,

Government 7 3-10 Loan.

Stebiit

Railway.

FORA FIRST-CLASS EATING

AMD

IMPOBVED

FELT CQMP0*ITIQK,

Juneltf

There is no better looation, or run of custom in this
city. For one seeking business it will be found the
best opportunity ever offered In this olass of business
In Portland.
Parties wishing to purchase will please apply at

Portland

pumped.

THE

OFFICE, CODMAN BJLOCJt,
Txmplx

fbr

fo 4. California Well No. 1.
On Oil Creek,
down 600 feet all r adv to tube.
No 5
California Well No. 2. On Oil Creek
downSdO feet nearly ready to tube, with a powerful 15 no rue engine, [ ew,] derricks, tanks, &c. &c.
No. 6. .Lease of 2£ acres on Oil Creek.
No 7. One quarter interest (wo King) in one well,
down iour hundred feet, on Oil Cret-k, and will be

N. S. GARDINER.
MIDDLE BTHEBT, opp. Pott Office.

Surveyor and Civil Engineer,
«noM7 dfcwtf

Share

full paid Slock and no further
Assessment.

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

—

per

and dtory Farms. A fine well is on the corner of
this land, which isoovered with OH sprinrs and rich,
“snrfao01 shows.
The situation of the territory is
f-i>flio<ont evidence of i’s great valu*.
No. 2
3J *civs perpetua1 lease [99 years] on the
Wash Ho Ulntock Farm, Oil Creek. New Well to
go down at once.
No 3 ,<uPi!d Cat Well" on Wash. MoClintock,
producing about 80 [thirty] barrel* per day, with engine derricks, tank*, Ac. The Companv own the
whole working interest in this < elebrated Well,
which ha* the great advantage of flowing when it is

Mb Hahmoh has

A rUCIU BLACK BUJi TOURISTS.

Original Subscriptions $2.50

The properties of this Company are m>st valuable,
eoneijting cf the following:
No. 1 About fifty acres of land in pee simple, situat'd on Cherry Tree Bun, a branch or Oil Creek,
opposite to the Dalzell Petroleum Co. (Hayes Farm)

their money Is received from the

INGERSOL,

purchased at a bargain. This is the most
central Eating House in the city, and has a full run
of customers. It has also one of

OF

promptly and faithfully adjusted.
No Charge for Advice and Information.
Ho Charge Until the Claim is Collected.
Charges as Low as Auy other Agency.
In oase of Necessity will assist relativhs of ssid’ers
and seame-i, until
United States

80,000 Shares Par, $5 Per Share.
Ten Thousand Shares Reserved for Work

Manufacturers and Tailors.

AUolalms against the Government, sneh as P»
signs, BoUHTin, Back Pat and Pmzn Monet,

we

ATKINSON &
Can be

Which draws orowds of customers.

FOB

In ail lta branches, at the old stand in

!

ing Capital.

Will continue the

PENSION

Granite Stores,

Agents,

(Established In 1861.)
continne to devote their speolal and exolugive attention to the prosecution of Claims tor

Dow’s Celebrated Soda Fountains,

AN ENTIRE NEW

Bradford f Harmon,)

CO.,

Granite Block.

AND COMMISSION

i

HARM.OH,

&

Pension n»d Claim

asp

sept27—dtf

&

WARREN’S

;

Wholesale Grocers,

St.

Congress

WOOD,

S. ROUNDS A SON.

Iebl6dly

North,

JOHN LYNCH & CO.,

AT

SOFT

delivered to any part of the city.
Ovnoa CoxHanoiAL St., bead of Krankiin Wharf,

jnneldt/

|

Eating

$400,000

HARD AMD

adian Produce,

137 Commercial St net,
Charles Blake, )
Henry A. Jones, J
B. W. Gage.
)

St.,

CAPITAL.

CO.,

FOB

Petroleum Company!

They have also a large variety ef Photograph
Stock and Chemicals, Cases, Camaras, kc., tfc.

vers

Western and C

Pictures,

F K AM E S.
oonstantly on hand.

Re

And

COAL

MOUNTAIN, UEHIGH, HEZILTON
SUGAR LOAN. OLD COMPANY 1.EHIGH, LOCUST MOUNT! JUS. JOHNS, DIAMOND, WEBSTER and BLA< K HEATH. These Coals are ol the
very best quality, well screened and ploked, and
warranted to gtrv satisfaction.
Also for sale best of

FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS,

|

STILL

GILT

A

Henj.

tamueiluij
Shuts! Atony man,
E. J.
lukliam,
Eeury II. Gregg,

l Jqhn Berry,
I

CHEAP FOR CASH !

FIRE

BLAKE, JONES

Vainey,

reooommend him to his former patients and the pub- 1
Joshua Poia d,
no. Dr. Fhbzvald, from
long expedience, is prepar* Geo. W. Coggins,
od to insert Artificial Teeth onthe^Vnioanite
Base,1’ By man S. Citrk,
and ail other methods known to the pretession.
j Anuiew J. iottengill,
Portland. May 25.1863
y
W rifcr W. Book,

Brokers,

Tower Baildings

1. H.
S* G.

Irav.s,
Jain s G. Howe,
William Anderaon,

Or* J« H* fi^AJ D
disposed of his entire interest In hfc
HAVING
Office to Dr. 8. C FERNALD, »rould checriuliv

Not 11—dBm*

TRANSIENT PRICE LIST

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL

1

ot

SPRING

I*lV£RPOOIi,BLNG.

Are the best instruments of their class in the world.
Nearly all the most prominent artists in the oonntry
have given written testimony to this effect, and these
Instruments are In constant use in the ooncorts ol
the most distinguished artists—as Uottschalk and
others—as well as in the jpjras in the prinoipal cities, whenever such instruments are reonired. Priee
886 to 8600 eaoh. These instruments may be found
at the Mosio Rooms of the sabsorioer, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers’ prices.
H. 8. EDWARDS,
No.849} Stewart’s Block, Congress 8t.

aprI8dtf

DENTIST,

No. 176 Middl
f treet.
Kotbikom.Drs. Baoo t and Bkmui
Portland, May 36,1868.
y

We, the undersigned, shipmasters and * aeon s for
Here: y .g.e, that eu ,ud a.Ur the hrst
day
Sepuinber, ISoS, ail cargoes laden on board or
the Island ei Cu.a, sorli be deiiv red and
reocivtd
alor geide wi bin reaob of vessels techies,
camp ing
long lumber, whicb is to be towed t„ the sucre by
vessels urew., aeoording lo the tius urns ol the
ptiuciple pons in the united suits.
Edwa
d
!
Geo. H.Starr,
Gooding,
owaus,

—■——•

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,
And General Commission Agents,

MASON & HAMLIN

Smoking Tobacco.

j

(to/e Songey, Cooper f Co.)

MADE EXCLUSIVELI 1IT

on Land.

DH. S. C. FERJJALD,

dtf

Ship

CO.,

A CARD.

Board at United States Hotel.

WILLIAM F. SONGEY &

douuicd aihiua lew years and is likely to idvarce to any sum wluen buerosted partus there
may see d. lo o.a gc.
bind.r these ciroumsitnoet the shipmasters ard
agents of owners up:n o. suliition tmeied intu au
agrt.m nto pt. 1, l.bh, in relation to Ihe niat ir,
and lur in pur, os. oi
giving no.ice to ai. colo. iiod
th y caused it to be
puoiEheu wdh tne esmeeof sign,
ers, m edi e ai y p»psc. In order that here
may
be no mi appichuuslru about its
Wnns, ,t is imeited
in this statement, v.a:

■OftlBIt

SOXUMAOXBK,

uovl6

The Cabinet Organs

I'ACKAtlKS

DAVIS,

OFFICE MO. 2 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE.

Delivered to order in any part of tho eity.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer* Whitney are respectfully invited to give ns a call.
RANDALL, MoA LUSTER * CO.
Portland. Jane 18. lHsa^-diy

Ec Daioa.

Street,

I

Lorberry,

ly

Ml Idle Strael.

H0NK1NS, M. D.,
81RGF0Y & PHYSICIAN, WOOD

Superior Coal/or JSlackmitht.
Hard and »cn Wood,

A

Also,

*

ReedleaaadTrimaingealwayt

S. C.

Together with the belt quality of

IMPOB

Tailor,

White and Red Ash,

La Flob.

was

The Qneen then walked through the crowd
to tlie door, with a nicely curved bull’s horn
in her left hand. It was filled with water,
which she sprinkled with the other band on
the company right and left, and, proceeding
outside the door, dispensed the same boon to
the multitude there. I understood this did
not represent any purification, but a promise
of rain throughout the year now begun.

ex-

lobes, each containing a
faed surrounded by a white, pulpy substance,

Merchant

Johu'a.

Pittsburg

indeed they are the professors of the
country, and thus they are spoiled. The temples are the public schools and colleges
throughout the kingdom. We entered one of
these temple grounds with an armful of books.
The priests- novicesand boys gathered around
us to the Dumber of about thirty or forty.—

are

Conchas,

Exchange

ple, and

Within the shell

Punch,

H*s. 14 aid 16--

__juneltf

Haxelton Lehigh,
Locust Mountain.

nbarg a ov,r nigtt, or be discharged by ni.bt or
fmndaj, ,nd tne liuihoqmuce is s.musi, i.vsriabiy
that a portion o: tne ligniers 10-ids or. lust or .is eu
and tea vtssel and owners are inquired to
pay tor it!
lo odier words, the owners sad sinlcr, or Tes-Us
are r.qnliei to insure the Ibi’h u.ntas or
they lig ..
erme- and the hum
sty of ail others living along
chore, or empl. yed to lake tie account
Auden to Ids the charge tor lighterage has nth'-

PORTLAND, UK.

WOODMAN, TRUK

tbevJST^JrJL
*cr
2^

punki

AGENTS,

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MM.
BT Work ezeooted in every part of the State.

Company Lehigh,

Provisions,

SEWING MAC PIN ESI
1

HAKUTACTBRBR 01

OKAS. J.

aloag-ide;

____mayMtl

Groceries,

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Sugar Leal Lehigh,

Rxoalia,
So Glovo,
Maxilla,

Cheroots,

H.

Old

Top,

Allen, Jr,,

The priests are generally lazy, arrogant and
Ignorant. They are looked up to by the peo-

A flnger-bowl will answer
the
same purpose; but that, in the eyes of some
for
may appear extravagant
missionaries. £
towel or truit napkin is also Indispensable
some say the fashionable way is to slice the
fruit off close to the seed, and then eat out
the slices with a spoon, but that is rather a
slow process, and besides, some of the best oi
the fruit is thus lost. After ail the precautions that can be taken, however, a person is
likely to flud the juice running down over his
beard, and perhaps extending even to the
skirts of his garments. After ail the difficulty in eating It, however, the mango U delicious.
Next comes the mango stine—a tart, pulpy
fruit, put up in lobes, within a dark, walnutlike shell. Break the shell and lift out the lobes
with a fork, and they melt In your mouth.
Then there are the pineapple and several other fruits not at all difficult to take.
But the friflt of the season, among the natives, Is the durieu—a large fruit about the
size of a man’s head, and has a prickly shell.

Black Sea,

ABIEL M. SMITH, 171 Fore St.

Portraits &

FARMING OOMMUNITT.

vou

Tip

and they can assure their customers and the
May Apple,
public
CLOSING BIT OF ETIQUFTTE.
generally that all work will be done in the NBA T- !
by this time cooked, and was BST and most WORKMANLIKB AtANNKR.
Killickaiek.
Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of Pay and
taken out and mixed with honey, some in a ;
Prize Money,
gilt dish being handed to the Queen. It was
OLD FRAMES RE-GILT,
then served to the assembly in dishes of porall other olaims against tho Government, h y
Hating harked Down the prioe of Cigare and Andbeen
celain and silver, &c, and when these were
ing
duly licensed therefor.
To look equal to new*
Tobacoo, as well as other goods, to oonform to the I
not sufficient, on plantain leaves.
t£9~ All advice free. Terms as low as at any oth
The guns
price of Gold, and being determined to reduce the or
Agency, and no pay required until the olaims are
were again fired, that the people
might know
obtained.
I etoclc, I call the attention of the trade to the same.
the Queen had eaten rice, and might cook and
Office 88 Exchange street, Jose Blook.
Cleaned and Varnished in the best style.
eat their own. Soon after the company rose,
F. BRADFORD,
Wm.
Z. K. HARMON.
saluted the Queen and retired. It still rained,
They have also received a fresh supply of French
Jnne21.—dtf
and I was amused to see the nobles and chiefs imitation of
Hog. 13 and 15
St.
as they approached tho door, pull off their
EBONY AND ROSEWOOD FRAMES,
silk lambas, and fold them up and put them
Nov 8—dim
which they offitr at lowest rates.
under their other garment, apparently very
One-half of the Establishment
anxious to prevent the rich borders getting
and Boston
Black Walnnt, and all Kinds ol
Rosewood,
wet.
INTo. 77 Middle

THE PRIEST*.

are

American Eaole,

Furnishing Goods,

IN

_

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

XHE

The rice

gra»3.

we

La Ritica,

DEPARTMENT,

THE BITE OF SPRINKLING.

weather,

Pants, Tests,

ARE YOU ALL READY?

No.

Hrxrt Clat,

}

paper hangings.
■No, 88 Hxebange Street, Portland, Me.
Juneldti

ana

Grain and

BOBKKT
BBALBY,)
». k. uoultok,
A.
BOOKB8.
J

Premium Paged Account Books.

oeeupied by Messrs. Sawyer f Whitney, head of
Maine Wharf, are now prepared to supply their
former patrons and the publio generally, with a
line assortment of

Superior,

Emixette,

All ef which —ill be sold low for Cash, at the old
stand of Lewis as Smith.

M.

Rxcio,

A»D

c^r^cou'ut

irnn Jn.t and
Hieir cargoes
Uuwey.r aootirauiy n,« amount d
li.eied into ihe hgh .r„
wtlli ti-eir biira ol lauing; .t areiy
n«,r
*
anon ibe iighieis Un.ivet it o*. sbete
1LCB. lighters are owneu by
there aid manno. b
tboir or,w and are sou lues
obliged to
1. ng distance to a landing pi. ce and remain nnui-

ROGERS

88 Commercial street, Thomas
Block,

Bookseller, Stationer,

subscriber haring purohased the 8took of
THE
Coal and Wood,
taken the stand recently

Espaxiola,

Bunker Hill,

Ready-Made Overcoats,

bathe.

Leaving the sugar district, we come into a
farming neighborhood. The Palmyra began
to rear its lofty head, which Indicates a ricegrowing region. Occasionally a plantain garden was seen on the bank of the river, the
broad leaves, split by the winds, were “streaming in shreds’’ in the breeze. The inhabitants
of a farming community generally live in little
villages upon the banks of tho river. During
the day they work in the fields, and at night
they return home. The houses are built ot
bamboo and covered wilh the leaf of the Nayfra palm, or a kind of thatch made of long

Have

on

dr

recommend

Goal and Wooil!

I

who us63 much of the article had better shut
his eyes while visiting them. They manage,
however, to make some very pretty sugar, and
very cheap, too, which makes a person wonder, after seeing the crude processes through
which it has to pass. A young Chinese nobleman in Bangkok has sent to Europe for au
Improved steam sugar-mill, which is expected

SIAMESE

Flora

requested to examine
the well known brands

j
j

juice flows through pipes from the mill
kind of tank, whence it is taken in buckets to the place of boiling. A kind of furnace
is built, about ten or twelve feet high, in the
top of which a large iron kettle is placed.—
The whole operation is conducted in rather a
primitive style, and like all sugar-mills, one

There is

Sxvuitth Regiment,

Ij.

them to our
former customers.
All persons haring demands
against us are requested to present them tor settlement, and all persons indebted to us are requested
to make immediate payment at the old stand where
one oi the undersigned
may be found for tho present.
SAWYKB A WHITNEY.
Portland, Jane 6,1884.
janelsd3w

are

are

Flour,

CO.,

PORTLAND, KE.
Inneldam

Ok

w aoLauALa Diuuus in

_

11Co., do cheeriully

\sr.
SSS5SS®» SL-sans
Tm S%£°£
a

BRADLEY, MOULTON

Wholesale and. Ttetail.

WE,
Coal and Wood to Messrs. Randall, McAlit-

250 000.
this stook, among which
of

&&.B.Bog5. }

J. K. 8TOKT, No. 38 Exchange 8t.
>

NOTICE.
the undersigned .haring sold ..our Stock of

ttr

|

a

We commenced telling them, as well as
could, the story of Jesus; but that only
cited their ridicule. We tell them they

nioe Custom

Sept 20—dtf

Aag 37—dtf

&

SS^s:^:

Jnnelsoddm

___

No. Al Commercial Street,

Bo that Money can be Saved in theee War Timet.

ever

Dealers and consumers

We would inform our flriends and the publio that
intend to keep the best the market affords, and
can sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
lit at alt times. We would also rail attention to our

Undercoats,

j

|

ue

coarse

Work.

we

1

loes.

A SIAMESE

oomprlsing

Doeskins,

St.,

when necessary, but when a breeze
springs up, td hoist sail, and then stretch themselves upon the deck, and perhaps sleep in the
oars

shortly.

and

OSGOOD,

mission

swarthy
Upon the deck are five
natives, acting as boatmen, to propel the boat

into

Cassimeres &

nnBl-Tirn

I’frft

-r

to be found in tbo State of Maine, tbe entire lot

German

PICTUREJMMES

utensils, and other indispensablea for the
journey, and you have a pretty good picture

broiling

as

ll-

DOMESTIC CIGARS

SMITH’S,

Ito. 171 Fore Street.

And

voj

Has in store the largest and best assortment of

at

Also a fine stock of Cloths, sunh
American Moa;ow and Castor

Beavers,

usit

Flour, Provisions

DESCRIPTION,

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES

TOBACCO!

together with stores, beds, bedding, cooking

with

Boys

WM. ALLEN, JR..

AND WH0LK8ALD DKALML&8

i.vJt!1
lin* rfe

and Oats. CunmT^orTi1 ,l“e

WCars loaded with Corn in bulk free oi charge.
No. 120 Commercial Street,
And City Mills, Deering
Bridge.

Maine,

are

A largeiy iniaieatea in the cuba
ttaue. they eaport a, many if not mo: e Shooks
Ac., 10 iha. Island
uu*er 0*<y In our
country, and in ntur.. im*
quauiniea ol suBar ana luolajs. s.
here ef.re in some o. the
on. thipmasler. to de nor
Iheir id
“* °*»«pUcu ol
long lninnei, ousnore n.

Warehouse

Commission Merchants,

Repair Gentlemens’Garments
0» IVERY

Dana.)

IT Is well known that the oitiaens of Portland

Merchant

Bariev, Bye

_

___inneldtf
JOHN T. KOGGltS &

THE

TOBACCO.

Chewing

and about six feet

tonr.

and

John A. S.

WEALTH.

subscriber respectfully Informs his friends
in general that he will

IS

A FLOATING HOME.

upon a
or six

3VT.

Clothing!

,
Woodbury Dana, I

SliroDmcr Merchants!

VOS PCB0HA8B AMD BALK OV

Portland,

Lather Dana,

ang31 3m.

ECONOMfJS

Commission

Dana & Co.
Fish
and
Salt,

JAMES B. RACKLYFT.

janetfdtf

second to none 1b taming out Good Sitting
very well; aud the vast assembly, when the
Garments of all styles and fashions. His prtoes
Queen was seated, sat dotfn on the ground. arc reasonable.
We sat in the places assigned us. RepresentaParties furnishing their own oloth will have the
same made good in ease of misfit.
tives of the royal family, the nobles, the ofto friends for past patronage,
hoping
ficers, the landed proprietors, the judges aud iVfkonkiul
for a continuance of the same.
general population, then approached the place
or- Parties from the country will find this a good
where the fire was burning, and presented
market and "A Tailor always Reddy."
meir uomage anu tnetr aasiua to me
Noy 7—eodlsa
yueeu.
Our turu was next to the nobles, ami the
French next to us iu the order assigned to us.
After some time, earthern vessels called
sines, and'a ladle—a gourd, or cow’s horn, or
shell with wooden handle—were brought in
or
with great ceremony, aad taken to the northCLEVELAND 8r
east corner of the room.
Other vessels of wa&
ter were then brought in with earthern
pots,
No. 147 middle
which were put upon the stone trivet on the
tire. In these water and rice were put; and
John Antes i Co.'s Solace ad Amulet,
EVAN’S BLOCK,
while the rice was cooking, the Queen rose,
i fi'i
.13 .‘i ;
4j l- ,H
Have
on
hand
the
largest assortment ef
aud attended by the officers of the palace,
Scott’* Celebrated Nary,
walked to the northeast corner of the room, I
where she took off the large gcarlet lampa,
Wm. Bolton’* Dew Drop,
which was then held before her by men with
Peter’* Choice Natural Deaf,
outstretched arms screeulug the corner to :
which the Queen had retired. Here she bathGeo Doane & C*. Catendlah,
ed; this and the preparation of cooking and In New F.ngland—purchased before the very great 1
the
the
rice, constituting
Dari*’ Natural Deaf,
eating
grand ceremo- advanee in all kinds of materials—are prepared to I
sell at
ny of the occasion; the latter being symboliAnder*on’* Nary,
cal of the anticipated plenty of the season. 1
WHOLESALE OK RETAIL,
I was informed that the Queen’s bathing conOld Hameatead.
slated chiefly in sitting down and having some Lower than any other Establishment j
Army and Navy,
water poured on her head. As soon as the !
in the city.
Queen came forth a signal was passed to the | The services ofMr.H.
Pocahonta*,
Q. SMITH, formerly of
door, and the cannon along the sides of the Boston have been secured to
the
superintend
Sbanghla,
hill announced to the people that the Queen
had bathed aud authorizing them also to
Magaolta,
GILDING

en.

of the missionaries in Siam

iden

May be found

iamdas with difierent colored borders, probably two or three hundred people present. After a whille the Qneen entered from the north
door, wearing a small ornament like silver
bells on her head, and wrapped in the folds of
a fine large scarlet mantle.
Her Majesty saluted the people, received their congratulatious in return, and then sat down on a scarlet
couch or folded carpet. The room was lighted by glass chandeliers, which did not burn
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DBALBB n

Corn, Meal and ¥\©nr,

'gf- (’articular attention given to outtlng for
others to make.
Sept 12—d3m

Every exertic n will be made to have all orders
promptly attended to.

Portland, Jane 18,1884.
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good assortment
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Bleached & Pressed at the Shortest Notice

S1M0NT0N ft KNIGHT,
48 Commercial Wharf.

FALL AND WINTER

blessings—the fa-

Saturday. 1 went at the repeated invitation of the prime minister. It
was near sunset, and we had to wait a full
hour before we gained admission to the palace.
The ministers and many of the nobles
were also waiting.
At length we entered the
great room in the palace. At the north end
was a brightly burning fire on a hearth.
The
room was filled with people, all in red silk

9 th:—

Imagine

place

10,1864.—dtf

GOULD,

Merchant Tailor,
amoved to No. 181 Kiddle street, where ho
will be pieased te meet bin driends and easternHA8
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MAINE,
_Lace & Leghorn Bonnets

Straw,

OllA BOLTS of “David Corear ft Son's” Leith,
aA'U a sail-cloth of superior quality, juBt reoeived direct lrom Liverpool, and for sale by
MotilLVBRY, RYAN ft DAVIS,
181 Commercial St.
Sept 24tb—dtf

the Novelties of the season.
TERMS

Bieachery,

PORTLAND
Apples.
f)AA BBL8. Choice Appples, just reoelved and
j lor sale by
DANFORTH & CLIFFORD,
ootaitf
ho. 6 Lime St.

-

—

30S Congres Street,

§cotch Canvass.

Our facilities for supplying our customers’with
promptness, fidelity and despatch are unexcelled.
Our Stock is large and dealrrWe, presenting all

The great ceremony of the festival—the
bathing of the sovereign, the cooking of the
rice and the jaka and the eating of the same

—took

Furnishing doods,

Maine Bonnet

a

C. C. MITCHELL ft SON.

Oct 31—2m

No. 87 Middle Street.

and others.

A late number of the

_

BUSINESS CARDS.
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tHd HHD8. OUAO A LOUPS MOLASSKS,
4 O nice artiole for retailing. For sale by

X

Merchant Tailors,

sina, and offer our congratnlations ” The
Queen, who wore a splendid native lamba, replied briefly, expressing her pleasure at seeing
us, and returned our congratulations with the
gently spoken “Veloma,” or “May you be happy.” She then offered us her hand and retired, attended by the chief officers of the palace

5,1864.

-y.——

MISCELLANEOUS.

To Grocers.

vorable season—the abundant produce—the

y. Tracy, Traveling Agent.

J

MERCHANDISE.

_CLOTHING.

peace of the country. We thank God for favorable seasons; fruitful fields, peace aud even
life itself are all bestowments from God. We
also thatlk you that you allow no impediment,
and give protection to all the Christians; aud
we confide in you, sovereign lady, that this
good treatment of the Christians by you will
not be chauged. We ask God continually to
bless your Majesty, to prosper your Government, the nobles, the officers, and all your Majesty’s people—for we wish, and we have no
other wish in reference to your country than
the prosperity of your Government and tho
happiness of your people. We present our ha-

O.ttu Notions at usual rates.
fnutsionfalv.Kihements mutt be paid forin advases
Befiksss Notices,in rtadiBg oolcmne, 20 oon«
per uce iot on. insertion. Mo ohargu Jess than fifty
•vats tor and insertion.
iST'Alioonunuiiiuiitioas intended for the paper
should no directed io the ••Editor
t.'Of.e oi a business oharaotorto the Pub/uneri.
Jon rstsTivii o. every deeoription executed
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All, by addt easing

WINSLOW, Undertaker,

No. 178 Uavaiiae Street, New Orleans, can have
hat but lot's* carefully and properly sttenued to 01
the mod rearorfabie terms. Mr. Winslow was t<rtnerly of this 8 ate, and can give eatisiao ory d elcr-

enoes.

The friends can have the bodies carefully a>rn up
and euolosed (without removing
tm ths original
coffin) th Wood or Metallic Buriul Caret, and torwatdel to New York by gov rnment sreamer,
octo d2m

Instructions*

on

the Flute.

UB.8. JOHNSON, formerly ol this city, proposes
iU to give lessons on the shove Instrument, t uu
be seen at present st the store of Messrs. J. L.
Shaw A Co No. 87 Federal Btrcet, bet» ren the
hear* of U and I o’oiock. Terms, tin Im M lessons
Oot. A -In*

---

THE daily: press.
rouiLJJfit,

human eye
up at the station, before any
could observe him.
How could a criminal be better situated to
No accomplices; no assoescape detection!

MAJJta.

Monday Morning, Dec. 5, 1864.
The circulation ofthe Daily Presets larger
than any other Daily paper in the State, or d
d ruble that of any other in Pot ..and.
1'onns—*8,00 per year in advance.

Reading Matter

an

quently found, so th«t he wa* ready to leave
the train the moment its speed was slacked

all Fear P»«e.-

Eastward from Atlanta.

where
The lay of the land in the regions
in which
Sherman and his army are is matter
at this u“ewe all feel a deep Interest
a country th ough
of
know* the geography
asSIsts one
which armies are marching greatly
movements and the obin understanding their
be gained. Gen. Sherman is
jective points to
and beyond the reach
In an enemy’s country
his government The
from
assistance
of any
would be conextent of the enemy’s territory
sidered Immensely large in any European
country, and in some parts it would embrace
a
several kingdoms. We who inhabit such
do
not
of
appreciate
country,
broad expanse
its magnitude as others do who are confined
to narrower limits.
Such “magnificent distances” as Sherman
and his army have traversed may well astonish the military powers of other countries.
From Atlanta to Augusta by railroad is 171
miles,and from Augusta to Charleston 137 miles.
Savannah is 132 miles from Auguste. The
toward Auguste is quite
country from Atlanta
in
rOcky, with abunand
many
places
rolling,
dance of water, wood and forage lor an army.
It is a well settled farming region, having but
few swamps, and the roads are generally good.
The only serious obstruction the inhabitants
could place in the way ol Sherman to impede
his progress would be the destruction of the
bridges over the Savannah at Auguste. Should
that be done, Sherman could move on Savannah instead of Charleston or he has force and
skill enough in his army to re-build the
bridges without causing any serious delay.

of his damning deed; no
ciates ; no witnesses
him; the secret locked
eye but God’s upon
own breast, and he sole custodian of
his
in
up
the key! A few days later he quietly took
ship at Liverpool for New York, hoping, no
doubt, in the New World to enjoy the gain

thought he had made by an act of blood.
But the law of Heaven against all murderers
was not dead.
Detectives little dreamed of
be

undimmed eyes.
He had left some
tracks. The keen-scented hounds of the police soon found those tracks. Even the sailing vessel in which be had taken passage, and
her destination, were ascertained.
Steam
outstrips the winds. By a steamship leaving
days after the guilty one thought himself
safely out of harm’s way upon the broad
ocean, officers of the law took passage for
New York, and when the sailing vessel
dropped anchor in the harbor a boat was alongside, so that at the moment the fugitive
thought he was upon the point of putting his
foot on te>Td firma, to go where he listed,
with no one knowing his history and no one
had

him, he was tapped upon the shoulder, conveyed to a prison, remanded back to
London for trial, taken thither by the wings
of steam, indicted for the murder, tried, convicted, sentenced, and on the 14th of November publicly executed at Newgate for a crime
he fancied was known to God only and him-

to suspect

sell!

Such Is

the

brief story of Fbakz
the intelligence

Mui.leb, the young German,

of whose execution in the presence of thousands has just reached us. In the face of such

illustration, who, having common intelligence, will not realize, if he never did before, that, plan ever bo artfully, be ever so
reticent, practice ever so much concealment,

an

court ever so much darkness to screen
crime from human vision, yet Bin—great sins

or

find out its

against humanity—will surely
perpetrator, and
a

whip

of

sooner or

scorpions.

later lash him with
«-

The country lying between Augusta and
Charleston is not so favorable, a portion of it

Letter from Florida,
Camp 2d Maine Cavalry, 1
)
Barrancas, Fla., Nov. 10,1864.
To the editor of the Press
The mighty event which has convulsed the
nation having passed, and as we all hope fa-

second communication
from the Second Maine Cavalry will be read
with no small interest by the readers of the

vorably. perhaps

a

Press.

Since my last, which gave a detailed account
of the raid to Marianna, nothing of interest
has transpired to mar the
regular routine of
camp life. We are still encamped as heretofore near the Warrenton Navy Yard. With
the improvements that have been made we have

very pleasant camp. Lumber raid shove been
made on the houses in the
vicinity of Pensacola
and outside of ourines, which have furnished an
abundant supply of lumber for,
building winter quarters, for it is now
generally beleived
we shall remain here
during the winter season. We have had Borne very cold weather—
full as cold as in Maine at this season of the
year. Many have chimneys constructed and
comfortable fire-places in their tents, and even
now if you were to remove the office furniture
and paraphernalia of war, your correspondent
might easily imagine himself in a New England sitting-room. The command is in excellent health, there being less than fifty sick
in hospital and about the same number in
quarters. The arrival of fresh vegetables
from the North and cool weather has brought
about this favorable result. The duties are

a

pretty arduous just now as we have to furnish
a large daily detail for the trenches.
General
Bailey is taking every precaution to defend
the place and is making m^ny improvements;
erecting two large store-houses and a fine
wharf which have been mnch needed here.—
A few days since Lt. Col. Spurting, with detachments from this and other regiments, in
all a force of about seven hundred men, made
a dash on Milton.
His object was to capture
a force of rebel cavalry, which was
only frustrated by a disobedience of orders on the Darof a co-operating force. The rebels were routed and thirteen of their number taken prisonOn the return he destroyed many buildings and a considerable amount of stores, also
bring'ng away over one hundred thousand feet

ers.

The Mill that Never Stops Grinding.
being inhabited by poor “sandhillers,” and an- We are in the habit of talking a great deal of valuable lumber. Col. Woodman commands
the 4th Brigade Cavalry Division, which comother portion very sparsely settled. From
about the “forces of Nature;” and yet, perthe 2d Maine and 1st Fla. Cavalry.—
BranchviUe—the point where the railroads
prises
haps, few of us consider the real vastness of
This leaves the regiment in command of Lt.
from Augusta and Columbia form a junction
those forces, the tireless energy of their acCol. Spurling, who is constantly In the saddle
—to Charleston is 02 miles. Here the countion, or the time which Nature expends in actry is very flat, full of swamps and in summer complishing her results. The little handful of either scouting or raiding. His skilful daring
and bravery have won for him an enviable
time so miasmatic that it is not much Inhabitearth which fills a lady’s flowerpot, dingy and
ed, and yet there are some large plantations, common looking as it is, grows marvelous in name in the Department.
and the slaves, when cotton was king, were our
Capt. Johnson and Lieut. Vose, with a deeyes as we consider the untold ages that
kept at work on the dry spots in these swamps. have been consumed in producing it. The tail of fifty men, are with Gen. Granger near
In cool weather an army could march over
deep, rich soil which covers the whole globe, Mobile. Quite a number have recently gone
North on a sixty days leave of absence, to rethis region without serious danger, but in the
not the land alone, bnt also the ocean bed,
heat of summer such a march would be attendcruit their health. Quartermaster Milliken
only broken, here and there, by some rocky
ed with deadly consequences.
and Capt. Haskell are of this number. The
ledge, showing like a bone through the soft
The road from Augusta to Columbia, the
is
flesh, is nothing but pulverized rock. It is es- regiment truly loyal as will be seen by the
capital of South Carolina, suns over what is timated that to reduce to the fineness of soil following official vote:
called “the ridges” which are generally low a cubic inch of rock of
For President, whole No. of votes, 278
average hardness, reFor Lincoln and the Union
sandhills and over small streams, the borders
273
quires a force snfflcient to lift twenty tons.
McClellan aDd disunion
5
of which grow cotton, and the farmers raise When we
“
attempt to estimate the forces rewhole
279
Governor,
No.,
“
a good deal of stock, have plenty of grain and
Cony,
277
quired to reduce the old solid earth crust to
“
sweet potatoes, excellent food for an army.—
2
-Howard,
its present condition, the imagination fairly
The Congaree river at Columbia is a good faints with the effort. Yet Nature held all
xue vuwj is email,
owing v) me large numsized mill-stream, and so is the Wateree east the means in-her
bosom, and slowly, patiently, ber absent including those at Mobile Bay and
of it. The two Fedees are also small streams. one
on detail at other places, none of whom voted.
sbe
by one,
brought them each to bear
Should Sherman attempt a march from AuThe result was announced in the evening by
upon1 her task. There was first the earthguste to Wilmington, he would find no serious quake to rend aud upheave and crack the soi* Col. Woodman amid greet cheering, and muobstacle in the way except in time of high id
crust, then the tides and currents, with sic by the Band. Short speeches were made,
water.
cheers given for the Old Flag, Gov. Cony,
their ceaseless ebb and flow, to grind one fragThe distance from Augusta to Columbia is ment
“Old Abe,” and the Colonel, who said he
the
upon another,
running streams, that
about 80 miles and thence to Wilmington, N.
they never would do a worse day’s
wear deep beds for their flow, every
seeming- hoped
work. The companies then marched to their
C. is 200 miles. Some of the richest cotton ly idle brook that brawls,
like
a
working
prisplanters of South Carolina are found along on convict at its task, the raindrops to beat quarters, the Band playing the “Star Spangled
Banner.” A happy state of feeling prevailed
the rivers which an army would cross. If like millions of
tiny hammers, heat and cold to
and each man seemed to have the proud satSherman passes over this region he will find split and crumble by their
and
conexpansion
“good picking,” and greatly annoy these cot- traction the atmosphere eating with Us slow isfaction of striking one more blow lor the
ton nabobs. Slaves too will be found in abunrust at every exposed surface, the mosses and
_______Union.
dance in this region.
lichens sending down their small root fibres
Wk understand that the convicts in the State
prisWilmington, N. C. is an important place for into every crevice, and then by the corrosion on are almost unanimous in anpdemeation ot the
unkind, disoourteous and denunciatory spirit in
the rebels. This town is strongly fortified. It
whioh the press of the state speaks of crime and
of their decay still further hastening the
abandoned c.iminals
is about oil miles from Wilmington to the sea,
They think this class of citiwork, the earth-worms, eating over and over zens is sufficiently numerous
and respectable to bo
and the Cape Fear defenses are formidable, 1
treated with more consideration.—[Press.
the
and
a
hundred
again
crumbleii.soil, these,
and render a naval attack dillcult and hazardWe have no intention of discussing the open
other forces, known and unknown to science,
ous.
This, in part, is owing to their proxim- ; working on for thousands and thousands of and vindictive sneer involved in the above exdirected at those who sincerely believe
ity to the channel through which vessels must years, have brought the earth to wbat we see, tract,
kindness is a better element for the reclamato
enter
the
mouth
of
the
river
is
which
pass
tion of the fallen, than harshness and
and fitted it for the dwelling place of man.
unfeeling
navigable for large steamers. The river runs And still this grand but unfinished task goes denunciation.—[Temperance Journal.
Our amiable neighbor has, in the above,
through level, marshy land well wooded on on, without haste, without rest, without waste,
either bank. At the mouth of the river and
evolving ever new forms of fertility, richness committed that very common folly known as
stretching across it, is a long, low, narrow is- and beauty.
“shooting one’s own granny.” In the brief
land, affording only two entrances, called Old
We who are so fretful in our childish haste paragraph quoted above, upon which our
and New Inlet. Here are two forts, Fort Fishneighbor has preached a sermon on the duty
to see every plan and purpose accomplished in
er and Fort Lamb, and at the western bar is
of kindness—to which we take no sort of exa moment, may learn a lesson from Nature in
Fort Casewell which guards the river equally her wondrous
had not the slightest idea of
ception—we
In
the
moral
as
in the
patience.
as well as the other two.
physical world great results are produced on- sneering, vindictively or otherwise, at “those
Besides these, there are fortifications, conly by great and slow-moving causes. Often- who sincerely believe kindness is a better elesisting of earthworks and batterieB mounted times, too, these csuses seem to us like disas- ment for the reclamation of the fallen, than
with heavy guns, scattered along the beach ters because our vision cannot reach for- harshness and unfeeling denunciation.” The
and located at favorable points to bear directward to the final result. The richest vineparagraph was suggested by seeing in a Demly upon the track of vessels coming Into the- yards in the world are those planted on the ocratic paper, of the most intense coppery
river. When Wilmington Is attacked it will
cooled lava streams that have desolated the stripe, a whining article complaining because
not be done by a naval force alone. A land
slopes of Etna and Vesuvius. The noblest its friends were spoken of as “copperheads,"
force would be necessary to ensure any thing
triumphs of civilization have been achieved and intimating that now, since the election is
like success. How the town may be attacked where the struggle for great
principles has over, they (disloyal men in the free States)
on the land side, or what defenses there are
should no longer be regarded, spoken of and
been fiercest and most sanguinary.
we have no means of knowing.
treated as suspected persons. They are so
One thing is
certain, the capture of Wilmington would be
numerous, they occupy such high positions
The "Strikers" getting the Worst of it.
a severe blow upon the rebellion, but whether
The Boston daily papers are fast working up they sport so much wealth, they represent so
the place is one of the objective points Sher- to standard in their
much intelligence, and they constitute so
large
appearance and freshness,
man has in view we know not.
an element of the aristocracy, that
Time will dis- and the strike is
they should
practically dead, nobody beclose the result of his operations. Thus we
ing iqjured but the strikers themselves. The be respected and respectfully spoken of. This
have described the lay of the land and tho to- Advertiser of
was the spirit of the article which
prompted
Friday said:
our paragraph.
As the Temperance Journal
pography of the country through which Gen.
we nave 10 tuana a great many or our
never uses any harsh language, but is
Sherman and his noble army are marching.
iriends and subscribers for tbe expression of
always
The last news heard from him is favorable. their sympathy in our efforts to resist the com- loving and kind, and uses oily speech, perAud the silence of the rebel journals in rela- bination which has undertaken to control our haps it was natural for its sensitive and delioffice, and for their offers of assistance. These cate nerves to be Bhocked
tion to his movements is not a bad sign. As
by our unguarded
come in divers forms.
One gentleman calls
usual they blow their horns very loud, and in- to assure us that if his
papers were to come language.
_

^

timate that some great disaster will befal the
Union army; but we shall not be troubled by
any thing they may say. It is time enough
to mourn over bad news when it comes to us
throngh reliable sources; until then we feel
authorized to indulge hopes of Sherman’s success.
We not only hope, but believe he will
succeed in reaching the sea coast where no
doubt preparations have been made to meet
and join other forces to those he already commands. It may be fairly presumed that She rman and the Government knew to what
point
he was going, and at that point forces will be
in waiting for him. A few days more and the
public mind will be relieved from all doubt on
the subject.

Be Bare your Sins will find you out.
It

was

Webster who said in the celebrated

which

Shakspeare

a man
never

murder is a secret
cannot trust himself.

spoke

more

truly than

when he said:
‘Ouiltlnca# would apeak, though tongues
uee,”

for, as the

same

nature has

were

out ef

immortal delineator of human

it,

“Suepiclen always

haunt# the guilty mind;
The thief doth fear each bush an officer.”

There is

no

safety

but in

right. Laying
aside all considerations of moral
responsibility, and of obligations flowing from the common brotherhood of man to treat
every stranger as a kinsman, and then, upon such a low
plane as man would occupy, great crimes are
no lessjdangerous to one’s
safety, for sin will
find out its perpetrator, and expose him to
the world’s eye. The momenta man becomes
a criminal against known laws, he becomes
weak, imprudent, and is constantly laying
himself open to detection by his own inadvertences.
A few months ago there was an individual
—a
foreigner and a stranger—in that great

Wilderness

humanity—London. He was a
young man, without family, but little known,

obscure,

of

and the very man,

The Advertiser has been informed that
large numbers of typos are among the returning soldiers, who will need employment and
preference lor whom seems dictated by a gen-

patriotism.
The experience of

erous

might suppose, to escape detection should he artfully
commit a crime. This individual it seems,
stepped on board one of the numerous night
trains leaving the suburbs of that
one

city hourly,
engine started, entirely unobserv-

just as the
ed, and before the first station had been
reached, he had robbed a solitary passenger
in one of those small railway carriages peculiar to England, and pitched him
headlong
ppon the track where his body was subse-

the Journal has been

similar to that of the Advertiser.
A

judge

of one of our

It says:
courts kindly sends

word that he is ready to read proof, or to
work in any other position where his labors
can be made available; the Cashier of one of
the leading banks in State Street sends word
us

that

Ko4t>p trial, in Salem, that
with

with blank colums for a year from this cause,
he would submit to the deprivation rather than
see us fail in this matter.
Others offer their
assistance in the labors of the office, until such
lime as our force is again in full working order. One gentleman tells us if assistance of
another sort is needed, to draw on him.”

he

hopes

the proprietors of the papers
will stick to their determination and prove
themselves masters of their own business.—
He would go without his paper for a month,
and pay for it too, to help them do this.” Two
or three members of the
Bar, who formerly
handled the
stick and rule,” have reported
themselves ready for service if it shall be necessary to call on them—and from many otbeis
we have received words of
approval of the
course which the
newspaper proprietors have
taken in
this
odious
resisting
tyranny.

This shows that the old “Bunker Hill”
spirit still lives.
The Ueratd has got along so
well that it has ceased to make mention of the

attempted despotism. For a while the propriassumed the entire charge of the editorial department, while his editors and
reporters
etor

set the type.
In the Traveller

office,two clergymen—one

Methodist and the other a Universalist—are
working “at case,” having volunteered their
services to pull the
paper through this trouble.
Prof. Agassiz, of
Cambridge, sent word to
the Post that he would be content
to go without his paper, and
pay for it, as long as the
strike lasts.
The venerable Nathaniel
Willis,
father of N. P.,
formerly proprietor of the
Boston Recorder and
previously of the

a

Argus
wUo beeanto8el
type in 1790,and
nnKU
pubhshed a paper in
Virginia seventy-one

uCiiy’

years ago, called at the
Transcript office and
offered his personal services.
Despotism can’t
flourish on New England soil.
P.S.—The Journal of
Saturday evening
says that the printing offices are all full
now,
and that no more hands are needed.

Since the above was written we learn that
the Journal has changed hands, and is nothing
more or less than the Weekly Courier with a
different heading, and a column or so of matter on the subject of Temperance 1 That accounts for the milk of that cocoa nut. Of
course, we have no more to say.

The
This

course

inaugurated

on

Friday

evening next, William Lloyd Garrison
giving the first lecture. Concerning the object of the course no word of ours is necessary
in order to commend it to the people of Portland. All alike, Union citizen and Democrat,
are interested in taking care of oar brave soldiers as they have occasion to pass and repass
through this city, on their way to and from
the front; and to provide the means for such
a work of patriotism as this, is one of the leading objects of the course, for all the net pro
ceeds are to be appropriated for the benefit of
the Soldiers’ Home in this city.
Last year about one thousand dollars were
netted from the Independent Course, although
they were not thought of till the season bad
so far advanced that lecturers were obtained
with difficulty. The first lecture was not delivered till aft6r Christmas. It is believed a
may be

confidently reckoned upon
this season, especially as the proceeds are to be
used for a home charity,—to uphold a home
larger

sum

institution.
It is not to be disguised that the lecturers
are selected with reference, somewhat, to their
well-known views touching the great questions of the day. They will deal with live
questions—with living issues—and sti the
hearts of our people in favor of unswerving
patriotism, unconditional loyalty and universal
■

liberty.
apostles

Mr. Garrison, one of the truest
Liberty who has ever lived, will

of

open the course. His is one of the clearest
minds of the age. He deals with ideas and
thoughts rather than with fancies and frostwork. Portland will give him a generous reception. His noble fidelity to the cause in
which the country is now
him to such a

struggling, entitles

reception

Tickets for the

course

BY TELEGRAPH

E#“Nine
Linooln, in Brattleboro, Vt.
Of 1500 men were diaoharged from the Brooklyn Navy Yard on Tuesday evening.
HT'The session of Congress which commences
to-day will dose with the 3d of March.
men over

should be secured at

once.

iy Board in hotels in Washington is from $3
to $5 per day; in private
boarding houses from
$36 to $100 per month.
ETThe rebel army has just been supplied
with salt and soap, but even salt cannot save
it

000.

|y A couple

recently married in Canada, the bridegroom being fourteen years old,
and earning a salary of four dollars per
month, and the bride twelve years of age.
jy“Trooper” writes us from the 2d Maine
Cavalry at Barrancas, Fla., but we have already
published a full report of the matters embraced
were

in his communication.

lySome

of the female operatives in the new

millat Globe

Village,Massachusetts,haveiadopted

the Bloomer style of dress for a
tume.

working

cos-

gyLast year there were planted in the Central Park, N. Y., over 70,000 trees and shrubs.
There

are now twenty miles of walk in the Park,
and 80 miles of drive.
jy Several people were arrested in the White

House on Tuesday while cutting
of the tapestry of the East Boom

off

strips

as memen-

toes.

iy Bishop Mcllvaine of Ohio, who returned
with his family from Europe on the steamer
Etna, narrowly escaped being washed overboard
during a terrific gale.
iy The

of the Florida has been a difficult
diplomatists, but the navy has

reached the bottom of the affair—eight fathoms

deep.—[Prentice.
fy The arrival in Bichmond of Geo. D. Prentice, editor of the Louisville Journal, caused a
sensation, the people generally thinking he was a
peace commissioner.
|y From the post mortem it would seem that
the Duke of Newcastle did not die from morbus
Brightii, as the doctors supposed, but from
softening of the brain as soon as the disease
touched the spinal eord.—[Court Journal.

HP"Now is

the

season

of the year when coun-

try editors

are becoming decidedly hoggish.
They are kept so constantly gorged on fresh
sparerib, ham and other choice cuts that they
squeal with perfect delight.
lyThe Bangor Times says the merchants
who paid in that oity Grand Trunk freight bills

of $10,565 for one weeks’ business, are Benj.
Ball & Co., the junior member being Lieut. Col.
Gee. Fuller, recently of the 6th Me. Begt.

gy A locomotive with steam up

standing

was

left

turn-table at Newport a few nights
some accident the machinery was

on

a

ago, when by
set in motion, and

the engine tore off swiftly
neighboring field.
tyThe whole number of immigrants arrived

into

a

at the port of Nsw York up to November 30,

DOMESTIC POETS.

—

BOOTS.

COWELL,

MIDDLE STREET,

measure as good, if not the best,
DenU' light and heavy sewed Boots of all kinds

Night coming

but few occasional shots

on

fired.
It is rumored that Hood is endeavoring to
cross the Cumberland River with a large cavwere

alry force.
Many experienced

officers predict a heavy
engagement to-morrow. Our forces occupy
the lines around the city, and are In line of

battle.
Three soldiers were killed by the guards in
the streets of this city to-day.
A

conversation with the conscripts, but they refused to listen to him, and immediately commenced to fire at him. None of their shots
took effect, however. The soldiers then opened fire, when a general fight ensued, lasting
about an hour. The conscripts and deserters

finally driven over two miles, skirmishing
being kept up all the way. The fighting was
principally in the woods. The casualties were
slight. The conscripts lost one man killed,
two wounded and 100 prisoners. The remainder being familiar with the country, made good
None of our

their escape into the mountains.

Injured.

men were

From Mexico.

San Fbancisco, Nov. 30.
Mexican advices say that on the 13th of
November the French landed troops at Mazatlan and took formal possession of the town.—
The Governor with his forces abandoned the
place the night previous. No resistance was
offered to the landing of the French. It is also reported that Alvarez had defeated an imperial force marching on Acapulco.

A. J. Miles, Co. 1,19th infantry; S. S. Vose,
1,16th infantry; George Martin, 1,4th infantry; C. K. Cookson, E. A. H. Palmer, B, 16th
infantry; A. B. Baker, C, 6th iniantry; D.
Mahoney, D, 7th infantry; Sergt. Wm. Gilmore, H, 4th infantry; F. H. Hale, E, 17th infantry ; Corp. D. C. Whitmer, G, 6th infantry;
F. H. Hays, F, 32d Infantry.

during

Ef The Bath Times says Mr. Augustus C.
Lincoln, Conductor on the Kennebec & Portland
Railroad, fell from a freight train loaded with
ice, near the Depot, in that city, Friday, injuring him severely on the head. He is now doing

are

arrived at

Annapolis

A fbiend of quick

from

perception

and retentive

well.

gy The Washington correspondent of the
Boston Advertiser says that Gen. Grant is understood to favor suoh a modification of the existing law and custom as will abolish the entire system of paying bounties to or for sol-

to the Spirit of Liberty.” We reckon
friend is right, but then Patrick Henry
did say, “Give me liberty or give me death,”
and no doubt he would have said what Burke
did if he had thought of it.

was brought into
said that he was in the rebel service because he was poor; that he had seven
ohildren, and it was absolutely necessary for

lines, he

their support that he should continue in the ser-

vice.
iy Mr. Evans,

t

engineer, testified the other
day in the investigation of the railroad disaster
on the New Haven Railroad, that on the Harlem
track “sleepers were pnt down that were so
green that they grew after they were laid
an

down.”
gy A dancer in

a

a

few

Attorney General in place of Judge Holt, deMr. Speed is a lawyer of eminent
ability, and a personal friend of Mr. Lin-

clined.

or a tornado passed over Rio Janeiro, Oct.
ISth, of so much violence as to capsize vessels in the harbor, and a number of lives were
lost.
_

JSfThe undersigned gives his exclusive attention to collecting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
Pay and Prize Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
Seamen, or their Heirs. Office, 821-2 Exchange
St., opposite Postoffice, Portland.

EyGoveraor Bramlelte of Kentucky,
poses that those in the State, whose slaves

prohave

been taken for army purposes, should contribute
the sums which the Government will be
willing
to pay them in remuneration, for the benefit of
the widows and orphans of the soldiers who
have fallen. The Governor heads the list with
the value of two of his slaves now in the

iT'Roger A. Pryor is now at Fort Lafayette.
On his arrival there says an exchange, he found
himselt among friends who greeted him with
much warmth. He was particularly welcomed
by the Rebel General Page, of Mobile notoriety;
the interview between those men was particularly cordial. Pryor has been provided with money
since he was captured, and it is understood he

will be able to supply himself, under the regulations, with such articles as he may desire during the period of his confinement.
19* The Portsmouth Chronicle blames the
newspaper publishers in Boston for the strike;
says the workmen are not to be blamed, but that
the proprietors are because they do not combine
to raise the prices of their papers. The Chron-

the strike.

SPECIAL

was

tr Carriert
to tell papert

on

the

ow

n

Capsized.—A schooner from Rockland,
loaded (with laths, while lying at Cumming’s
Wharf, got into the bed made by a larger vessel, and keeled over. When the tide came in
the schooner would not right but filled with
water, and the crew, who were obliged to swim
ashore for their lives.
Gen. Fessenden.—The numerous friends
gallant General Frank Fessenden will'
be gratified to learn that a dispatch received

of the

evening states that “he is well.’
From the tenor of dispatches In the Boston
papers of Saturday, fears were entertained for
from him last

fire

higher

Railroad.166

Western

TO

LET

MARRIED.
In this city, Nov 29, by Rev 8am’l Roy, William
Soott and Mias Lixxie Williams, both of Portland.
In this city, Dec 1, by Rev Sam'l Roy, Charles H
Thurston and Miss Margaret Jacksen, both of Port-

In this city, Deo 3, by Rev Hr Dalton, C C Chase,
of Boston, and Miss Sarah A Wilson, ot Portland.
In Biddeford, Nov 24, Jona V Jones and Miss Caroline D Warren.
In Belfast, Nor 14, Jeremiah Avery and Mrs Adaline K Reed.

DIED.
Inthisjity, Dec 8, Capt

Isaac Brown, formerly
Vermont, aged 76 years 7 months.
and
New
[Massachusetts
Hampshire papers please
copy.)
In Waterrille, Nov 17, Isaac W, son of Beuben
Emery, aged 14 years.
In Bangor, Nuv 29, Mrs Sarah H, with of J H
Bowler, Esq, aged 60 yean.
of

PASSENGERS.

In the Nova Scotian, for Liverpool—A H Davis,
Capt Magaai, Capt Hope, Capt Cairn, Hr Brownlow,
Captlsnard Jas Gibson. F Moetel, Mrs Moetel, Jas
Parrott, Chas Eastwood, Boger Moffett, Mary Dalby.
fiobt Pretor, Jas McAfil, Jas Wallace, Chas Dion.
Sami Dion, Wm Bennett. Jno Moyle, Hy Hawk ns,
Hy Reid, Jaa Carr, Anthony O’Donnell, Mary Curran, Sami Copeland, Jas Edwards, Jno Wallace, J L
Jacques, Ellen Jacques, Geo Jacques, Wm Jacques,
Alfred Jacques, Sarah A Jacques, Ellen Jacques.
IMPORTS.
Sch Badiant—60,000 ft lumber,

Per Nova Scotian, for Liverpool—6000 bush wheat,
64,300 lbs cheese, 62.100 lbs bacon, 16.200 lbs beef,
336 bbls potatoes, 293 600 lbs butter, 160.000 lbs phos
lime, 929 bbls flour, 67 boxes extfact bark, 428 rolls
leather, 60 boxes tobacco, 26 bbls apples, 16 pkgs
sundries.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Monday,.I) Ore ns her 4.
Sun rises.7.16 I High water, (pm).... 3 86
Sun sets. 4.28 I Length of days. 9 13

MARINE

NEWS.

OP

vn

LANE’S,
No. 4 Free street.

a

HONEY
OF

HOKEHOUND

AND

TAR!

FOB THE CUBE OF

Coughs, Colds, Injlusuza, Hoarseness, Difficult
Breathing, and all Affections of the Throat,
Bronchial Tubes and Lungs, leading
to Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the
favorite recipe ot an illustrious Physician and Chemist, who for many years nsed it with the most complete success in his extensive private practice.
Be had long been profnndiy impressed with the
wonderful virtue of honey of the plant Uorebonnd,
in union with the Cleansing and Healing properties
of tar extracted from the Life Principle of the forest
tree Abies Balsamea or Balm of Gilead
For yean
he was baffieo in his attempts to blend these great
medicinal foroes into such a union that the original
power of each would be preserved, the disagreeable
qualities of common tar removed, and the prioe of
the oompound be within the means of all.
At last,
alter a long oonrse of difficult ohemioal experiments,
bs found that by adding to these flve other ingredients, sash one valuable by itself, be not only obtained the desired results, bnt greatly increased the
eurative power of the compound. This having been
thoroughly tested by practice, is now offered to the
general pnblio as a safe, pleasant and infallible rem*

edy.

Price SO Cents per Botttle.
For sale by W. F. Phillips, Portland, and all drug-

fists.

Chablub

novddSm

o.

Gullifer, Brewer for N York.
Brig Lillian, Kennard, Bangor fbr Washington.
Brig Harp. Arey, Bangor for New Haven.
Sch Radiant. (Br) Melin, St George NB.
Sob Echo, (Br) Anderson. St George NB.
Bch Morglana, Conary, Ellsworth
Sch Commodore, Treworgy. Ellsworth
Sch Arboreer, Hodgkins, Ellsworth.
Seh 8 A Hooper, Hutchins, Ellsworth,
8oh Unison, Mann, El swortb.
Bch Grampus, Gardioer, Franklin.
Sch Lucy Ames, Ames. Frankfoit.
Sch Utios, Thorndike. Rockland.
Soh Victor, Collamore, Lincolnville.
Sch Coquette. Southard. Wiscaasot.
Sch Wa e, Wallace, Pbipsburg.
Sch Trnpet, Orr, Uarpswell.
Soh Fountain, Rogers, Biddeiord.

SALE, CHEAP l

AT

Downs, General Agent,
41 Cedar st.. Mew York.

-1-

DB. TEBBETTS’

*

PHYSIOLOGICAL

R

E

O

ENERATOR!
ITS MODUS OFKBABDI:

Immediately beneath the scalp there are very
small bodies oalled Glands ;or more commonly Boots
of the Bair. It is from these Glands that every hair
of the bend is formed and secreted As long as the
scalp 1. lree from diesase these bodies also remain
healthy, and the hair keeps its natural appearance
and oolor But when humors and other diseases affect the scalp these glands become involved in the
same disease, and the hair gradually turns gray,
dry
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins to tail
off, and in many cases, If not arrested, will produoo
oomplete baldness.

To remedy this pathological condition of the
glands, and create a new and healthy action, the
Physiological Hair Regenerator has proved a per-

fect

snooess.

It is not a "Bye," and will not stain n partlole. It
will positively "RustobkGrat Baik''in all cases
to its o-iginal oolor. It promotes ■ growth of new
hair in all oases on Bald Heads when the glands or
roots of the hair are not completely
It prevents the hair from falling off, and removes all
dandrnff, heat, humoni and itching from the scalp
It keeps the hair soft, moist and perfeetly healty and

disorganized,—

it

and beautiful appearance,
it is
as a
dressing it has no superi"
or. Tho
Bogeoerator" is warranted to produce the
above resnlts in all oases, if not the monev to be
refunded. With it orerv "Gray Head” in New
England can be restored in less than thirty
days.

glossy
fives
Igbly perfumed, and
a

Price 78 cents per

Bottle.

TIBBETTS

Druggists and

BBOTHEBS,
Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,
N

H

Bold at wholesale and retail by W. W.
Whifflb,
kl Market Sqoare, Portland, Bole
Agent, and

Druggists everywhere.

by

sept#

64

oodtojanl

SeTE&’&Kfca?
NEW FORK—Ar

1st, brig Nellie Antrim, Wallace
L'ngsn CB v|a Boston; schs W S Lend, Berry,
Bay CB; Clara Jane, Harding, Elizabethport.
$•"»•« Fannie, Carer, Key West, and cld
lorA,r,??1Philadelphia); schs Maria L Davis, Peeling, Sagua; Fhebe. Morrow, Havana; Ellieott, Duzcan
Ponce.

Cld 2d.
ship Advance, Cates, Panama; barque Gazelle, Black, Barbadoes; schs Mary Shields, Waitt,
New Bedford.
NEWPORT—Ar 1st, sch Isabel Blake, Do&ne, and
Sarah A Hammond, Paine, from Boston for Philadelphia; Ariel, Treworgy, Providence fer New York
(and all proceeded 22d.)
BOSTON—Ar 2d iuat, schs Caspian, Sprague. New
River NB; Ruth N Atwood, Kemp, and Emma Higgins, Pieroe, Tangier; Vienna, Look, Addison ; Caroline, Nutter. Millbridge; Pioneer, Kelley, do; Niotous, Cottrell, and Elizabeth k Rebecca, Hutchins,
Cherrvlluld; Rochester, llutohius, Portland.
Cld 2d,ship Mindoro, (new, 846 tons) C H Allen Jr,
New V ork, to load for San Francisoo
Ar 3d.sobs R Rulwinkle, Freneh. New York; Eveline Treat, Fbi.brook, Bangor; Ligure, Robinson,
Tremont.
Cld 3d, ship Brewster, Clark, Rio Janeiro; brig
PMTimkrr, Collins, Havana; Lorana, Hapenny,
Philadelphia; sehs Samuel Knight, Johns, Gouldshor°; Citizen. Upton, Portland.
POUTSMOUTH-Ar 29th, brig Wm H Dresser,
Hotchkiss, Hog Island, Va.
Sid 89th, schs Jason,
Sprague, Jonesport; 1st, D U
Hodgdou. Burbrlge, Kocklaud.
** iu,t' ‘ol1 Uoeul Wave, Turner,

Chamberlain a M
Grove at
Campbell Junta
Ciockett J S mra
Cory Johannah
Cram Mary
Chute Maria J
**rry h.

Fo vler Frank

Groaa

Nolly Annie mra
Harley D F mr.
Healey Frank L

Per steamer China, at New York.

ned, Speoeer, do.
Ar at do 19th, Arumuda, Jeffrey, Calcutta; Com

Ent out 4th, Alloc Tainter,
Murray, Knrrachee;
ISth, Mongolia, Melcher, Rio Janeiro.
Cld I7th, Hudson, i-ratt. New York.
Sid fm Gravesend 18th, Josiah L Hale, Graves,
(from London) for Akyab.
Ar at Dover 14th, C H Jordan, Flamer, Alexan-

11th, W D Sewall, Edgecomb, Galway.
Sid lltb, Fawn, Nelson, New York; 11th, Marcia
G reenleaf, Merriman. for Montevideo; 14th, Fanny
Buck, Sweetser, Cape de Verde.
Ar at Glasgow 14th ult, Missouri, Hughes, from
12th, Electric Spark, Candage,

Rangoon
Ar at

Bassein.
Ar at

Helvoet 16th ult, Maria J Smith, Smith, fm

Flushing 17th nit, Texas, Horton, Akyab.

SPOKEN.
Sept 7, lat 26 8, Ion 64 E. ship N Cushing, 8wap,
for
England.
Rangoon
Sept 10, lat II N, Ion 26 W, ship Alexander, of

Bath.

Sept 28, lat6 N, Ion 24 W, ship Ellen Sears, Bartiett. from Liverpool for Singapore
Oct 13. lat 19 N. Ion 34. sch L B Usher, McKenzie,
from Portland for Rlo Janeiro.
Oct 31, lat 26 N, Ion 86 W. ship Transit, Whitmore,
from Rangoon for Falmouth, E.
Nov 6. lat 49 60 N, Ion 9 So W, ship Romulus,Lord,
from

Liverpool

for Kurracbee.

Nov 14, lat 49 40, Ion 9 W, barque Anna Walsh,
Coombs, from Liverpool for Boston.
Nov 22 off Gun Key, brig Signet, from Jamaica
for

Philadelphia.

Sch Good Hope, Percy, Boston for Pbipsburg.
Schs Watchman, Lufkin, and Joddie, Roberts.

Calais (br New York.
Soh GiraSe. Richardson. Calais for New York.
Soh Surf, Shaw, Calais for Boston.
Tilt, Prescott, Eaatport fbr New York.
Sch Wm Pope, Libby, Maehias for Boston.
Schs W P Ritchie, Nutter, and Forest, Jordan.
Ellsworth for Boston
Sch New York,Fullerton. Ellsworth for New York
Soh Meoca, 8mall, St George for Proridenoe.
Sch Blooming Youth, Pendleton, Islesboro for
Boston.
Sehs Geo Henry, Harding, and Arabella, Frisbee,
Bangor for Boston.
Schs B F Condon, Gott, and Belle, Bnlger, Bangor
for Boston.
Sohs Ellen McFarland, and Union, Hamor. Bangor for Boston
Schs E Herbert, Snow, and Medford, Hopkins,
Bangor fbr Boston.
Sobs Ottoman. Dodge, and Columbia, Crosby.
Bangor for Boston.
Sohs Ann, Grant, and Geo Henry, Harding, Bangor fbr Boston.
Schs R H Colson, Roberts, and Jnlia A Mary
Lansil, Bangor tor Boston;
8ch R H Perkins, Lane, Bangor fbr Nassau NP.
Sch Wm Cobb, Chipman, Bangor for Norwich
Sch Philanthropist, Homer. Bangor for New York
Sob Hudson. King, Bangor for Boston.
Sob Idaho. Wescott. Bangor for Philadelphia.
Seh A G Brooks, Hodgkins, Bangor for George"
town DC.
Soh William, Fletcher,|Bangor for Boston.
Soh Fred Reed. Friend, Brewer for
Brooklyn.
Sob Georgiana, Moore Hampden lor Boston
Soh Emelina, Ward, Winterport for Fall River.
Soh Watohman, Pattee, Frankfort for Boston.
Soh Ida May, Arey, Bucksport fbr Doreheetor.
Soh Cameo, Ryan, Belfast for Boston.
Soh Gen Meade. Ferguson, Belfast for Boston.
Sch Anna Lewis, Cooper. Camden for Boston.
Soh Harriet Cemantha, Arey, Vinalhaven for Bos-

ton.

Schs Freeport. Farnsworth, and ExcBl, Smith,
Rockland for Boston.
Sohs Uncle Sam, 8pear, and Equal, Keller, Rockland lor Boston.
Sehs Yankee Maid. 8pear, and Albatross, Calder-

Rockland tor Boston.
Schs Neponset, Snow, and Breeze, Peston, Rockland for Boston.
Sch R B Pitts, Mills, Rookland for New York.
Boh Adelaide, Richards, Bristol for Boston.
8chs Elmira Rogers, Ertkins, and Henrietta Jones
Gardiner for Boston.
Sch Mexioan, McCarthy, Bath for Boston.
Sch Louis a, Miller, Bowdotnham for Boston.

CLEARED.

A

Bro‘thert°rl ScotUn’'B7>

^Brig

8oh'Margaret_Ann, (Br) LeBlano, Halifhx-master
u?^,V?0t£in8,’8t

Geor*B N B—master.
Seh
Soh
Maracaibo, Henley, New York—R G York A

Son.

Sunday.December

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,
Carrying tbs Canadian and United

TO

5.

Londonderry and Lmrpoo1.
Return Tickets granted at Reduced Rates.
The steamship
Alton, will ssil

Mora visit Capt.
from tbli port lor

Liverpool on 8 ATCKDAY, the 10
December, Immediately after the arrival of the train of the previous day from Montreal
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool
Cabin (aooordlng to accommodations) MO to MO.
«30.
Gold or lie equivalent.
For freight or passage applv to
HUGH A ANDREW ALLAN,
t G.T. R. R Passenger Depot,

Bteersge,

Payable in

To be euooeeded by the
the 17th Deoember.
Portland, Nov. fit, 1864.

Steamship

Dam a scon

on

dtl

Boxes
Packing
solicited
to

ORDERS
and other kinds of

\

mnnnflsotnre Seap, Candle

Backing Boxes!
Orders can be filled at short notice,and R the lowprfoM, by
8. T, SHANNON,
S*e°’ M®'
8nco, Deo. 6,1864.—d3w

ett

Men’s

Gloves,

A large assort ment, at

MORTON BLOCK,

Congress St.,

NEW YORK. Deo 8—Brig Daniel Boone, ashore
Smith’s Point, was got off to-day alter lightening and towed to Baltimore. She ia bat sfiuhtlv
7

BATH, Dee 3—Sch Eliza Matilda, from Elizabethport for Auguste, with coal, went ashore yesterday
on Ram Island, about six miles below here
She
was got off to-day by steam-tug Popham and towed
p
to this port, leaking badly.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice is hereby given that the new Booys recently placed on Old Anthony or Vapor Rock and Corwin Rock, outer entrance to Portland Harbor. Me,
have broken from their moorings and gone adrift
They will be replaced as soon as possible.
By order of tbe Lighthouse Board,
H. K. HINKLEY,
L.H. Clark, 1st District.
Portland. Deo 6,1864.

mra

K^nra”

plao*

Thomea Nelly
Traak Emma D mra
Taylor mr. Cnmb at court
Townaend M J
amith atTwitehell It t mra
mra

Ulmer Mary K mra
Vernon FmUy
Wheeler Andrew mra

mra Webber

GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
inis
Johnson 8 T
David far misiJohnson mr lor Jos Hlrgins

Adsms Uoolsey n

John-on

Andrews W m
Alexander Wm H
Andrewaa Winalow
Boggs Allen Y 3
Bishop Alexander

gins
Kenney Alfred J
Kelley John Centre it
Kemp fc PettingtU
Kerrigan Wm
Kelly Wm denforth st

|

mr

for Joa Wig.

Brown Mr
Lowell A H
Lowell Grenville Capt
Berry Daniel
Baker Edmond O 3
Lefavor Geo
Bnrnell FeMinan
Lockie H
Bak-rGeoW
LandyJohn
Buck James H
Libby Jos U
Bradrury J W 8
Lyucb Michael Sumner st
Locke Simeon rag merch'l
Bartley rev L F
Browning LG
Longfellow tsaml
Barnes Orpheus J C
Libby Theodore
Burohell Richard
Mitchell Andrew Pleasant
Bell Sami H painter
st
Bailer Thos H
McConnell R major USA
Coon Albert 13th Me KegtMoCallum Barnard
C lark Ed win G
Marble Bee 1
Chenerv Frank
Maekey C W L8A
Chivera Geo
MoCaan Cornelias
Courtis G K for O A Merrill Chas E-3
Woodman
Marston Charley
Cook Geo A furri-r
Merit! D 8 for mra Franois B Merrill
Comery Harvey 8
Chamberlin J Byron CaptMuon David
Mansfield Elite
Colly Jos Jr
Collins John W lor JansMoor Eager
Whalen
Mo Alio ter Edw—3
Marston Ibn
Cunningham Mark
Carter Howland E Capt Morse Frank H
Carter Smith
Me roe Frederick O
Coaply Thos for James BMiller Greenville
McLean Geo G
Hiokley
Cbaae Wm X
Miaou Geo W
Dubey Abraham
McFarland Ira I
DeCoster AC
Milltr Ja- T
Dow Albert
Montgomery J R
Deurell A Grand
Mannls John D
Cavis Danl Capt for mlaaMom Job* K for Chaa A
Emma R Davia
Morn
Dow Danl
Moore Ludefor Jaa M EdDallen John for Jam
wards
McCarten
Mu rids Nell
John
fur
I
Mall
Dooley
Mary
Phillip
Cone-e
MeConcell P E US par
Jas
Dewyer
department
Dezmond John for DaridMoulinn Timothy
O’Dcnnell
McArthur Wm
Donnell Jaa for EoxinnaMaaon Wm F<
Donnell
Moaby Wm tor mra Raeh't
Dyer Lemuel for Nellis Hillard

Dyer

Borman

Dnnn M

Eugene

BenJ

Nlokorson Leonard C
Norton Robert L
Noyce Wm merchant

Donahue Palrlok
Dae a Sami Howard
Davis 8 M

Noyea

Dearborn T
Duffltt W W
Ellsworth Chaa E
Elliot H B

Osgood

W 8
mr

sign painter

Oageo John A
Palmer Albert 8

Fetta Chaa
Fowler Aiguatus P
Penne 1 E G
Fabyan A L fur Capt B DParker Horace
Fabyan
Phinney Surgut
Fuller Albert 8
Packer T H Dr
Foe er B Capt
Kicker An.tin B
Footer B O
Robins C> rue K
Foster Chaa E
Book Fella
Fullaaa F. J Maater
Kobinson Geo Sami
Fieketr Ebenezer Cape E haborts ohn P
Fuller Frank
Seed John
Footer Geo W
Bl hards L
Fenderaon H H
Kicbardaoa M J for Mala villa
Fowler Henry
Billings
Fitzrimnson" Jaa
Roberta Nathan Waatbr’k
Read Knfsa
Flanagan Richard
Flanagan Wm lor Edwdhiee T W
Breen
Koblneon W 0 Capa E
Fay Wm B
Roberta W F
Grohaooth Chu jewe’er Sanborn Abner C
Gardener GW for ElvinSmall Abner for Idwerd
P Worth
8mall
Gould Ju
Son e Clement U
Gallagher John for JamcaSmall Geo H
Smith Geo A
Gallagher
Baundars Jaa—3
Gray John H C
Goddard Joa M
Smith Jas B 16th Ma Regt
Oreo am Jot F
Saw. er Natbl
Goodwin Jaa
Soldat Octave Lard
Goff Fatriok
Sev all Somcre
Glinn Tboe for adMBrldg-Sce'l Thoa
et Burk
Rtickney Tho*
GrnntT B
Stickier Warren
Garden Wm
Saw ear W B
Gordin W F
Smith Waldo B
Harmon Alonzo F
Traov Altart
Hilton A P
Toloott H K
Hunnaford Alvin Capa R Trbia Jam01
Hodadon A'bert P
Trim J .a O
Hubbard cha*
left. Stephen K
Hamilton D H
Vernon (.has
Hi.cock Elisha for mn 6 With-a A
M Ulsooo <
Wlutnev Amml fo, Emily
Hilmao Geo
8 Whitney
Haakell Henry B
Warren A l»
Hlght k Hobaon
Williama t baa F
Hall H Leonard-*
Wade Eben for mrt Wad a
Hacker 'oha
Winter K Capt
He bert John
Walton Far well
Hntohlnaon Jaa H
Whitney Frank
HI'l John for misa Mary A Web.ter Gao for min Annle Webator
„u*‘l
Hanoock John
Walea Goo W
Holden Lyman A
Wilron Goo GTE
u“® N G ,or Klinlrn LWniker J B Lieut
Maxwell
Warren 1 B ir
D
Wltbam Joahna for m’aa
H?n
HUi Sami L
Kate P Coomb*
•“
Williama Nathan H
5“.,=*^
?**P
S Neleon
Walker Oria E
Haokett 8 F
William* Royal
Hough Wm O
Whlddeo Sandy lor miaa
Jordan Alvina F
Jeaaie Whiddea
Jordan Cha* K-*
Wheloa Tboe E
Jonae Geo
Whitman T B for mr*
Johnaon H C for m a*pCm- Mary A Whitman
ma b Johnaon
Whitney TT
Johnaon J H
Weltoh W A
Johnaon Orin for mlaaAd-Wheelar W H
die J Wellington
Whl e Wm
Jackton Orin
Ward Wm S
LETTERS RETURNED FROM CAMP BEItR V.
Ladd Geo 0
Bailey Itaiah
Ben<> Ezekiel—I
Lo d Chaa
Cowina Kaadolph
McNally Patrick
Dolma E i
MoDonnly John
Paraone Cha*
Foaier the-dor* B
Rhode • Sami B
Hanka Edw *
Smith Newell D
Woodwin Richaru W

i*?r*"9

Spencer Sampson

Holbrook Jat T

bwett

H L

Tomlineon Calvin
Kni.htWmH
SHIP LETTERS.
Holden Capt aoh Armagh
Kioharda laaao brig CLief
Pinkham Wm H aohCampball
Mudgeit J Capt brigj H Dillingham
*

Alburn sch Midtri
Wttson Hioh&rd bark
Mary Ann
Thoa A brig Mary E
Thompaon
8moot John H A A
Pay U88 Manmcee
Stella
brig
Hall Tlldan jr brig Stella
Moore Chaa G USS Yanlio
__A. T. DOLE, Poatmaa ter
Sslisourv

Kid

Grloves

I

BLACK,
WHITE
and COLORED KID OLOVES,
of the best quality, just leoeived by
CHARLES CUSTIS A CO*
Mort',n

M««h.

SELEEJS

MBXCJH ANT'S BXCBANGU.

Steveua Wallace
htarr Win

Klag Milton I

By CHARLES CU8TI8 & CO.

dec2d3t

on

damaged.

Malle.

—TO—

ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Sch Packet, Grant, Ellsworth.
»T TKLBOnaPH

States

passengers booked

decBeodlm

Wylie, LiverpoolI’0t0m*0’ 8herw°od, New York-Emery
F^x“er
Aramoda.IBr) Crowe, Uavane-Chaee Bros

Allan

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS

mra

Tinker Adeline
Thwing Chaa G mra
Thomea Eliza M Steven’*.

Andonegni Joseph

for Akyab.
Ar at Cardiff

ult, Augusta Norwood, Hig-

Smith Emetine B

Tracy

B M

Merrioiac, from New York Ibr
Dunkirk.
Sid 16th, Angnsta Kelley, Phillips, (tram London)
for Boston.
Ar aide 19th, B D Metcalf, Anderson,fm Antwerp

Goodburn. Bsssien.
Sid ftn Bremen 17th

2

Alexander

Allison

drift via Falmouth.
Ar at Deal 17th,

Ar at Genoa 14th ult, Osprey, Norton, New York.
Old at Malaga 9th ult, Swallow. Bennett, for San
Francisco.
Ar at Gibraltar 6.th ult, Breeze, Brown, Marseilles
for New York.
Ar at Cadis 6th ult, William Henry, Bernard, from
Dantzio.
Sid 4th, Ganges. Johnson, Boston.
Ar at Havre 13th ult, Wm Frothingliam, Qualey,
New York.
old 12tu, S D Ryerson, Healey, New York.
Old at Gottenburg prev to 7th ult, George S Hunt.
France.
Woodbury,
Ar at Hamburg 10th ult, Ellen Dyer, 8heppard,
Cardenas; lfth, Viking, Chisholm, Rangoon
Sid lktb, Edwin, Lindsey, for England; 18th, B F
Shaw, Cann, St Johns.
▲r at Brouwershaven 13th ult, Martha Bowker,

oape

mra
mra

eap*
Elizabeth
Elia* mra
Wadawortb Lizzie
dale Mary E
Well. Georg, mra
Harmon Saul M mi*
Watta Hattie
I aiey Joaepb mra
Wo~da Mary A mra
Jonea Hannah L
Webater Kow.ua
Jackaon Maggie
Woodman R A mra
Jobnaon Mary M mr*
Wallace 8ophia A mre
Jordan Sanh A
Walker Sarah J mra
Kiiloreu Ellen for mnTonng Mary Lizzie
Ki mbzll Mra Pene at
Yatea Mary Ann
Latham Anna 2

Wlscasset.

town.
Ar at Batavia Sept 29, Art Union, Thayer, irons
Boston.
Ar at G&lle Oct 16, Vicksburg, Bovd. Otago.
Ar at St Helena Sept 29, Golconda, Puringtou, fm
Calcutta (and sailed Oct 2 for Boston
Ar at do 10th, Shamrock, Gilkey, Rangoon (*nd
sailed for Falmouth K.)
Sid 6th, Josephus, Paine, (from Bassein) 'or Falmouth.
Ar at Venice 10*h ult, Maria Morton, Woodward,

aalem

Sanborn J H mr* oape E
Short Mary Ann
lawyer Sarah F
Smith 8u.an mra
Simmon. S mra

mra

Hill John A mra
Bomb in Mary E
Hamilton Margery E
Hill Mary B

Ent lor Idg 18th, Nile. Aylward, for New Tork;
Metropolis, Kenney. Rio Janeiro.
Arat Loudon l»th, Naples, Pike, St John NB;
Villa Fnuiea,Anderson, New York; Cornelius Grin-

Boston.
Jaokaon, for
Batavia.
Ar at Newcastle N8W Sept 8, Hydra, Stuart, from
Auckland.
Sid fm Mauritius Oot 7, Marcellos, White, Queens-

Bopbia M

Gardiner Sarah J
Harvey Anna P
Harrta Almira

Chaa E

Emily J

Swell Geo T

miz
mr*

£]?,?*»
Olive J mra
Goonan Bridget
Goodwin. deal.
Green Ellen M
Gould Ellen wlllowat
Graffzm Joreph F mra
Graham Lyman mra
Gilbert Laoy mra
Goal* Kobert mra

Liverpool 18th ult, Anna Camp, Drummond.
Bangor; Island Light, McKee,New York; 16th, Enterprise, Story, Caloutta; 16th, Belgian, (s) Quebec;
18in, M R Ludwig, Harding, do.
Cld l(ith,Themis, Morley, Boston; Wallace, Lane.

box. Newcastle.
▲r at Adelaide Aug 81, Anna. Berry,
8ld fm Otago NZ Aug 27, Andrew

Ella
81 Him

Frott

ult, barque Pallas, Biddle,

Sid ftn Melbourne 8ept 4, Mary Durkee, Croeby,
Callao; 10th, Hamlet, Stevens, Shaugh&e.
In Hobson’s Bay Sept 25, Alice Thorndike, Thorndike, for San Francisco via NeVoasLe; Jennie W
Paine, Burke; Kingfisher, Freeman, and Saranac,
Mayhew. for do.
Ar at Sydney NSW Sept 11, Dashing Wave, Lecraw, San Francisoo; 10th, Evening Star, Hill, New
York.
Ar at Wellington NZ Sept 3, Samuel Tarbox, Tar-

Skllliuga

bby

Flovd Harriet

mra

mra

Perkin* Albert mra
Pe.raon F G
Prince Belle J
Pauea Jane mr*
Pierce Jane T mr*
Peamley Mary B mra
Pbiuney Sargent mra
Revaeou «ddie G mra 8
Robert* Cyrus K mra
Hand f D D mra
R.ed D u mra
Kaymoi d Lizzie
Rot err* Fannie E
Radeiig Franci* Ellen mra
Royal laaabe'la mra
Randall Julia
—Ricker Jennie E
Kldlon Olive
2
Plummar Oleyia H
Robinton Mary

Fory Abbia
Fairt r. ther Blanh L

Ar at

New York.
Ar at Queenstown

earn

Jordan
dridge E F mr*
Emeraon Catharine
Edward* Mary J

rOREION PORTS.
Sailed from Honolulu 4th ult, barque Helen Mar,
Woods, Boston.
At Demcrara 10th nit, barque Princeton, for New
York.
At Rio Janeiro Oct 22, ship Addison, from Sunderland, (Capt Brown, late of the A, was washed
overboard Oct 11 while entering the harbor of Rio.)
Sid Oct 22, ships White Mountain, Harnden, for
Akyab; Elizabeth, Stetson, (from New York) for

Callao.

CMally

E

Farrow A

mm

]UB

Eaatman Almira

ship Bazsar, Stinson, Port Royal SC.

Sau Juan.
At Belize, Hond, 10th
for New York * days.

O'Kogan Mary

mr*

DaaiaSuaieK

iUggt*Lew-

J

Nelaon Lncy
Naaon Koaalia

Dow Jane mra
Duonahy J uiia J
D*vi* Martha W mlM
Daria Mary A mra 3

York^-Ar

Boston.
Cld 2d,

Morang Mary

Me O iuoby Sarah
Niokola l amia

mr*

Coleman Mary
ChaM Sober on K mra
Carver Sarah mra
H an
RraiA
Delap Adolphe* W mr*
Drearer Nettle G mra
Dre aer FroatS mr*
Delano Harriet
Dyer Hattie A
Dooahne Jeremiah mra

Cld 2d, soli Maine Law, Amesburr Matanzas
ROCKLAND—Ar 30 h, ship Mary K
68, Bangor for Lirerpool, land sailed nextday);
’’ sch
Quail Brewster, Vinalhaven for New York
Sid 28th, schs Auguste, Getchell, New York; Concord, Thomas, Portland.
Sid 1st. sch B B Pitts, Mills. Providence.
BATH—Ar 2d, ship John Sidney, Southard, from

from

wood,

HAIR

^^|Ha,K“Dp^H®cB*irtrt»Cs
“*P*": b^"M

Ar in the Texel 14th alt, James F Patten, Percy,
Bassein.
Ar at Geestemunde 11th ult, Assyria, Delano, from

ARRIVED.
Montreal. Liscomb, Boston.
Barque Edward Albro, (Br) Ketchum, Boston, to

wholesale and retail.

a

.mrnuDer

load for Cuba.
Brig Abner Taylor,

22—d4w

LADIES' LIST.
Allen Lizzie
Loughrey Catharin mr*
Lane Georgia A
Alien hathl P mra
Loud r bebe J
Brooka Ann ah M
Ann
Lord
ann Louiaa P
Byron
Lottie miaz
Blake Abby F mr*
Mete,
ve Ann M
Butler Bridget
Me Uuire Ann
Barker Carrie E
Me
Bubar Caroline
Glinohy Bridget
Monahan Bridget iloaan
Bnrnham Ellen
*
mr*
Beecher flattie F
Motae tharloa F mra
Burnham Mary E mra
Miller Lottie A
Butler Margaret
Me Donald Cathren
Barrow* Miranda mra
Mellon Cora E
Burn* Mary mra
Burna Sarah E
Mo (rink > lizabeth
Mo Mann Eliza
Bunktr Sjlvira mr*
Cbaffla Abba A
Merril Lizzie mra zprlngat
Charlton Lizzie mra
Marr Hannah mra
Caawell Nellie
Mo Clint ek Jennie F
Catling Kobert mr*
Me Lerey Joaepb mi*
Chapman Fannie N
Millor Louiae hi
Haniet B m-a
Mcrrizy Margaret

eSIJS*££

Boston;

^Hamilton,

gins, Rangoon.

PORTLAND.

Steamer

Wholesale
or
Retail.
Also Children'! SLEDS, made of best White
Oak Stock, and painted in Portland: and for sale
Nov

Pearson, Fortress

New York.

EXPORTS.

Daily Prettare not allowed

FOR

OR

O^ 'To obtain any of theae letter*, the applicant
must call for ’advertised letters,’ give the date
of
thi* Hat, and pay one oent for
adyertiaing.
CT~“Jf not called lor within owe month, they will
be aent to the Dead Latter Office

Dupont, Gifford, Bassciu.

SKATES

business._
Rev. Mb. Hewes of Park Street Church,
delivered an able discourse last evening in
High Street Church, in behalf of the Aged
Indigent Women’s Association. Judging from
the multitude present, and the looks of the
faces, a handsome sum must have been collected in aid of this worthy institution.

OgdensburgUd Mortgage Bonds.29)
Rutland 2d Mortgage Bonds.28)
Michigan Central Railroad.130

NOTICES.

their routet.

the attempt of the Union to

prevent publishers from managing their

6-20’s.106)

.do.107
(small). 107

.do

....

a

It

9,800
2,700
1.000
2.000
18
7

PORT

year. The Boston Past, to be in
proportion, should be $30. The Chroniole is
mistaken in supposing the Union prices created
icle is $10

(small).100)

100.do
4,500 United 8tates

oot. 13d 6m.

tt

chusetts.

6.000
| 9,000 .do.106)
2,000 .do.106)
i 8,400 .do.106}

Riferencet—Hon.
Hon. Wm. Pitt Fessenden, Sec’y Treas’y.

Hr roe nuing up or tne "buck Bay lands
in the city of Boston has realized to the State
the sum of $750,000 over and above the cost of

amongst the educational institutions of Massa-

4 000

■

W. S. 8AWYER.
Samuel Cony.Gov. of Me.,

coln.

filling and selling. About half the work hss
been accomplished, within a space of about
five years.
The proceeds have been divided

1,000
1.000

I 3,000

.do.229)

United States Coupons.229;
United States Debt Certilloatee (Oct). 97j
U S Coupon Slxes(188l).113]
.do (Coupons off).100
.do.106)

Sob Echo—100,000 ft boards. 2000 box shooks, 25
cords beading stuIT, to N J Hiller.

sec-

gy A special dispatch from Washington
to the Boston Poet says: “It is understood that
Hon. James Speed of Kentucky is to be appointed

000

ST U EOBG K NB.
to N J Hiller

came

effects of which she dropped dead in
onds, in full view of the audience.

(10

our

Cincinnati theatre lately

to a sad and singular death.
In passing
from the green-room te the stage, just after a
dance and in compliance with an encore, she
drank a tumbler fhll of ice-water, from the

8AI.X AT THX Bbokxbs’ Boakd, Dec 3
8,200 Amerioan Hold.....229)
1,000 .do.229

thing

diers.
iy When Roger A. Pryor

lioston Stock List.

Georgia:

memory has whispered to us that it was Burke
and not Henry, who said, “I can pardon some-

our

Cercbro-Spinal

land.

ly

commuted the sentence to imprisonment

testimonials of numerous eases eared of frem one to
twenty-four years standing. He devotes his attention especially to diseases at the
Axis,
or Nervous system, and solicits au investigation of
hia claim to tnepnblio oonttdenee.
He may be consulted at his private resldenoe No.
141 Weet42d street, daily from 10 a. x. to 3 r. x.,
exoept Saturday and Sunday. Address all lettera to
Da. V. B. LOCK BOW, New York.
Care of P. O. Box 6113.
oet7dSm

Letters Remaining Unclaimed

S«

New

W*Epilt||lic Vila can be Cared.—Dr.
Lock how baying beoome eminently snoeesstul In
curing this terrible malady, invites ail similarly afflict ed, to call or send lor ciroulars oi references and

were

HTA girl ot sixteen was sentenced by » military commission at St. Louis to be hung one
afternoon this week, but General Rosecrans
the war.

Nov 3— d&w3m

Fiyht in Pennsylvania.

Mc’Connklsbukg, Pa., Dec. 3.
A fight occurred at Times bridge, yesterday,
between a portion of Co. F, 201st Pennsylvania mounted infantry, and some conscnptB and
deserters who had congregated at a shooting
match. The Provost Marshal tried to hold

Ml1

AU work done at the time appointed.
Flease call and order a pair.

Nashville, Dec. 2.
Gen. Wood succeeds Gen. Stanley in comnov23
mand of the 4th corps; Gen. Stanley being uneodtf
able to take the field. His desperate bravery at
ANDREW DeW. BARNS, M. D.,
the Franklin battle mainly contributed to turn
what threatened to be a disastrous battle into Gniute of the
"University tf Uiihirgk,” Seetlud,
When part of his coma glorious victory.
mand fell back before the charge of the rebels, Late Resident Surgeon of tbe "Royal Maternity
he rushed to the front, and although wounded,
Hospital," Edinburgh.
led on the charge, waiving his hat in the air
Residenee—corner of Cumberland and LooustSts.
ER“ Office hours, 9 to 11 A. x. and 2 to 4 P. x.
and calling upon his men to follow him. He
oct 17.1m*
succeeded in rallying his faltering troops who
repelled seven successive charges made by the
To the Sick.
rebels.
Col. Opdyke, of the 20th Ohio, commanding
ELIZABETH 11. ADAMS, (formerly Chamberlin,)
in
himself
a brigade, especially distinguished
M.D. Analytical Practitioner,214 Congress, corner
the engagement.
Pearl street. Consultation raau to all, from 9 to 12
Col. Schofield, a brother of Gen. Schofield, A. x., and 2 to 7 P. x.
and his chief of artillery, distinguished himself
A regular graduate from tbe Boston Female Med
by the admirable positions in which he placed ioal College, with 10 years suoocessful practice en
the artillery, and the manner in which he
ablss her to cffer hope to the sick and especially to
handled it.
females and children afflioted with ehronio diseases.
The great importance of the victory gt
Franklin cannot be over estimated, as it check- Her remedies are pnrely vegetable, chemically prepared, and the certainty with which they oars dised Gen. Hood’s onward course and gave our
eases ot whatever form, causes them to receive, as
troops time to make due preparations to meet
they merit, the utmost oonfidenoe of the siok. Midhim.
wifery attended to as usual.
SECOND DISPATCH.
Dr. Adams, is assisted by Dr. J. Wesluy'Kelley, ot
Nashville, Teun., Dec. 2.
There has been slight skirmishing between Boston, (sole surviving founder ol the Analytical system) who is In attendance at her office the second
our cavalry and that of the rebels all day. A
complete line of entrenchments encircle this Tuesday and Wednesday of each month.
A portion of our cavalry forces encountered the rebel cavalry three miles from the
city on the Franklin pike. The rebels could
be seen plainly advancing towards them.
Our troops then retired towards the city.—

Monroe0**1’

JLDYERTISEMENT8.

the Post Office at Portland, State of Maine. 6th
IN day
of December, 1884

c£E?GlS?S££M1st.
brig Chesapeake, White.
nfr^.Vr/1*ORvlt~Ar
vrmi“"-GArdln,,r; Se»"iSTsKi.1“*£&““•
M*rU

from the best materials.

city.

NEW

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 0«t 21, ship John L Dim•nook, Uarward, Port Ludlow lor Cork, (put In tor *
orew.)
?K!TPKLEANS—Ar 22d, barque Nineveh,StaokPo>®. PhUadelphia
ult’ «“ H B G1UOn>

Now makes to
Valiant
Victory at Franklin
Conduct of Oen, Stanley and other Officers
—The Importance of the Victory.
Union

The

year.

S. B. B. C. Assemblies.—Subscribers are
reminded that the next Assembly occurs on
Wednesday next, Dec. 7th.

accidental.

76

TENNESSEE.

Exchanged Pbisonebs.—The following
in addition to the lists already published
of returned prisoners belonging In Maine, late-

city.

was

A.

c

this year—eleven months—is 175,352; nearly
20,000 more than for the same period last

jyA large stone barn at Hancock, Mass.,
belonging to the Shakers, was burned on Thursday morning, with most of its contents. The

are rapidly buying up the
Some of the owners hold back for
bids.

CUSTOM

PAPERS.

-»* —r-

PROM

case

for the

ene

his life.

Speculators

THE-

EVENING
—

SPECIAL NOTICES.

_

STThe Springfield 8oldiers’ Fair will of course
have a daily paper, the name of which is to be
“The Springfield Musket’’
gyGen. Wayne who commands a body of
rebels in Georgia, is a son of Judge Wayne of
the Supreme Court.
gyThe Chicago Post, a leading Democratic
paper, favors the proposed amendment of the
constitution forever abolishing slavery.
jyThe city of Nankin, China, once populated with 4,000,000 of people, has dwindled
down till its inhabitants now number only 200,-

lyThe Cleveland papers announce important discoveries ef rock oil in the vicinity of that
oil-lands.

-TO

80 years of age voted for

army.

Independent Lecturesis to be

Ml—

-.

ORIGINAL ANb SELECTED.

HAIR

LIFE!

restores
Hair t > its original color, and removes all dandruff frem the
head It is not a Dye, and it never stains.
For eale by

Gray

preparation

TaiS

CHARLES CUSTIS $ CO.,

decSdlw_

Morton Block.

Under-Shirts and Drawers,
In great variety, by

CHARLES CUSTIS * CO.,
Congress

Goods"

hereby given

that the following deaorlbed good* were seized at tbia
Port, on t»e
aaya hereinafter mentioned, tor a violation of the
ttevenue Lawi:
°* 9o*rd Br Mhooner
“Mary McKenan Mitten*.* Rosen pr*
1994 »* ktoreio thi. city, 24
<
Buga Rags, 10«pairs Wool Book* or H. ae,
lot old
Got *7.1864. at .tor* In
*hiz Olty, 468 this old Zino Nov. 4, 1864, on bontd
'» tbla
city, 1 hex Sugar, >00 rigara. b>. v.
6, 1884, on toard Wagon in tula oity, * barrala Mo-

WeeUeni?!?

ll.

~

V«ir*

J4'

f!? °W'

laaaea.

Any

Person or peraons,

dealring the tame, are renine-

lo appearand make «uoh eltim within
quested
ty deya from the
hereof; otherwise
date
goods will be diapo.ed of in accordance
Gongreat nppproved April *. 1884

MEN’S

993

Seizure of

Street, (Merton Black.)
eodlm

ISRAEL

_

Decs,

1864—lilaSw

The I¥ew
Term nt

the raid

with the not

WASHBURN, Jr,

Collector.

Gymnastics.

New Gymnaaeam <1
oommenoe Wedaeadar,
Class meet at I r. u. La* *1}
Interested bt present,
deetdK*
the
Fra* street Block, will
THE
Deo. 7th. Children’s
Winter

FORTLAND AND VICINITY.
AW

Advertisements To-Day.

Latter List—A. T. Dole.
Auotion Sale—Henry Bailey A
Auction Sale— E. M. Patten.

BT mECRAPH
toxbx

Co.

Portland Daily Press.

Ooean Steamship Co.
New Gymnaitlos.

Packing Bezel
Seizure ol Goode.

—--—_

U. S. Commissioners' Court.

jfEOM THE ARMY OP THE POTOMAC.

CLIFFORD, ESQ., COMMISSIONER.
Robert Peel, whose case has been before
the Commissioner for two or three days was,
deon Saturday, adjudged guilty of harboring
the
serters, and was ordered to recognize |n
sum of $300, with sureties, for his appearance
at the U. S. District Court next Tuesday. He
furnished the sureties. G. F. Talbot, U. S.
District Attorney for Government. S. L.
WM. H.

Carleton for respondent.

Expedition

Dinwiddie Court
House.

to

GALLANT CONDUCT OF OUR TROOPS

Capture

of Two Forts and Three
Guns.

Municipal Oourt,
In the case of

Dec. 8.
John Bradley, claimant for

thirteen barrels and three half barrels of porter, seized by Deputy Marshal Wentworth,
the Court gave judgment for claimant and ordered the porter to be restored. The remainder of the liquors were declared forfeited to
the city. Nathan Webb, Esq., for claimant.
Thomas F. McLaughlin was adjudged guilty
of larceny of wood from the Grand Trunk

Railway Co., and was sentenced to sixty days
Imprisonment in the county jail. P. Barnes
for State. N. Webb for prisoner.
Portland Soldiers’ HomeThe following soldiers were admitted and
left the Portlaud Soldiers’ Home for the week
ending Dec.3d:
Admitted—Isaac L. Brown, Co. E, 9th Me.;
James Lewin, Co. A, 7th Me.; Orlando A.
Hayford, Co. G, 1st Me. Cavalry; Robert W.
Bruce, Co. A, 1st Me. Heavy Artillery.
Left—Isaac L. Browu, James Lewin, left
for Augusts; Orlando A. Hayford, Robert W.
Bruce Jefk for their homes.
Wm. H. Plummer, Agent.
Close of the Opera.—The English Opera closed up its season—and a most successful one it has been—on Saturday evening. It
the was benefit night of that beautiful young

lady, pleasing singer
charming
Miss Fanny Stockton, and though it was
very rainy and the streets never more muddy,
the hail was crowded by an audience drawn
from the first social circles in our city. It was
a decided compliment to the fair
benificiary,
for which, by proxy, she expressed her proand

actress,

found thanks to the audience. The company
did finely in the Opera of Maritana. Messrs.
Campbell and Castle never did better. Mr.
White acted his part admirably, and Misses
Stockton and Fowler gave abundant satisfaction.
Mr. Rivers has laid our Portland people
under

with

lasting obligations

for

favoilng them

fine a series of entertainments. We
he will feel encouraged to visit our city

so

hope
again

at no distant

day. The troupe go from

here to Quebec.
“Preachers and Preaching.—Rev. Mr.
Bolles delivered yesterday afternoon, at the
Universalist church, the first of a series (ex-

cepting

the

introductory) of lectures on
Preachers and Preaching, to be continued
Sabbath afternoons. The special subject yesterday was the life and times, and the character
of St. Chrysostom, a native, a lawyer, and a
preacher of Antioch, and afterwards Bishop of
Constantinople, in the fourth century;—one
of the purest men that has ever lived, fitting
successor to the Apostolic age, and worthy of
the saintly honors accorded to him by his posterity.
The lecture was about an hour long, was
intensely interesting, and though not written,
it was one of the best arranged, methodical
finished discourses we have ever heard from

its talented author.
crowded house.

It

was

listened to by

a

Probable attempt to Swindle.—A
short time since a keeper of a sailor boarding
house in this city, took a man to Portsmouth
and enlisted him in the navy, receiving therefor $000. The recruit was to receive $400, and
he was paid $200, with the promise that the
other $200 should be brought to him on board
the vessel. But some how or other the promise slipped from the memory of the recruiter,
and he come away without sending the money.
After waiting for it some time, and not receiving it, the sailor made known the facts to
the authorities in Portsmouth, and on Satur-

day an officer came to this city in quest of the
defaulting recruiter. Officer Huse arrested
him, and he paid over $200, and promised to
go to Portsmouth to-day and settle the matter.

Sacred Concert.—The Operatic Troupe
a Sacred Concert at new City Hall last
evening. The house was well filled, and the
music excellent. There is a wide difference
between this hall and the one in which they
have been performing during the past week,
gave

properties are concerned.—
Voices sound vastly better in this hall, when
it is well filled, than in any place in town.—
ao

Destruction of Rebel

Supplies.

Headquarters Army Potomac,

1

December 2. i
From information obtained through the
South and deserters, it was ascertained that
the rebels were constructing a branch railway
towards Dinwiddie Court House, aud that
quite a large lot of supplies had been collected
at that place. Orders were consequently given to Gen. Gregg’s division of cavalry to proceed in that direction and destroy all property

they

go.

them.

who were to join
were, after getting possession of the steamer to capture a California
steamer with treasure, and If not able to get
the treasure across the Isthmus, to deposit it
With a reliable English house in Valparaiso, or
send it to Europe by a French man of-war.
which arrived back
Bteamer
freres

along the coast
Hoggs instructions

The
at Panama

on

Guatemala,
the 15th, reports seeing many

the arpersons anxiously awaiting
rival of some steamer at Ly.'ertad and Acaaccomplices of
pulco, who were undoubtedlylatter
had come
Nine of these
the pirates.
Omomo
from Havana.
across the country via
They have probably been arrested ere this, as
the government of San Salvador had been notified that they were pirates.
On the 12th Admiral Pearson, commanding
in the Pacific, accompanied by
the

suspicious

squadron

Consul McKee, of Panama, and Consul Rice,
of Aspinwall, waited on the President of
Grenada in Panama, to ask permission to pass
the prisoners across the Isthrnu- in order to
send them to New York. The President refused permission on the gronnd that he was
not empowered to grant it; but it is presumed
they will be taken across on the responsibility
of the American officials.

FEOM TENNESSEE.

The column started at half past three yesterday morning. On crossing Howanty Creek
our forces met the enemy’s pickets, who at
The command pushed on, passonce retired.
ing Duvall’s Mills, wheu the 1st brigade under
Gen. Davies were put in opposite to
prc tect
the flank. The 2d brigade, Col.
Gregg, comadvanced
towards
ing up,
Stony Creek, where
the enemy were found in a strong position on
the south side with three guns sweeping the
open fields on this side.
The 4th, 30th and 16th Penn, regiments took
the advance aDd did most of the fighting. The
4th tormed in line at the edge of woods, and
with loud yells charged across the opening until within 50 yards of the Creek, when they
dismounted and crossing the bridge, rushed
up the bank and into the works before the
rebels could get their guns to bear on the
bridge. The enemy had previously torn up
the planks on the bridge, thus making the
crossing more difficult and tedious. Those

who remained in the fort at once surrendered,
while about a hundred attempted to escape.—
These were met by a squadron of the 4th,
Capt. Every, which had swam the stream at
another point, and many of those trying to get,
away were killed or wounded.
Capt. Every
has received great praise lor the manner in
which he executed this part of the movement.
He received a severe wound in the arm.
The 16tb, Major Swan commanding, meanwhile made a similar charge and captured another work, taking a number of prisoner. The
13th was also busily enaged, and captured six
wagons and twenty-two mules. Three guns
were found in the works, two of which were
thrown into the Creek, and the other being
too heavy to be handled was spiked. Had the
bridge been in good condition they would have
all been brought away. All the buildings at
the station were then fired and burned to the
besides the following supplies:—
ne thousand two hundred new Enfield
rifles,
a large quantity of ammunition, 5000 sacks of
grain, 600 bales of hay, a quantity of corn and
oats, 400 bushels sweet potatoes, 500 barrels
coal oil, a quautity of bacon, the camp and
garrison equipage and the railroad bridge,
150 feet long. The command was then ordered to fell back, which it did in excellent

Sound,

order.

enemy Had by this time made their appearance in pretty strong force and indicated
an intention of making a flank attack, but were
driven off by a few shells from a battery. On
reaching Duvall’s Kills an order was given
to fire them, and in a few minutes they were
one mass ot smoke and flames.
Here the
rebel cavalry again attempted another charge
but were received with a salute of the seven
shooters of our men and a few well directed
shots from the battery, when they fell back
the

quietly, leaving

number on the field. They
afterwards rallied and followed the column,
but notwithstanding repeated efforts to annoy
us, did not inflict any damage.
The division returned to camp about eight

o'clock in the

a

evening

with a loss of only
twenty seven killed and wounded, all of whom
were brought away.
We captured 170 prisoners and five officers,
among them Msj. Fits. Hugh, who will be remembered in connection with the raid into
Maryland last summer, when he took one ol
our Captains prisoner, and after
taking his
boots off made him walk some twenty miles
barefoot. To bring to his mind his conduct
at that time, he bimself was compelled to walk
from Stony Creek to the camp without hie
boots.
Gen. Davies was struck by a spent ball during the action, but suffered no injury.
The enemy had quite a stretch of road
graded, and ties cut and rails on the ground
ready to be laid down, but it is believed they
will abandon the project, as they have learned
that our cavalry cau at any time Btrike it in a
few hours.
It is said that Hampton’s cavalry had nearly all been sent off to oppose Sherman, and
that the stores found at the depot were for the
supply of their horses, which it is supposed
bad been run off when our troops were found
to be advancing.
The entire affair was one of the most successful we have had during the campaign and
reflects great credit on all engaged. Nearly
100 contrabands came in with the column.—
They are of all ages and seemed rejoiced to
reach our lines.
The prisoners have been sent to City Point
to be forwarded to Washington.
W. D. McGrbgor.
(Signed)

The Richmond Whig of the 1st lost, says:
“News from Georgia yesterday, 80th ult.,shows
that Sherman is gradually approachiug the
coast, but retrained from giving the direction.
He baa met with no serious opposition since
his repulse at the Oconee; but efforts are beiug made to head him off.
Wheeler had two victorious engagements
with Kilprtrick’s
cavalry, in one or which he
captured Kilpatricks’ hat.
Gen. Hardee telegraphs from Savannah,
that he left Macon perfectly secure, and was
making certain dispositions in that quarter.
The Richmond Dispatch of the 1st Inst, says
official intelligence of Sherman’s movements,
and present whereabouts, was received the
day previous, but does not mention the said
whereabouts. It says the federais have iourteen gunboats and transports near Port Royal.
The Charleston Mercury of the 24th, says:
The enemy have forty pieces of heavy ordnance op Morris’ Island bearing on fort Sumpter and Sullivan’s Island. They are busy
mounting mortars, and have buoyed out
Bull’s bay. They have a fleet of a dozen
monitors at Port Royal, and somewhere on
the coast a dozen and

a half more.
These
attack on Charleston,
and the advance ofSberman towards Augusta,
warn us that no time is to be lost in preparing to meet the issue.

preparations indicate an

The Savannah

news

thinks Sherman’s desti-

nation is that city, and that unless his army is
either whipped, routed, or captured, he will
reach it.
New Yokk, Dec. 4.
The Hiigou Head correspoudent of the

says Gen. Foster recently proceeded
up the river with an exp dition, landing five
miles below Poctoligo Bridge, which he captured after a sharp fight* The rebels evacuating. A large quantity of cotton was captur-

Herald,

Continued Skirmishing with the
Bebels.

ionnd.

far as acoustic

This company have every reason to be satisfied with the patronage they have received,
and their performance last evening was equal
to any previous ones. They have performed
their parts well, and our ctiizens have given
them a good reception, and put money in
their pockets. May success attend wherever

clerk. Hogg wa* recently captured In the
Tristam Shandy, while running the blockade
at Wilmington. His instructions from Mallory show that he has a rebel commission, and
sailed from Wilmington for Havana, where he
made up his gang of pirates. They have con-

Further Particulars of the Battle at
Franklin.
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 3.
The Journal has the lollowing:
Nashville, Bee. 3d.—The rebels have been
wary to-day, and have demonstrated with
great caution against our outer line which
is carefully constructed, and extends from

ed and destroyed.
It is supposed the rebel force along the
coast has been materially lessened to concentrate troops against Sherman.
The naval correspondent of the Herald, off
Charleston, states that the blockade ruuner
Beatrice was run ashore and destroyed, on
the night of the 27th, ult Thirty of her crew

captured.
Admiral Dahlgren

were

and Gen. Foster are in
communication with Gen. Sherman, who is
river to river with a radius of 2 1-2 miles from l
supposed to be moving on Savannah, and a
the capitol, in the road south of the city.
force has been organized to co-operate
The rebel cavalry have been in plain view joint
with him, while other expeditions are moving
all day on the Franklin pike. Just before
on other stragetic points.
dark our cavalry pushed out towards the
It is reported on shore that Lee is marchenemy causing him to retire. Some skirmishing against Sherman.
ing subsequently ensued, neither party sustained any loss.
No rebel infantry has yet been developed.—
FROM WASHINGTON.

The defences

are

being heavily strengthened,

and no apprehensions need be felt for the
safety of the city.
Yesterday the rolling stock of the Louisville
and Nashville railroad was ordered here. To
day the order was countermanded.
A street rumor says the fedeials were re-

pulsed

at

Clarksville

to

day.

A party of rebels made a dash into Gallatin
day, and captured 400 head of beeves. Our
forces are in pursuit.
to

Cincinnati, Dec. 3.
The Gazett's Nashville correspondent gives

the following particulars of the battle of Franklin:
The plan of the battle was very simple. We
had no time in fact to get up a complete plan,
as the enemy pressed ub closely, and obliged
us to fight him.
The original plan was to
withdraw Gen. Schofield’s force until the
meeting of the reinforcements, and then give
battle.

Capt. Lyman commanding an artillery brigade in the 4th corps, had placed his batteries
in a most favorable position, and from these
shot and shell were hurled into the advancing
rebels. With the most reckless bravery they

still rushed on, aud when within a few hundred yards of our works, our boys opened upon them a terrific fire of musketry, but no
wavering was perceived in the rebel lines.—
On they came to the very parapets of our
works.
On the Columbus pike the pressure on our
lines was so great that some of Cox’s and
Wagners’ mentemporarly gave way; but the
men were rallied and attacked tbe rebels in
the flank, while Col. Opdike charged in the
front. A desperate hand to haud fight ensued
with bayonets ami the butt ends oi muskets
One hundred rebels were captnred, and the
line restored. For two and a half hours tbe
battle raged all along our lines.
Riley’s
brigade of the 23d corps fairly covered the
ground in front of it with the rebel dead. The
rebel Gen. Adams was killed
At dusk the rebels were repulsed at all
points; but the firing did not cease until 9 P.
M. At least 5000 rebels were killed, wounded
and captured; while our loss will probably
reach 1500. We have taken thirty rebel battle
—

Arrival of Congressmen —President’s Message—Pensions—Mail Service
Movements
of Parly—Arrival of Prisoners at Annapolis.

lines

was

crowded with the advancing rebels.

FROM GEN. SHERMAN’S ARMY.

His Army Triumphantly Nearing
the Sea Coast.

WA8HIN0TON, Dec. 3.
Up to this evening probably not more than
one fifth of the members of
Congress had arrived here. There is, however, no doubt there
will be

quorum present in both Houses on

a

Monday. The larger number being

now on

their way here.

The message of the President was fully considered in an extra Cabinet meeting to-day.—
The usual caution is observed to prevent pre-

mature exposure ot its contents. So far only
the reports of the Secretary of the Navy and
the Postmaster General have been
printed.
At present soldiers who have been severely
maimed have an advantage in respect to pensions over the sailors who similarly suffer, and
therefore one of the measures of the approaching session of Congress will be to provide a
remedy for the manifest injustice or oversight

in legislation.
New arrangements perfecting the connection and rendering the entire mail service
north and west more certsin than heretofore,
and for two trains a day between Washington
and New York in ten hours will go into tffect
on the 19th inst.
I?rAm

VQnnrfa
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utrn

vnnuh/wl

Uaha IKaka

to be no doubt that some of the forces
of Geu. Early have been sent to Richmond
within the past week by way of Madison Court
seems

House.

A gentleman who arrived from Annapolis
to-night says 5000 exchanged prisoners have
already reached that place, and the paymasters are very busy settling their arrearages.—
More are daily expected. Those who recently came up on ’.he Constitution and Carnac
are comparatively in good health.

Washington, Dec. 4.
Hon. James Speed, recently appointed Attorney General,arrived to-day from Kentucky.
It cannot be ascertained with certainty

whether the President’s Message will be transmitted to Congress ro-morrow or Tuesday.

Augusta—Gen.

Poster’s

Expedi-

tion.

Plot to Seize the Steamer Guatemala Frustrated.

Rebeli

Destroying Forage

&c.» in front of

New York, Dec. 3.
The steamship Fulton, from Port Royal
30th, arrived this evening.
The steamer North Star with $500,000 in
specie put into Port Royal Nov. 28th, short of
coal, having in tow her convoy, the U. S. gunboat Augusta, which vessel broke her piston
rod 400 miles east of Port Royal. The North
Star expected to receive sufficient coal by the
1st inst., and would then sail for New York.
Among her passengers were ex-Scnator Latham of California, and Judge Field of the U. S.
Supreme Court. F. W. Rice was also a passenger, and has arrived here in the Fulton.
He comes on business with the State Department in connection with the Salvador pirates.
Mr. G. H. Osbourne, an able correspondent
of the New X ork Herald, died at Port Royal
on the 29th.
The publication of newspapers at Port Royal
has been prohibited for the present, and all
the citizens there have been enrolled for military duty and for the protection of the place.

A movement of an unknown character had
taken place, and all the troops there had been
ordered away.
An expedition sailed on the 29th, but no information could be obtained in regard to it.

CHARLESTON.

CAP TURF OF THE PIRATES.

PRISONERS.

Sherman within 40 Miles of Savannah.

Gen. Sherman.
PREPARATION POR AN ATTACK ON

•

■

—

New Yobk, Dec. 4.

The Herald’s speeial Washington dispatch
Arrest.—Thursday night the shop of Rod- Prompt Conduct of Government sayB: "Government officials are unusally
man Townsend, corner of Silver street and the
Officials at Panama.
jubilant over the news from Sherman. The
government possesses means independent of
passage way to Portland Pier, was entered by
the Richmond papers, and more reliable of oblifting the gratings of the cellar window, and I REBEL PIRATES ALONG THE COAST■
taining intelligence of Sherman's progress.
about $60 in good money and two $10 counIt is confidently believed that Snerman has
terfeit bills were stolen. Saturday evening
not only baffi d the rebel generals, but has so
New Yobk, Dec. 4.
far advanced beyond serious interruption, as
officers Sterling and Charlton arrested George
The steamship North Star, from Aspinwall to leave no doubt of his triumphant success.
McGinty and William Emily, one 17, the other Nov. 18th,
via Port Royal, where she put in
Savannah and other Georgia papers of the
18 years of age, while attempting to pass the
for coal and to leave hor convoy, the gunboat
27th, and Richmond papers of Dec. 1st, are
counterfeit bilU. They owned up to the robthe
latter
Augusta,
having been disabled in a received, from which the following summary
bery and told how it was effected. Emily was gale, arrived here to-day. She has $360,000 is digested:
in treasure.
It appears that an attack was made on East
recently, a clerk in Townsend’s shop.
Our Panama letter of Nov. 16th was re- Macon on Sunday 20th ult., the rebels losing a
and
contains
the
ceived
imto-day,
following
battery, which they subsequently captured,
Recruiting.—Eleven men were passed at
with a small loss on both sides.
portant intelligence:
the Provost Marshal's office Saturday, all for
There has been much excitement in PanaThe attack was expected to be renewed on
the navy. They were credited as follows—
ma the past week, caused by the following inthe 21st, but it was not, and the rebels came
On the 25th of October the Arneri
to the conclusion that the movement on SunBiddeford six, Naples three, South Berwick cidents :
can Consul at Panama received a dispatch
day was a feint. It was probably made by a
one, and Portland one.
from Consul Shufeldt at Havana, stating that small force from Slocum’s eorps, as the
A large number has recently-been credited
the same steamer bringing the dispatch would
Augusta Constitutionalists of the 24tb, says
for
this
all
of
whom have also take to Aspinwall a party of rebel pirates Slocum’s entire corps went down the west
to tbe quota
district,
who intended to seize the steamer Guatemala,
side of the Oconee river, previous to the night
enlisted in the navy.
The sgent of the company waa notified of the of the 22d, indicating an intention to pass by
and
Bent
the
fact,
Guatemala to sea before the Augusta between that place and Macon, and
Fire.- -The International House caught fire
arrival of the pirates across the Isthmus; conmake for the sea between Savannah and BrunsSaturday evening, under the washing range in sequently they were
obliged to remain at Pan- wick.
It was extinguished be- ama until the 10th of
one of the kitchens.
the
of
Gov. Brown was in Macon, where he had
November,
day
fore much damage had been done, but only by sailing of the next steamer, the Salvador.
removed all the State records &c., from MilIn the mean time further
was
led geville.
tearing away the range, which bad become obtained, and a plan for the information
of the
The Constitutionalist states that the rebel
overheated and communicated fire to the wood whole gang matured. Whilst capturethe
reb- cavalry are burning barns, corn cribs, and
waiting
work.
els purchased three hundred pounds of poweverything that may be of use to Sherman, in
it in tin cans, any shipped it on the
der,
front of his main army on the Ocmulgee river.
Sailing of the Steamer.—Steamship sameput
steamer they intended to take passage
The Savannah Republican of the 24th and
Nova Scotian,
this
from
sailed
in.
Capt. Wylie,
25th, contains dispatches, stating that on the
for
the
10th
the
On
passengers embarked on 24th, there was flgpting all day at Oconee
port
Liverpool Saturday afternoon. She
the Salvador as usual with their baggage.—
took out 36 passengers and a full
bridge, which was held by the rebels. In the
cargo.
on
Immediately
going on board they were takthe federals had turned their guns in
The Moravian will
from this port for en into the main saloon, ostensibly to have evening
an opposite
direction, on the other side of the
Liverpool next Saturday.
their tickets examined. Previous to this all
river, indicating an attack in the rear.
the port holes, windows of state rooms and
Wheeler was crossing 18 miles below the
Phomotiom. Col. Henry q.
Thomas, son doors had been closed, in order that no oppor- bridge to aid in Its defence.
of Hon. William W. Thomas of this
could he bresented for skedaddling, or
Another dispatch states that the federals
city, has tunity
received the appointment of Brigaaier Gen- for hiding papers, Ac. As soon as they were had flaukedGen. Wayne at Oconee bridge on
collected a preconcerted signal was made, the Central railroad, compelling him to retreat;
eral. The promotion, we understand, was
also that the federals crossed at Bull’s
when Commander Davenport, of the U. S.
Ferry
made for gallant and meritorious conduct.
frigate Lancaster, sprang on board with sev four miles below the bridge.
A dispatch from Augusta, dated on the
eral fully armed boats’ crews, and announced
Dismissed.—Lieutenants Stephen Grafiam, <o the astonished
passengers that be bad taken eve of the 23d, to Gen. Hardee at Savannah,
17th Me., and Geo. H. Oakes, 1st Me. heavy possession of the steamer. Sufficient evidence states that the federals had been driven back
was at once discovered to prove the validity of
across the river, and that Gen. Wayne had reartillery, have been dismissed tbe service per ‘he
plot, when the Salvador was taken to sea turned to the bridge,
sentence of court martial for cowardice in face
over three
The Augusta Constitutionalist of the 26th,
marine miles; accompanied by the
of the enemy.
Lancaster.
says apprehension prevailed there on the 23d)
Papers revealing the whole affair, with in- in consequence of rumors that dispatches had
The American Illustrated newspapers for structions from the rebel Secretary of the Na- been received there, announcing the
passage
of *'l kinds, handcuffs, Ac.,
of the Oconee near Mllledgeville by the federthis week have been received at the book and
.1*^*°*
were found
in possession of the
als
who
who
be
were
to
A.
of
Exreported
pirates,
advancing in
Robinson, No. 51
periodical store
were than transferred
the direction of Augusta.
to the Lancaster, and
the Salvador proaeeded on
hange streect.
Savannah and Augusta papers of the 25tb,
The
her
Lancaster returned to Panama voyage.
with tbe pri»- state that the force which captured MilledgeForeign Exports.—The total value of oners.
ville, remained there to the evening of the
Before reaching Panama the leader of the 24tb, having burned the
foreign exports from this port last week
State bouse, Brown’s
made
a
fuU
confession.
pirates
amounted to $96,219,Od.
The names of Hotel and the Penitentiary, and captured a
the pirates are F. E. Hogg of
of
Baltimore, Capt. small quantity fixed ammunition.
E. A. gwain executive officer, J. c Black
Burnett's Cocoaixe.—No other preparaThe main body of Sherman’s army was reR. B. Lyon sailing
paymaster,
master, John ported to be 13 miles west of Saundersville on
tion so exactly suits tbe various conditions of Hiddle chief
engineer, T, J. Grady assistant the 24th, coming forward towards Savannah
file human hair.
engineer, and Joseph Higgins paymaster’s rapidly, and spreading devastation.
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of the steamship Baltic in Annapolis
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WEBSTER’S

UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY!
NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION!

The latest news from Sherman was that he
within forty miles of Savannah. Ail
Georgia was in a state of alarm. Savannah
papers of the 30th ult., while admitting this,
say his progress has been stopped.
was

Gen. Sherman—The Expedition of Gen.

Monday Night,

Over thirty able American and European scholars
emplo) ed upon this revision, and thirty yean oi
labor expended upon it.
Among the collaborator are Dr Mahn, of Berlin.
Professors Porter, Dana. Whitney, fladlev Lyman, Gi’man, and Thatcher, Cant. Craighill, oi
We*»t Point Military Academy,
Judge J. C Perkins, Pref. 8tiles, A. L Holley,
bo be.
Several tablos of great value, one of them of fifty
quarto pages, Explanatory and Pronouncing, oi
names in fiction of persons and
plao s, pseudonyms, bo., be., as Abaddon, Aoadia, Albany
Begenoy, Mother Cary, Mason and Dixon's line,
Mr. Micewber, bo.

Esq*

Containing one-fiitb

orone-fonrth more matter than
any former editions.
-From new electrotype plates and the Biverside

Royal Quarto Pages-

“GETthe LATEST." “GETthe BEST."
“GET WEBSTER."
Published by G. b C. MERIAM,Springfield,Mass
For sale in this city by Bailey b
Noyes, Exchange
nov8)dtf
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WOULD call the attention oi buyers to my
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fW~All kinds ol Fun exchanged, altered and
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re-

St.

that Gen. Sherman’s forces were
ult.,
a few miles beyond Millin, his
cavalry having
approached that p'ace, but tetired without
it.
Sherman
was
molesting
resting his forces
preparatory to an advance to the seaboard.
The U. S. forces under Gen. Foster, landed
at Birds’ Neck, about twenty miles |up Broad

M. G. BROWN’S

the 20th, and a portion had marched
towards the Savannah and Charleston railroad
in the direction of the great swamp, but reon

turned alter a

skirmish,
It was supposed that an attempt to burn
the bridge would be made on the 80th ult.,
and heavy firing was heard on that day, and

smoke

was seen

in that direction.

Latest from Nashville.

No

Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 4.

developments

have taken place toOur army still encircles the city on the

new

day,
south-east, its wings resting on the Cumberland River
The enemy’s Hues are clearly to
be seen from high points in the suburbs and
from the capitol. They are entrenching themselves in a south-westerly direction, about
three miles from the city.
During the day
heavy sklrmlshlug occurred on our left, and
progressed along the line to our centre.
The first blockhouse on the Chattanooga
road, four miles from this city, defended by
negroes under Col. Johnson, held out until
this afternoon, when they surrendered. Col.
Johnson and a portion of his men escaped.
Escape of Federal Prisoners.
Knoxville. Tenn., Dec. 3.
Several escaped Union prisoners have arrived here within the past three days. They
escaped from different prisons and at different
dates, and have been from one to two months
making their way hither, travelling night and
day through the swamps, thickets and mountains of the Carollnas and Georgia.

Expedition

to Osceola.

Cairo, III., Dec. 3.
The steamer Lima, from Memphis, on the
euening of the 2d inst., has arrived. She reports that Col, York’s expedition has returned
to Memphis,
having succeeded in capturing
900 stand of arms at Osceola, which were on
the way from Selma, Ala., to Gen. Price.
Eapture of Millet), Oa.
New York, Dec. 3.
The Post’s Washington dispatch
says the
rebel papers announce the capture of Millen,
Ga., and express apprehension that Gen. Sherman has liberated sill the prisoners there.

Jan. 2, 1865.

tatlon

a

Consnl-

tree.nov24dtf

m JOSIAH HEALD.
Coigmi Stmt,

Oot 7—dtf

toner

of

fmpk 8troot,

PORTLAND, MAIN*.

matches

Comp'y,

All

Maine.

orden la the olty,

W°r«ej>a8dtf

Having

Spring-Bed

AND FOLDING

Bottoms!

OOT8.

-Ain>-

ALL K1JVDS OF IROJVBEDSTEADS.

NEW AND SECOND-HAND

FURNITURE BUSINESS!!

deoldtd

and

Cavalry

93

Deo. 1st, 1864.

Artillery Horses

WANTED!
the

use

notioc.

Formerly Oceipitj by
where he would be

of of tho U. 8. Government, till farther

X Sable,

next in valued: 51
shall offer at

Last Year’s
Until

e

Ruetiam

No. 42 will be payable December 7tb,
DIVIDEND
to Stockholders of record November 80th. 1864.
Per

Order,

npcliltd_

CARDS
nt

this oSoe.

and

KUPHALET NOTT,
Treasurer.

alfTiVDLTpms oi«,nr k,nd

#'

the patronage

PORTLAND,

dlmdec8

aubaoriber, who formerly conducted the l.t
House in the Grand Trank
term of seven you*, tikes this
opportunity to inforaihli patrons and the public
generally, [that be
ha* been ao.ie tad by tbe proprietor*
of the Grand

THE
ln<5

DopasI^The

Trunk Railroad an/the traveling
open the Grand Trank Diaiug Rail, (recent!,
the Tr7*° Brother*,) to whioh ho

wntad**

the aerriesa of hi* brother A. P. and
aaatat In making this seooud to no olhu wife, to
Eating
*
House on any Railroad in the country
Meal* at all hours aa per bills ot fare.

oured

SUPPERS AND COLLATIONS
Furnished ro Military and Flra CompaMe* at abort
notice.
Wedding partis, and
with every variety of Cake. Confestionerv.Ioe Cream

tangle. fCrnihed

M«»u

ISAAC BARNUM.

dec3dlw

Proprietor.

Ool. Geo. Clark, Jr. &

AT

NO- 235

CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

Hanaaii,

Commission

BUTTER,

DMA LX US

CHEESE,

*

Change of Proprietors.

Hams, Beans,
NO.

3

Dried

Apples,

Ac.

Lint .STREET,

THE
are

FITZGERALD & H0D8D0N
removed to
end es usual are

HAVE

Nob. U8 end 160 Middle it.,
offering great inanoemente in

Hoop Skirts, Corsets, Fancy Goods,
and NOdons,
At

Wholesale

Also, Hoop Skirts

aud

call at the old stand, No. 118 Exchange street.
deoldSw
P. MORRELL f CO.
to

Portland

Corsets made to order at
abort notier.
FITZGERALD ft HODSDON,
Dablia Skirt and Fancy Goods Store, 148 ft 160 Middle street.
novSOdlm

and

Douglas’s

Pat. Ankle

Support Skates,

MORSE SKATES,

And other celebrated Makers.

Sk.ate
THE

of 8KATES, and at
found In tbe oity.

aa

The Morning and Erening Train*
AUGUSTA at 6.30 A. M.,and
8.16 P. M., will bo discontinued on and

Tuesday, Not. 1st,
Except
Monday Mornings and 8atnrday Nights,
until further
October

Notion.
». 1864.

Ho

WILL pay any person tbs above sum who will
obtain me a permanent situation in a Store.—

&

fair t.isl ol “Jamas’
famous Raven’s- may Maekiny,’’ most
It to the pablio ea being the
beet production of tbe kind ever sold by us and
in our estimation,
fully equal to the imported blacking made by Day k Martin.
WHOLESALE GROCERS,
...
Silas Pierce k Co.
Emmons, Danfbrth and
Wa«on, Pierce k Co.
8cudder,
E. T Farrington,
I. W. Munroe k Co.
<oi Levi Bartlett k Co.)Conant k
Sanborn,
W«n Stearns k Co.
Carter, Ufann A Co.
U. F. k B. Hurd k Co. ti. B, Talbot k Co.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,
Weeks k Potter,
C. C. Hensbaw.
J. A, k W. Bud,
Banker k Carpenter
Jotui Wileon Jr. k Co. Geo. 0. Goodwin k Co.
M. S. Barr k Co.
Carter, Hast k Co.
SHOE AND LEATHER DEALERS.
A. W Clapp k Co.
John F, Pray k Son.
Gant k Edmunds,
I. M. Klee k Co.

J.P.Phinney,

Brooks k Mecucn.
John Schayer,
Foster, Peabody k Co.
Used exclusively by the Tremont Bouse, Revere
Hon-e, Parker House, American House and Geo
Young’s Hotel.

I have made nse oi Mr. Gee.
Jsqus’e Ravens’
Wing Blacking, and find It to be of exoellentnuality
and remarkabry free from
crocking,and
very permanent. I consider it to be an improvement on the
celebrated Day k Martin’. Blacking
chas. t. jackson, m. d..
State Assayer to Massachusetts,
Geologist and Consulting Chemiat.

Various sixes •■Liquid” and
Pasts,” sold by tbo
hhd’ “d ^mely
up

pit

re^aB trade01^

GEORGE JAQUES 4 CO.

No. 16 Lime Street.

} PORTLAND, ME.
The highest market pricer paid
kinds,
Deo-

consignments

for

produce ot all

1—8m- d

JUST
A

solicited.

nov28isdlm

Bohemian»

RECEIVED!!

by

DANFORTH

A

CLIFFORD,
8 Lime street.

COMPOSITORS lilTED!

who

immediately, COMPOSITORS,
will be paid portt-pivr cents per thousand
WANTED
at Her
Deo 1—dtf

aid Office, No 6 william. Court, BosE. c, BAIL ST, Proprietor.

Boarding*
"DLEA8* NT Front Rooms, ftarnished

X nishsd, with Board,

moderate.

ntion

fatioms

w*t8f opposite Broad Cove .about
sabeth.
eight mUealrom
tre city.
M-of aU the remalniag port’on of (he
that
be
found
in or arround tbe wreck, cargo
may
oonsiatiug
Aneea, Bar Iron, Sheet Iron, and
other
Ion
gooag.
Tonders to state> the prio in cash, gold value, that
the parilea are willing to give for each lot,
separately, and the party or parties if any wboee tender is
accepted, must pay or deposit with the understated
■

fater than January tfth,

of Twenty per

£nt

ainof“we.t?

the amount of their bids; a lurther
percent on or before Keb’y 10 and the balance in
tall on er before Mareh 1. 1866
JAMES L. FARMER,
Ho. 10 Exchange street.
Portland, Nov 19,1884.
nov80td

International Steamiiip Company.
SPECIAL

MOTIVE.

STEAMBOAT

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
BRUNSWICK,

Tbs steamer NEW
trill make her last trip tor the season.
Deo 6.
Tbs strsmsr Haw ExoLAan will continue one
trip per week, leaving every Thursday, at 6 o’clock
T

deoS dtf

C. C. EATON, Agent.

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

heretofore existing under the
and
ot Dracs h Davis is this
THE copartnership
day dissolved
mutual
name

urm

by

consent.

.?

All person* indebted to
»«•« auredlately with
" ‘BthonMd ,0 ,d-

DRAKE k DAVIS.

A Card*
Davie k Cloyes Brothers having purchaaed the
etoek and taken the stand
fbrmerly occupied by
Disk* k Davis, would respeottally solicit the pit.
A.

fonage of both firms at the old stand, where we
shall be known by tbe firm name ol Davis f Cloyes

Brothers.

A. Davis,
F. H. Cloths,
K. H.Cloys*.

~

Postlabd, Deo. 2d. 1881.
To the Senate and Home qf ttepretentativeo of the
Maine.
State qf

undersigned,

your

petiUonsra,

humbly
THE
quest that they may be incorporated and made
to be oalled tbe

re-

Yarmouth Paper
dy politic,
Company, sad located at Y armouth, la the County
of Cumberland, tor the purpose of manutaeturiug
paper, and doing all things pertaining to such manufacturing business. And as In duty bound will
ever
CHABLE8 D. BROWN.
gray.
dec3eod3w
BBd others
ib

nov80tf

ton-

will reei ire eparate tenders at
his oiHco in this
nntil
on Tuudav
y’
lor
purchase
1st—of tbe wreck of the Hull and Engines of the
Iron Steamship Bohemian, of about 2200
tons as
they now lie or may then lie, in about fivi
»*>°«t kolfo mile from tba shore ot
Cap* Eli-

nov38dlm

NICE lot of Nxw BtJCKWHIAT, GRAHAM
Flour, Oatmeal, Hop Ybast Carrs and

for sale

Proprietors,

139 and 134 Slat* Street, Bo.tow.

jtt^Tl
UUi7oMh'?V”rm.W
“0T*’,dl“

FROST.

Produce Dealers,

Apply

REW A1YW \

B. H. CUSHMAN. 8upt.
octMItf

HATCH

LOW PRICES, to be

Please sail and examine before pnrohesing.
NBV. 1—evdtf CHAS.DAV, Jr., 114 Middle St.

Blacking.
a

4HEHP*-Mondtv.

on

Straps,

LARGEST ABSOBTMEBTT

ft.

SLK^lE^leaving

rwiii iiAiU)
alter

Skates I Skates 1
Skatee, Gents. Skates, Bore’ Skates
LADIES'
Norwioh Clipper Skates, Blondiu
Skates,

Kennebec ft.

Special Notice!

Retell.

and

THE Undersigned, after

_

new

CLOTHING,

dtf

Holiday Inducements

BALLOU,

and fresh goods to the former stock,
prepared to offer inducements to buyers of

PORTLAND, ME.
septa#

INDORSEMENT
—OF—

not

taken the well known

subscribers having
stand o> the late

IV

LARD,

BOSTON

January 10,1*6*,

The lateet styles of carriage, and slaigha oonstant
on hand, and made to order.
The new and elegant "M n-tor” sleighs art now
on exhibition, and thoee wishing to purchase are invited to call and examine.
Repairing done with neatness and dispatoh.
novtdtf

J.

EGGS,

Furnished for anj Town in the State.

Wrecked at Portland.

SLEIGHS,

and added

Merchants,

VOLUNTEERS,

Dec 8—dim*

Steamship

No- 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

BU0CK88OB8 TO

Produce

Manufactory.

St.

A CO.

SUBSTITUTES AND

forthe

AND

novl4d2m

HATCH, CLIFFORD

7b whom it may concern:
I am personally acquainted with Col. Geo.
Clark,
Jr of Boston,
fie haa recruited a large number <>t
men under the
authority of this commonwealth,and
Haa conducted the business in an honorable and satisfactory manner.
Meukmiah Brown,
Major an x Asst. Adjt. Gen'l of Massachuretts

theteiuhe?

ly

DANFOF 7H A CLIFFORD,

MASSACHUSETTS.

OF

OARRIAGjES, THE undersigned
city,
the

CASH,

Block, Middle

—

SUBSTITUTE AGENTS,

Manufacturer of

James Bailey & Co.’s,
162 Greenough

AMD

Itt superior qualities over any other
he world are a durable, brilliant polish,blacking in
unequiled
splendor ,ud produced with great
ease, and iY,
Properties forsoltening and preserving

SuaoeMor to J.|F. Libby,

Large Assortment

CHEAP FOR

I

—

__

a*

WHOLESALE AID RETAIL,

Co,

RECRUITING

*

SKATES!

SKATES,

reT».

hai/con-

He wonld «ay that the
Dining Ball ha* been thoroughly repaired and newly l'urniahed. He has M-

for 2ud-hand Furniture.

SjBjgf Carriage

Capt. and Asst. Quartermaster D. 8. A.

Depot,

MB.

lor

deoSdecdlm

Farmers and Stock raitera particularly are Invited
to offer their honea in parson at this offioe, and not
to dispose of them to dealt ri or third parties.
Any number of horses from one upwards, If answering the above description and passing a rigid Inspection, wi 1 be reoeived and paid for in Government funds.
THOS G WHYTAL,

BILL HEADS neatly prints
tt

reoeive

ADAMS A TEMPLE.
Highest prices paid

pounds.

Frices,

Portland, Saco ft Portsmouth R. R. Co.

Ncirtll Tube*,

of former customers and friends.

offered for tho cavalry service must bo
sound la all partic liars, well broken in full flesh
and good condition, from 15 to 16 hands
high, from
five to nine years old, and well adapted in every
way.to eavalrv purpose!.
Arti iery horses must be ofdark oolor, sound in all
particulars, quick and active, well broken and square
trotters ia harness, In good flesh and oorditlon.f-om
six to ten yean old, not leas than 151 hands high,
and not to weigh leas than ton hundred and fifiy

WILLIAM’S A

onr present
stook, whloh Is very mall, Is sold.
BYRON GREENOTJGH & CO.,
"Oot 0—dtwam
40 Middle St.

happy to

Stand,

Horses

acterize

Hudson Bay Sable.

Exchange St.,

The Old Established

will be received at this offioe for
PROPOSALS
■he purchase of Cavalry and Artillery Horses
far

Temple St,

Trank

cordially reeommenl

Ilf TH*

Office of Asa’t Quartermaster U. 8. A..
Augusta, Me

his place of business

maptctfully Inform the eitisens of Portland
and vicinity that ha has associated himself with

or

Tucker's Establishment
Address Hiram Tuoker, 117 and 119 Court st.,
Bo,4onnovlfidtf

removed

would

B. 8. Wormvffcll.

better In the market. The best
cheaper
NONK
Serial. and the most skillful workmen char-

which is
[Fur,
we

Grand

GENTLEMEN’S

MB. BENJAMIN ADAMS,

or

TO FURNITURE DEALERS!

Tucker’s Patent

iu

Jaques’ Famous Raven’s-Wirg

From 43 "Union St.,

75
Tickets
Cents.
Managers.
J. G. Anthoine,
W. H. Colley,
H. P. Fairfield,
L. Piay.

Dancing to oommenoe at 8 o’clock.
CT* Clothing checked free.

Oollege,

Gonoord, N- H.

TEMPLE,

Chandler’s Quadrille Band.

from any part of the
*' ^P®04®^* promptly filled.

°Ur

At Hoi. 13 and 15
And

Adjutant Generals Office,
\
Bo«ton, Oct. 5th, 1864. j

imparting
young men and ladies a
eoinplete business education.
The Course of Instruction embraoes both theory
and praotioe.
Scholarships for Ihll course, time unilm ited, *36,00
Blanks ior full eours, (wholesale price)
6,60
For Circular, Samples of Penmanship, Ac., address
WORTHINGTON A WARNER,
Aug »—dAwOm
Principals.

STREET,

Portland,

Eating- House,

Dress Boot

Hall,

ON-

Hall,

MUBIO BY

Of the beet quality manu&ctured and forsale by

FORE

28, and continue ten weeks.
There will bo a department for Children under the
charge of Miss Mary E. Hall.
Mies H. HA WEES.
Portland, Nor. 19, 1884.—nov21d2w

J. II.

A Grand Assombly will beheld at

Lanoaster

AMD

Portland Match

gi
novi4dlm

A ov

REMOVAL!

A6RAND
ASSEMBLY.#

dentist,
He. 256

VESTS, Ao.

Seminary.

moat

AT

Circular.

PANTS,

Winter Termof thisSohool for Young LaTHE
dies and Misses, will commence
Monday,

NA O E R S

City Building,
Where you will please send for

COATS,

28.

thorough and extensive Commerola
THE
College in Hew England, preeente unequalled
iaoilltlee lor
to

Tioketa for the course.*5 00
Tioketa for thanksgiving Ball. 100
Single
*"
••
eaoh Assembly.
75
"
Christmas Ball,. 100
*•
New Year's .. 125
Gallery Tioketa. k6
For sale by the Managers and at the door.

Branch Office it at 32 Congress Street, above

states

Term will Begin Nov.

Pupils may be admitted at any time in the term.
For fhrther particulars apply to
J. U. HANSON,
novlSdSm
371 Congrece street.

Central

on

A

^MRS.

!

Pohool is tot both Mtadea and Master*, withTHIS
out regard to age
attainment*.

Commercial

BALLj

ri(l4

commnity S

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Cine

SHAW,
Nov aa—4wia

The Winter

Tuesday Evening, Dec. 6,

ENGRAVINGS.

Middle

Academy,

Academy

,

OVERCOATS,

COMMONWEALTH

Mu.ic for the remainder of the O'urse by Chaadler’a Quadrille Band.—prompting by D. H.
Chahdlkk.

es.

136

Portland

s

0^ the

Ball,

Thanksgiving Night by Poupeakura's
Band. Prompting by Pbon. A. J. Luokb.

Foster.

Baltimore, Dec. 4.
The American’s Annapolis correspondent
that
the
Savannah
says
Repat liern of the 30th

Kilitiry ud

TEAR'S

—

10,000 WORDS ard MEANINGS not found in oth-

No.

North Yarmouth

X H

Of On Best ft,lee, sitode.
and EmiiA.
1#*°f *“** °'®**“

THE

oloae with

i Grind Firemen’i,

Thoroughly Jtevieei and much Enlarged.

FURSI

O

Monday Night, Dec. 26th,

Foreman E. Hodgkins, Asa’t 8. 8 Hamkavokd,
Sec C. O. Hikdls,
K. D. Page,
C. H Phillipk,
B. A. Hall,
W. A. Tatlob
17* Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
novl5eodtd
Clothing checked free.

PI

■

Winter Term of thie Institution will com*
mence on Tuesday, Deo 6, 1864, under the continued care of Mr. Chariee E. Hilton A. M, long
known ae a thorough snd popular Teaober.
THOMAS H. MEAD, Bee’y.
Nor 21,185t.—dtiawfwtd

Caaco Street

BALL,

A Grand Christmas
To

KETS, l(C., 4-C., $C.

I

No. 4,

To be followed (at Imnoaster Hall) by Four Assemblies, on Thursday Nights.

Music

•tr6et

L

BARN JIM'S

Mt.

THB

hau

City Hall,
Thanksgiving Night, Nov. 24.

SADDLES, BRIDLES, WHIPS, VALISES, TRUNKS, HORSE BLAN-

Press.
In One Vol. ot 1840

Bridgton,

At North

Will oommenoe their Third Annual
Course of Assemblies with a

NE W

Dictiouar

And SCOTCH

c

ACADEMY

BRIDGTON

YARMOUTH, MAINE.

Every Friday Evening,

Made of the best materials, and in the most faithful
A large addition has been made
manner.
to their former stock of

er

GERMAN,

will
•-5!iro
bimaoalL

Winter Term will w mmenoe Nov. 28. Board
oan be had with the Teachere at “Russell Hall
to
K. 8. HOYT, A. M. Principal, or
Apply
Nov 14,1834—eodSw
Jab. bATia, Sec'y.

Musis by Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band,
Managers—J. H. Barbcrlok, J. B. Raokleft, M.
MeCarthy W. B. Stinson, G. A. Hanson. C. Griffin.
Ticket*, 75 Ota. Dancing to commenee at 8o’doek.
nor 26 doodtf
Clothing oheoked free.

HARNESSES,

PINE

ENGLISH,

on

Directly opposite their old Stand, where may be
found a large assortment of

OVER 3000

FRENCH,

Pure has d on a
market and will be man*.
declining
lactured to order
In the beat poaaible manner at m
that thoao about 10 parchM© should
/«

-AT

UNION ASSEMBLIES,

Engine Co.,

Tailor,

94 Exchange Street,

PATTEnT-

EDUCATIONAL.

decSdtf

—AT—

and elegant

T

Meroliant

Will receive consignments of Me-ihandiee oi
every description, for publio or private sale. Sale*
of Real Katate, Vessels, Cargoes, Btooks and Merchandise eolioited.
Cash advances made, with
mohlZdly
prompt sales and returns.

IV ew

Mo. 989 Congress Street,

G K T

CLOTHING,

Eaa removed to the apaeioua store 12
Exohang.> Street, four door a below
Eerobnnt’a Exohange.

EfTickets for the Course, $ 1.24. Evening
tickets, 25 cents.
For sale at the Bookitorea, Meaara. Lowell fc Sen
ter’a, Cron man & Co.'a, and Paine’, Mnslo Store.
Bala of Tioketa limited to the capaoity of the Hall.
JACOB McLELLAN,
ISRAEL WASHBURN, jr.,
Lecture
JOHN LYNCH,
BENJ. KINGSAURY, jr.,
Committee.

Cub lam caster

FROST,

■■

Commission Merchant & Auctioneer

It is confidently expected that Bishop Simpsox,
Philadelphia, and Bey. Chablxs G. Amis, of
Albany, N. T., will eaoh deliver a lecture la the
oourae, which is to oonsist of not less thin ten leotnrea, and will probably be extended to twelve.

BLANCHARD,

ALSO,

assortment of

EDWARD IH.

thereafter by

GRAND

J. b B.

IP. 33.

Au(,_

or

MORTOTST BLOCK,

our

Aeompleto

of

Ocean

HARNESS MANUFACTORY

and examine
nov33-dlm

at

made in the latest styles, and most thorough manner, in part consisting of Broadcloth, Beaver and
Pilot Ovnn Coats and 8aoks.
Doeskin. Caaslmere and Satinet Fauts.
Silk, Satin and Cloth
Vnere, Ac
dechtd
By No Poitponoment.

Rev. J. S. C. Abbott, the Historian, of Conn.
Gov. John A. Andrew, of Mass.
Miss Anna E. Dickinson, of Phila.

HAVE BSMOCBD THKltt

new

AUCTION^^^^-

GOODS!

^Jtjswrlmeat

Rev. Dr. R. S. Storrs, Jr., of N.
Y.,
Monday Evening, Dec. 19th.
Hon. Geo. Thompson, of England,
Friday Evening, Dec. 30th.

§j

Dae. 6—dtd

NEW

deo6t d

Dry Goods and Clothing

HK»“^ BAILEY A CO., Aaofn.

Linen
HdkfB, white, gray, and shirting Klannel., Ticking.,
tr AS Just returned from New York with a (Irand
Denims, Stripe., Bearers, Cassimeres Satinets, Doe. !
of ths BUST Goode in the market,
skins, Hoop Skirts. Balmorals, Under-Shirts and
Drawers, Collars, Soarfs, Ties, fcc.

Friday Evening, Dec 16th,

M. A.

>

Linens, Doylies,

Dec. 9, 1864,

Douglass,

And continued

Candlea, Starch, Stave
Pi.d H®")n*’ riieato,
Clove*, Cauls.
■^!f.pefh
(fi?*or'
Tartu, Ketchup, Beaeea, Pickle*, 2 bid*. M o
1 doi Axa, 8 dca Spades,
k?**
1
Applepearen, Ac

doi

whom it may

Deo. 7th, it 10 c'dock a. u
in p»r,
an assortment
and brown
of Dress

Evening,

Frederic

MESSRS. J. & B. JORDAN,

To the

for account of

Wednesday,
ol Dry Goode,
ONoffice,
Goode, bleaobed
Garrison, stating
Cotton.
Crash, Damask. Diapar,

To b« followed by

COME AND SEE

The celebrated large oven P. P. Stewart Cook and
Parlor 8tovee.
The New Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gas Burner,
And various other patterns of Cook and Parlor

12 m., at office
concern,

AT

December 7th,

_____

HALL,

Lloyd

On Friday

171 and 173 Middle Street.

never recover.

river,

CITY

Wm.

demand.
0Ua~LlnReddl41@142; Petroleum—erode iseasier at48@49ic; rettued in bond is Arm
at69®70c;
8perm. Arm 2 06@210; Whale 1 40@1 60,
Tobacco—in fair demauu and firm,
good demand; rales 20,600 ftiatlli®

Wednesday,

E. M. FATTEN,

Hon. Alex. H. Bullock, of Mass.
Geo. Wm. Curtis, of N. T.

Hidea—quiet.
Lead—quiet; Spanish 16jc.

an

BY

flair

a

Groceries at Auction.
ahall
o'olook, at office,
®?* *• **.10
O'* •ell kt auotion
Invoice of prime Groceries
oon.lauog or&oxm lobaccodo Cljara do jheiic.i
do

Ten Hhd». Cuba
Kolau.t!

The opening leotore will be delivered in

Iron—quiet; Bcotohpig 62fflC3tO,
Leather-quiet.
Fiah—firm with

TBS

On

0T* No postponement.

Muscovado 8oc.

aalea 10* hhda

AtHTIoniu.

Cream

Portland Soldiers’ Home.

covado 20@22i

rival

JFrom

IV AID 07

boxea at 22 00 for city;
20 for city long eat
aalea

HENRY BAILEY A CO.

1

A.t Auction.

Country \

Slate of the

»“d

avenge;

Cuba Sweet Molasses

OX THE

00

3 J

AUCTION SALES.

*• M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER. 12
Exchange et.

LECTURES,

extra good to choice

lower; sales 7,200 bushels
Choice white CanOda at 2 67.
Corn—dull and nominally; l@2c lower: mixed
Wen tarn freely offered at 1 94, wit a no
buyers.
Oats—opened dull end closed firmer and more active, Canada 97
heavy sales 360 bbls; Country mess
£S2£r**theT
o®i?0'; n-w prime mess 20@62 60.
Fork—is a shade firmer; sales 6600 bbls two year
old mess 8800 one
year old do 33 26@33 76; oush
and regular way ; also600 bbls one
year old mess for
S.* 88 26@83 00 bbls new mesa tor Dec, January
00
82
J?!LFeb-at37 @83 J Prime 00@32 26; prime mess

SALES.

we

Ashes—dull and nominal,

yonron—dull and dropping; sales 160 bales: middling 128.
Flour—sales 7,600 bbls, State Pnd Weste-n dull,

■A

ARRIVAL Of PAROLED

INDEPENDENT COURSE

MA

Arrival of the North Star—Accident to the

AUCTION

—of—

MS

Gunboat

ENTERTAINMENTS

Vie Tor* Market.
Nxw York, Dec 8.

'<

FROM PORT ROYAL.

ATTACK ON EAST MACON.

IMPORTANT PROM PANAMA.

Madison, Dec. 4.
The official canvas of the election in this
State is as follows: On the Home vote, Lncoln 68,906; McClellan 62,494, The soldiers
vote is not all in.

—

flags.

At the battle in the vicinity of Nashville, the
over sanguine rebels pressed up too hard, and
when Gen. Schofield perceived he could not
avoid a contest,} he drew his little army into
line of battle in front of Franklin. At half
past three the assault was made by the rebels.
Cheatham threw his whole corps on Wagners’
division with great impetuosity, and alter an
hours’ desperate lighting he forced Wagner
back into a second line, when Wagner’s men
became mingled with those of Cox and Rogers
on our left and centre.
The rebels eucouraged by their success in driving back Wagner
with 1 Jud cheers advanced on our second line.
Hood appeared at about 4'p. m. at the bead
of his command, and pointing to our lines
said: “Break these lines boys, and you have
finished the war in Tennessee. Break them
and there is nothing to oppose your march
from Nashville to the Ohio river.” Loud and
ringing cheers answered the words of the rebel
leader, while the whole space in front of our

WUeon»in Election.

to

lot,

or unfurat 77 Free »t. Charges

4eo»dlw*

Brannon GxxanAi’a Orncs,
l
Washington, November 29,1884. I
less
not
then
of
two
Medical
Ofilcers
^OTICE
Ah years’ ssrvtoe, who have been honorably discharged. and dealt* to receive appointment* as Bargeoa* or Assistant Surgeons iu tbe U. S. Army

Corps now being organls-d

at

Washington,

are

in-

vi’-ed to forward their applications, testim-nisl*.
and evidence cfservioe, to the Surgeon (tenoral,
J. K. BARNES,
without delay.

dtcScdlwthenXawiw

Burgeon General,

steamboats.

POETRY.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Gopr

WrUta»/or tha rreta.

The Libertine.
to-day where rich and proud
the busy gtreet;
I thrilled to hear the tuihuK loud
Of all their hurrying feet.

passengers

Throng through

My gentle

wile

Return Ticket* granted

came our

path,
Pausing io
Her eye. of angry light.
Said in a look of fiercest wrath,
.<
>Twu thy hand brought the blight.”
Then filled my heart

rsmorse

steamship Nov*

Scotia*, Capt.
Wylie, wiil ssil from this port ior
ua aATUKDAi, the 31

rival el

tne

Passage

to

uain of

after the

ar-

the p evious day from Montreal

Londonderry aud Liverpool

*• B'

Fall aud Winter

Factory Gui-

Steanuhip

dti

Arrangement.

and energies of every one are devoted to
money getting, the romantic wouln stand but
a very poor show.
But we have a case in
point, which goes to prove, that the days of
romance are uot
yet over, bud that the senti-

STEAMER

still exists even among our go-ahead
people. The readers of the American Arlizan will doubtless remember that a tew
years
since the factory girls of Lowell projected
and commenced publishing a literary
paper,
edited by themselves, called “The Offering.”
Its contents exhibited talent, genius and literary culture of no mean order.
Down in St. Louis there was a merchant
ment

engaged

in tbe selling of dry goods—a man of
taste and cultivation.
A stray copy of the
“Offering” fell into his bands. It attracted
hi:n to tbe extent of causing him to become a
subscriber. With the
writings of one of the
correspondents, or outside editors, he was

particularly struck. There was a peculiarly
lovable aud womanly character about them,
that made an impression, deep aud
lasting, it

would seem, upon his mind and his heart.
He ventured on writing to the author. In
due season a response came. A long correspondence ensued. At length the gentleman
proposed an engagement. Tbe lady declined
until they bad met. He was going to New
York, and made arrangements to proceed to
Lowell. An interview was had, and both
parties were pleased. An engagement aud
marriage followed. Tbe gentleman is now a
partner in one of tbe heaviest dry goods cs
tablishments in that city, with a branch in
8t. Louis, and counts his annual profits
by
ten thousands. The match has proved an eminently happy one in every way. The wife
has shown herself equal to any
position, and
graces society as If to the manor bom.

1864.

Galena, Oakosu, St Rani, Lacrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
eto., etc., and is prepared to lUrnish Ihrtmyh Tickets
from Portland to ail the principal cities aud towns m
the loyal states and Canadas, at the lowest rates of
hue, aud ail needtul information cheerfully granted.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage to
procure their tickets at the
Union Ticket- Office, 31 Exchange St.,
(DF STAIRS.)

W. D. Lll TLE, Agent.
Passages tor California, by the Old Lino Mail
Steamers aud Panama Railroad, may be secured by
mayilod&wtf
early application at this office.

intelligent.’

M. Lepere Inquired, by
note, of the writer what be meant.
What do
to
mean
sir?
X am very much afraid
you
say,
you mean to say that I am better educated than
intelligent, aud that the comma signifies nothing. And even if it is there, it might not
have been there.’ M. About replied: “The
comma proves, sir, that I look upon you ss a
man who b educated, and more than into Hi
and apgent.’ M. Lepere Was not
pealed to the law to redress his grievance.
M. About answered: ‘X am challenged to ex
plain, and to say ir that comma be a serious,
solid, established, intentional comma, and if I
meant to say that M. Lepere was both an educated matt and a man of remarkable intelligence, I hasten to declare that I was still under that impression when I wrote my article,
that is to say, a fortnight ago,’—Publishers’

satistied,

OF THE

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.,
OF

PITTSFIELD, MASS.,

compliance with the Laws
November 1,1864.

of

Maine.

Capital Stock, all paid in, $150,000.00
Surplus Over Capital $96,232.48
Invested

as

follows, via

JnU. 8. 6-37 Bonds, valued at.IKS';,875 60
In Mas-achusetts State Bonds, valued at
18,416 71
In Bank Stocks, valued at.. 38 265'cO
In Bailro&d and G- ■ Co Stocks, valued at.
I,6i6 00
Loans on Mortgages of eal estate •*
96,815 01
Loans

on

oollateral securit ee,

s8.6i.i9o

Cash on baud and iu Banks.
k’oOT 73
Cash in hands of agents and iu transitu,
14,363 17
Personal property and other investments,
8,210 97
..

Total Abbots..*246,232 48
LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and due.
claimed and nnpa-d.
reported and unadjusted,..
E. H. Kellogg, President.

hoik.

*7 0 0e
6,980 00

J. N. Dunham, Sec’y.

Sworn to Nov. 1st, 1864, before me,
Henry Chiclering, ustice of the Peace.

Portland Office 31
nov

Returning, will leave Failreal tfharf. loot oi
State,trtet, * oitland, evety Tuesday and Friday
Evening, tt Oo’elocic, tor Eangoi, or as tar ss the
Ice will permit, connecting witm b Eastern, BostOJ A Maine and Portland, Saco 4 P-riamout Railroads from Boston and Way Station*, leaving Beeton a 8 o’clock P. M.
The Bon will touch at Rockland, Camden, Bel&.t, Buck-port Woterport and Hampden, both
ways, t aseengere ticketed ttnough to and f/om
Boston, Lowell, Lawieuce, Salem and Lynn.
For more extended Information, apply to J. O,
Rend-ink, Bangor; tee local agents at ihe various
landings; tne Depot Vast, r» of the F. 8. ft P
Easte-n und B. ft M. Railroads; Ablel Somerby,
Portland; Lang ft Delano, Bos’on, or
CHAS. SPtAR, General Agent.
Oo’ober 17.—dtfam;

W -I

**t

Laa

;■

>■

-at

<

■—

Leave baco River for Portland, as 6.30 aud 9.40
A. M., and 3.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 8.00 A. M. and
2.00 and 6.30 P. M.
160 2.00 P. M. train out and the 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday aud
Friday, at 7 o’clcck P. M .and India Wharf, Boston,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
every

every

Friday,
Fare in Cabin....8J.00.
Fr ight taken as usual
The Company ate not responsible for baggage to
any am unt exceeding .160 in value, and t at pereo al, unless notice is given and pa d for st the rate
of one passenger for every 86 0 additional value
utf
Feb. 18,1863)
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
6 o’ciook P. M.

New England Screw Steamship Co
v

■

■

■■

Gorham for West Gorham,
Stanai»h, j>tecp Palis, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Brownfield, Fryeburg,
ttiram,
Bridgton, Lovell,
Conway, Bartlett, JuCk*ou, Liuungion, Cornish,
and
Madison,
Eaton, N. H.
Porter, Freedom,
At Buxton Corner, ior West Buxton, Bonney EaL
m
ngton, Limington, Limerick, JSewgle, South
held,! art-onsheia, aud Dssipeo
At baccarappa, lor Bouth Windham, East StandTuesaays,
isn, bebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Thursday and Saturdays.
—

Portland, Oot 81,1804.

Far,, and State Rooms.

Elixir!

Elixir

VBOKTABLB EXTRACTS
IK JUUIOUS

TO THS

notice, as follows:
UP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for South Faris and Lewiston at 7.40
A. M. Also inland Pond, countcting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at l.*6 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 5.46 A. M., and Island Pond
at 6.60 A. M.

nervous

depression,

lb

ndividual suffering from general debility, or from
weakness of a tinge organ, will all find immediatt
and permanent relief by the use of this Elixir or Esof Life.

Price 93 per bottle, or throe bottles for *6, and
forwarded by Express, on receipt of money, to any
ad drees.
Bold by all Druggists everywhere.

Freight

is due

falling

PERMIAI HAIR REGENERATOR
Is the most pe leot Hair Kenewer iu

use.

Everybody should use Pkruviab Hair HrqebSetcare qf Imitation!! Call lor Peruvian tia r ttegenerat r aud receive no other.
Jones & Ka wboli sale agents, 170 Washington st.
Boston; Also Weeks A Pott-r. Carter, Bu t A Co
and utb rs. At whole ale by Sheppard & Co. Port
U"d. At ro'all L. C. Gilsom 14 Market Square,
Bhort k Waterbouse, cor Congress i Middle st.,
aud dealers generally.
nov 24—d3m*
khaTjk.

marshal’s

Ukitkd States

PUi?JSI0T

America,
Maibr,bb.

of

or

Notice.

1

}

KSCANT to Monitions Irom the Hon. A-liur
Uoi,f,d tttetee Distriot cour;
V lthlu
ithi, Sll
rUd.ue
and for
the °rf,,he
District of MalDe, I hereov live
pub ic notice that the follow ng

Stags Cowsbotions.
At B&th Stages tor Rockland and Thomas ton connect with trains
At Augusta Stages for Belfast connect with each
train.
£.$
At Skowhegan Stages for Norridgowock, Anson,
Solon and Madison connect with trains.
EDWIN NOYES, Superintendent.
Nov 24,1884.
nov*8-tf

by

the

*

Wornult,ion

aKa U8t 0** C±8K

OF

WHISKEY

ON

A experience,
Box

Full directions
accompany each box.
Prioe #1 per box, or six boxes lor *6.
Bent by mail, free of postage, on
receipt 01 prtos
Bold by all respectable Druggists.
Dr. W. B. MERWLN & Co.,

PROPRIETORS.
No.69 Liberty-st., New York.

fobScodfceowIy

I

Central

wharf,
and yarc;
ONDepot
considerable

ing

3ST

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

AT
No-

S
PAINTED

II UDKOIV

27 Market

Square,

nav22eod2w

>8,

Portland

Tripe. Tripe, Tripe

!

artceolfoo-l may be obtained at
T HIS delicious
by lbe Bbl fflfbbl
carter
bbl or
q
m“u*»oturer, by mail, or
Au'e°rd‘,r"
n
P,0®P“y attended 1o
novasdw
C. W. BELKNAP.

kit

a

m

Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.26 P. M.
Kktuiimng—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. SI and
arrive tu Portland at 8.80 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.30 A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.15 P. 11.
Both these trains connect at Portland with trains for
at
M.

8 A. M., and

re

connect with traiBS at principal stations,
ior most of the towns North and East of this

daily

line.

but the looser.
any
rewarded as above on returning the
Central Wharf, or 72 Brackett street.

s^id

t*Hy

of

Prisoners.

T“i2E,iMS5
S—6weod dtw

FURS Repaired
Oct, 97—lmd

same

May Uth.

TO

The public are respectfully informed
this spacious, oouveuien. and well
RJ£L|Ekuown House, situated at
a

SjjHyamthst

tijBt'l
MORRILL’S CORNER,
Portland, has been refurnished and is
Sjmilirfrom
for the recotdion of
and
Company
t>e

ASQU

Overv

i>usYJ8

Apomecary shop lor sale.
undersgntd wishing to ohingo his p'aoe
of r.aidenoe, will sell his Shoo, Furniu e
ok, *o the took is new anu c mplete in all its
s

Offices, single or in suites, ever Stores Noe.
162 and 164 Exchange Street,
opposite the Inter*
nation al Horn*. Apply oa tho premises to
J>4
A. L. BROWN.

dtl___

To Let.
now occupied by us.
Possession given
Immediately.

Also,

jaa8

a

Front Office in Hanson Block.
H. j. LIIIBEY fc CO.

dtf

Wood for Sale.
A F OUT eight

Wood

of Pine

the stump
IX at Graves Hill, Westbrook, wlil be sold at a
bargain.
Enquire of FRANCIS B HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock's, Federal Stnet, or of ASA HANSON,
head of Berlin Wharf
oct6 dtf
acn s

on

Billiard Table for Sale.
Billiard Table, with marble bed;
also two B°t8 ivory balls and a sec of j ointa. and
everything pertaining t*» a well furnished table.
Will be sold on liberal terms. Apply to
war. J. MCDONALD.
No. 125 Federal Street, under U. S. Hotel.
sept21 dtf

A

FIRST rat<

0,1

i-outlawo, Mu.

and Made to Order, at
COE A MoCALLAR'S
No, 96 Middle Bt

to

the

one

may

obtain inf innation in regard to
to
in Hospitals at or near

be
Iricnds supposed
ANY
Washing ton, by adoressing

Agent Ind.

Belief Dfpt.,

U. S. Christian Com., Washington, D. C.
Any inquiries regarding friends at or near City

Point. Va. may be addressed
H C. Houghton, Agent, Ind. Relief Dept.,
U. 8. Christian ( om., City Point, Va.
Prompt answers will be liven to all inquiries diTHO 8. R. HAY AS,
rected as above.
Chairman Army Com., P. F. M. C. A.

DR. QRLAND’S LIVER

PILLS,

The Great Remedy for the Piles!
all humors from
THEY eradicate
good family purgative.

the blood, and

are a

For the Piles Orland's
Ointment should be used.
Prepare by C. O. CHAMBERLIN, Portland.
Price 25 Cents.
For sale by Druggists generally.
novlneodlm

directions.—X'oeo, 3 'o f».
Pile

half hour.
IUAYEE-

American

hotel/

and European Plans,

Cor. of Commercial & India Sts.
This House is situated direotly
opposite
kthe Grand Trunk Railroad Depot, and head
Boston and Portland Steamers’ Wharf.
Connected with this House is a first class
and Dining Ha'l.
JASE8 BRADLEY, Jr-, & CO,, Proprietors.

[of

[
,_lOystor

J. Bradley, Jr.

junelSdSm

DENNIS, Proprietor.

EF-rhe public are epecially informed that the
spacious, convenieut and well-known UilL-W«LL
House, in the oentre of Hallowel), two milOB from
Augusta, and f„ur miles from Togus Spring, has
been lelurnished, and is open for the
reception ot
company and permauenLboarders.
Every attention will be given to the oomfort of
guests.

STABLING,
popular hotel
mohlo ood tf

District

of

America, 1

of Maine, ss.
t» Monitions

5

the Hon. A.liar
PURSUANT
Ware, Judge of the United States District Court,
from

within and lor the District of Maine, X hereby give
public n tice that the following Libels and Informations bare been filed in said Court, via:—
A Libel against 0»n Cask of Palm Oil and
On* Barrel, of Suo.b; seized by the Cdllacior
ot the District of Portland aud
Faimouth, on the
twenty intb day of July last past, at Portland in
said District.
A Libel a/alnat Thzre ullaok Barrels of Sugar; one Barrel of MoLabf* ; and One Kro
of Mol BBSS; so 2od bv
the Collect.r oi the Di.trio of Portland aud Falmouth on the thirtieth day
of July last pest, at Po -tlaud in tai District.
a Libel against one J isrck of
Molasses; One
B -rrul OF Sugar; CNR Barrel Mola Sts aud
Two Baqs of Sugab; Beized by the Colltotor of
tbe District of Portlaud and Faimouib, on the eleventh day of August >ast past, at Purtland in said Dis-

trict.
A Libel against Three Barbbib of MolasblsOn* -iarckl of Suoar; onr Boat, Oars, fco.;
seized by the Collector of tie District of rorliaud
aud Pal n-uth on tae filth 0 ay of August
last v
oast,
6
in Portland in said District.
An Information against one Chest of Tea ; One
Barrel of Sugar; one Barrel of Mol ashes;
Four Barrels of P'lour; One bag of Coffee;
I wo Sacks of Salt; seized by thj collector 01 the
District ol Pas-amaquoady. at ilouiton in said District, on tbe fifth day of August list past
An Information against Two Hobbes. Two

Wagons, TwoSe sof Haenesses; Nine Chests
T**i seized by the Collector of the Distnc. oi
Maobias. on the twenty-litthday of September last
past, at Goul isboro in sa d District.
A Libel against Xhihtbin hundred Cigars;
One Boat; One Banket; One
Blanket; tized
by the Collector lthe Di-t-ictof Portia- d and Salmon b, 01 the sixteenth day ot October last nast at
V
Portland in said District.
An Information against OneFore-Saih One
Jib; One
Fore-topmast Staysail; ne Upper and one Loiter Fore Topsail; One Upper and One Lower Main
One Upper and One tower Mizzen
op•Ml; and One Spanker; seized by Do Coll ctor oi
the District of Portland and Falmonth, on the twenty-fifth day of Ootobor last past, at Portland in said
District
OF

'topsail;

Piece of Cassimere,
AnWmnation*piu*tr’ne
Eiobteen Hundrai Cigars; seized bv the ColKotor of the District Ol Portland and Ka.mou h on
the ’onrteenth day ot October last pa-1, at Portland
in said District.
4. Libel against Thirteen thousand four hundred
Cigars; One hundred u.nd twenty-fire pounds of
Sutmegs; Three hundred pounds of Cloves; Five
Cases of Old Jamaica sum; seized by the Collector
ot the District of Pa6samaqnoddy, on the twenty
sixth day of September last past, at Eastport in said

PHOTOGRAPH ROOMSj

against Thirty-Two Boxes rf
Lucifer Matches, s izeu by tbe < olteotor of I ternal Revenue for tbe First Collection
DisDiot of Ma:ne, on til-1 eighteenth day of November Instant, at Portland ia s»id Dint ict.
Which seizures were for breach-s of the laws of the
United States, as is more particularly set forth in
Baid Libels and Informations; that a hearing and
trial will be bad thereon at Portland, in said District, on the First Tuesday of December next, where
any persons interested may appear and show cause,
if any can be shown, wherefore the same should not
be deoreed forfeit and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland this twenty-second day of NoP A. QUIN BY,
vember, A. D. 1864.
U. S, Deputy Marshal,
Diet. of Maine.
nov22dl4d

Maine

or

Military State Agencies.

fol wing stats Agents for the relief ol siok
onnned Soldiers, will promptly end
and
cheerfully furnish any information, either personally
or by letter, and assistance to soldiera aud tboir
friends;

Col. Benjamin H. Hinds.

101 Middle at.,
novfldtf

D stri t.
An Information

Friction

278 F

PORTLAND.

Street,.Washington, -D,
Col. Robert R. Corson,

183 Walnut Street,

Notice.
N.
piREDERICK
P»«»er to the

Nov It, ISM.

DOW has been admitted u
of J, DOW * SON.
botII 2»w8w

arm

*

By the nee of the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CHEKOKEE INJECTION—the two
medicines

at

Urne-all

impropor dlechargei are removed
and the weakened organs are
speedily restored to
fall rigor and strength.
For lull particulars get a pamphlet Horn any drug
samo

store in the country, or write as and
free to any address, a la-1 treatise.

Priso, CHEROKEE REMEDY, <3

per

bottls,

or

three bottlee for ,5.

Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION, •! per bottle.or
three bottles for SB.
Sent by Express to any address

receipt of the

cn

prico.

aOLB

Fire

INDIAN
COMPOUND

Insurance

Company

! BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.

Our Establishment is tarnished with all the ap

proved
MODERN

GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.
Portland Board of References:
John B. Brown ft Son, Hxrsby, Fletohxr ft Co.
JobnLtnoh ft Co.
H. J. Libby ft Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Agbnt
xud Atiornsy tor this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on lnsuiable Property at current
rates.
IT-Portland Office, 166 Pore Street.

JOHN W.

HUNGER,Agent.

And

,

C.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Col. Frank E. Howe.
194 Broadway,.Hew York City.
Oct. 24—dfw.

MACHINERY,

onr

Book and

oolleotion of

Fancy Types

Will bear Avorable comparison with any establish
ment in the city.

Business and Professional

Cards,.

TROX

OB BAT

MEDICINE.

ROOTS, BARK

ABD

LBAVBS.

Universal Lassitude, Paint in tbe Back, Dimhess of
Vision. Premature old Age. Weak Nerves, Difficu ty
of Breathing, Trembling, Wakeftalnees, Erhptioas
oa tbe Faoe, Pale Counteaanoe, Insanity, Consumption, and all tbo direfhl complaints caused by defrom tbe

path

ot nature.

simple vegetable extract, and
one on which we can rely, as it has been use* in cur
praotiee for many yea's, and, with thousands treated,
it has not fhllad m a sl-gle ins an. e., Its curative
powers have been sufficient to gain vioto y over tho
most stubbon case.

For full particulars get a circular from any Drug
store iu the oountry, or write the Proprietors, who
will mail free to any one desiring the same a full
treatise in pamphlet form.

Prioe, SSper bottle, or three bottles for flfi, and
forwarded by express to all parts of th* world.
Bold by allrespeetable druyglsts everywhere.
DR.

Jnne8,1861.-dtf.

W. R. MERW1K fc CO

|Of every variety, style and cost,

SOLB

PARTICIPATION.

febB

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

eodfcwly

THIS

OA* B1

No.

es.

Feb. 16—dkwtf

HOLDEN, Pres.

EDWARD SHAW, tttcy.

Office, Depot Commissary of Subsistence,

SEALTCD
will
received

at this office until Monday, Nov.
28,1861, at 12 o'clock M
Bila must be accompanied by an oath of allegianoe, (unless the bidd.r has one on file in this office,)
and the usual guarantee, signed by not less thau
two responsible persons, whose sclvenc? must be
shown by tue official certificate ol the Clerk of the
nearest District Court or the the United States At-

torney
lhe bay must be securely baled, and delivered in
Washington or Alexandria free ol ail expense to
Department, a* may be required. It will be rigidly
inspected before it Is accepted, ana none but good
merchantable hay will be received.
far ties to whom awards may be made must at
once enter into oontract, and give bonds, t qual in

Railroad, and other Corporation Work, dona
with promptness and fidelity.
INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OF LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts ol LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at short notie*.

to

respond

to the

StrmoM, Reports, aid all kiida of Pamphlets,
Fat up in superior style.

Bronzed

and

Colored

Labels,

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers
(ot up in the best style of the art.

may furnish.
Bids must betndorsed
addrepted to
nov!9d6t

Hall’s

SICILIAN

W eddincr
Notes

O ards,

qf Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists qf

oes, etc.,

Dan-

etc., qf every variety and cost,
famished at short notice.

r names.

The delivery of the hay must commenoo within
fifteen (16) days from the execution ol the contract,
and be completed by the fifteenth day of January,
1866. Upon the completion on he contract, the hay
wii. be paid for in such funds as the Government

“Proposals for Hay,“and
£. T.

BK1DGKB,

Capt.C.

8.

HAIR

RENEWER.

The beat Preparation for the Hair.

Hand-bills,

POSTERS,

Shop-bills,

growth where it has fallen off

mes, Circulars,

oolor.
It is not like other preparations, making the hair
diy and hrashy, but will make it moist, suit, and
glossy. Sold by all the Apothecaries and Medioine
Dealers in this city and State
W. F. PHILLIPS, 149 Middle Street, Wholesale
octal ovd2m
Agent tor the State.

sale of Forfeited tioods
Collectors Ofiicx,
and

Falxoutn,

Printing Offioe has one of Soper’ Improved Calorie
Engines for motive power, and ia Burnished with
Improved and costly Presses—Cyllndor and Platen—
from the most celebrated makers.
stant

use

novldlawt sale

Of HOE’S LARGE CYLINDER

one

hour; one of Adam’s Power Presses—the beet
book press in the world; Adam's and Potter’s Fast

Sale ol Lands and Timber for the Benefit
ol Noimal Schools.
Lvnd Ornos,

Bangor September 13,1864. I

pursnan-eof the Act entitled "An Ao> forthe
es’sbli.hment of Normal Schools,’’ approved
Maroh 2», 1818. and the iurther
report ot Council
made August 15th, 1864: the Land Agent will ofler
for sale at pub'io auction, at ths Lan* Oifioe in Bangor, on Tuesday, M rch 14,18-5, at 12 o’clock noon,
all the right, title and interest which the State
has,
being one undivided half, owned Id c mmon wl!h
proprietors oi townships numbered Sixtee R nge
Eleven,<16 R 11)and Sixteen. Range Twilve.flfR
12) Wet. irom the East hue of the S ate In th
C unty of Aroostook, 11 a minimum price cf thirty
oenta per acre for either or both traote. Te-ms Caeh.
ISAAC H. CL* RE,
SeptlO—lawtd
Band Agent.

Copartnership bailee.
undersigned have this day formed
copartTHEnership
under the nameand style of FLING A
a

WH1TTEMORE, and have taken the store formerly
oocupted by Hen y Fliog, N". 91 Commercial street,
where they intend doinga Commission and
Whol»l
sale business in Teas,
Tobacco, W. 1. Goods, Grocenes and Provisions.
HENRY FLING.

The Cheapest

F^wX^omT'of
“MAINE WAK CLAIM

WHITTEMOEE^
Agency
fe0“

ASSOCIATION,’

In whioh the expensee are eontrohed
by a disinter
osted Executive Committee.
**
letter, to GEORGE T.
KMEBY, over the Portland Poat Offloe. 3d story.

*E8}L

tawly

5

Temple Stieet.

wo

when

pledge our reputation upon

we

Botitively
not in

oar

say it will

statement,

Cure the Wont of You,

year—not In a month—nor In a week—but
you .hall see its beneficial iufiuenco at once immediately, and the day you take it. -To you who have
lived lor years upon U raham Bread and
plain diet,
who ilnre not eat any
the least-wise hearty—
first, because the Doctor ha* ordered the plainest
food, aud secondly for fear the distress it causes—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay sit down
to your dinner, eat a* hearty a meal as you wish,
and as soon astir* food begins to distress yon, follow It by n single teaspoonlhl of
n

thing

DYSPEPSIA CURE
Relieve Too

Instantaneously.

thus enabling you, by hearty eating, and the use at
the cure after each meal, (aa often as the food distresses you, or sours on your stomach,) you will get
inn very few days so that you can do without the
medicine, except occasionally, and by the time the
first bottle is used up, we will guarantee yoa fro*
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, digest and enjoy
as hoarty a breakiast as you ever tit down to iu
, our
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to you the oris*
of the bottle, upon your showing that our statement
is not oorrect.
The medicine is powerful but harmless, and whilst
a single teaspoonful will at onee relieve the dyspeptic sufferer, the whole bottle would not materially
injure him, as it is entirely vegetable and contains
no
opiates All olasses 01 disease that havetbeir origin in a disordered stomaoh aud bowels, are ulspetlad In tha same instantaneous way, by the use of

COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE!
Fscer and Ague, Sick-Headache, Sickliest at the
Stomach, Constipation, Heartbvm, Colic I’aii*
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vomiting, <• feeling of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and cannot exist where the cure Is used
it removes the disease ey removing the cause, net
like Alcoholio Bitters which cover up your bad feel
lngs for a few moments by their exhilarating effects
Beware ofsnoh remedies or beverages, but in theit
place ase a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal oondition, and set in mo.
tion the entire human mechanism in perfect har.
mony, and upon principles synonymous with well
defined physologioal laws, thatsuoh will ho the efr
foot of
%

COES DYSPEPSIA

CURE,

immediately and instantaneously, we pledge oaf
word as men ofhonor—our reputation usPharmaceutists—our lhrorabie aou uaintanoc witigthe people as
proprietors of the World-renowned "toe’s Lcugh
Baham," if it it used according to onr directions,
whlou may be found with each bottle.
We addbelow some testimonials from onr
neighbors and townsmen, to which ws sak your careful
attention.

TESTIMONIALS.
men, Conn.

can

CAUTION 10 THE PUBLIC.

ayphilogrqphers",

I have need Coe’s Dyspeprl* Core in my family,
and can willingly testily to its value as a medicine.
Hunky hmaaNo, Pastor H. E.Churoh.
Madison, Conn., June 30th, 1881.
A Voice from home through our dig Papers.
Hew Haven, Conn June 18,1884.
Messrs. Editors.—Allow mo, thiough your columns, to acknowledge my gratiindc lor the bench! 1
have reoeived from the use of Coe's Dyspepsia Curs.
Although 1 was a great tufferor trout Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, and one ounce has
enabled me to eat anything I please, without pain.
1 have now stopped using the mediolne, as 1 ae

longer need it.

Paxmiba Lyman.

aattqrtted

Job Prtesee; Buggies’ superior Card Pres ;
Union large Hand Presses, Standing

Presses, and all the machinery neoessary for

a

well

as

well

appointed office.
The Daily Press Job Offioe Is believed to be
famished

as

any similar establishment in the State.

Those sending order from the country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We exeonte all orders In the shortestpoeslble time
manner.

We will do all kinds of printing

promptly, and

as

cheap

In the City, County
A11 orders for Job
the

Daily

Press

or

as

as

well and as

any other establishment

State.

Printing

most

Job Office, Ho. 82}

be directed te

Exchange street,

Portland, Me.
The Job Office Is under the
personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY
PRINTER, and is himself an experienced
practical workand
man,
employs only well-skilled mechanics In
this department of hia work.

The Portland

Daily Press,

The largest daily
paper east of Boston, and having
a
larger circulation than all the other daUies in the
oity combined, is published at the Office in Fox
Block, 891-9 Exchange Street, ovary

Sunday excepted, at S8.00 per

PRESS,

The largest paper in New England, eight pages.it
published every Wednesday, containing all the
news by mail a->d telegraph,
important reading
matter. Marine List, Market Beports, Ac., of the
Daily Press,at the following prices, vis:—

Single cepy, one year, Invariably
la advance....
If. A. FOSTER A Co., PxorxiiTOM.
dtf
Portland June 1,18M.

intend to be without it and advise au who
afflicted with Dyspepsia to try ix
Pbilandxb Lxwii.

never

Mr. Coe:—The bottle oi Coe's Dyspepsia Cure) cl
gave me has backed up your statement concerning
1 have only used half a bottle, and can eat pine
apple short cake or anything elre, without trouble.
It nets like a charm. The reflef it affords fc instantaneous.
Jann a. Lowkxy.
New Haven, Jane 18,1884.

it.

Those who know my constitution, what my condition has been tor tbe last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my ease will
reach almost any one.
Coe's Dyspepsia Cure baa
enabled me to eat anything I please, and It is very
seldom 1 now have to use the medicine.
It relieved
me in an Instant when X was in great pain.
Hy
whole system is being strengthened by its use.
Ana E, Baooott,
New Haven, June », 1884.

Im ortant to Travelers.

SB nK

FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

The Pains and Aohes, add Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, arc
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not waitfor the consummation that is sure to follow, do not watt lor Unsightly Uloers, for
Disabled Limbs for oss of beauty

Complexion.

BOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

You-g men troubled with emissions in sleep, a
oomptaint gen-rally the is uk of a bad habit in
youth, tr- ated scientifically, and a peridot oure warran-ed or no charge made.
Hardly a day pastes bat we are consulted by one

with the above disease, some of
and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and by th»ir friends suppos- d
to have it. All suoheu-os yield ts the proper and
only correct ot arse of treatment, and in u short Urns
are made to rejoioe in perfect health.

or ni ire young man
whom are as wt-sk

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There ere many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too freq- ent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by s slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening inesyoum In a
manner the patient tannot account for. On examining urinary deposits a ropy aidimeut will often be
found, and sometimes small particle* of semen or
albumen will appear or the color will be of a thin
n 1 klsh hue, again
changing to a dark and turbid
appeaianoo There aromauy men who cie of this
difficulty, iguoiant of the cause, whioh is the
SECOND 8TAGE OF 8EBINAL WEAKNESS.
I oan warrant n perfeot cure In such cases, end a
tull a- d healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr
can do so by writing in a plain manner a
description
of their disease, and ihe appropriate remedies will
he forwarded immediately
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned If desired.
DR. J. B. HUG HES,
Address,
No. 8. Templo St., [oorner of Middle] Portland.
Send
tW~
Stamp lor circular,

Eleclic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE

LADIES.

who
DR HUGHES particularly nvltes all Ladies»°*
hls room'.
a medical adviser, to cali at
find
for
will
arranged
Temple Street, which they
their especial accommodation.
need

aud

It “purely vegetable, containing nothing in
linat injurious to the tealih, and may bo taken
at all limes.
with perfect safety
of thu
the

THE MAINE STATE

I

are

While Journeying

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

morning—

annum.

Madison, Conn.. Jnne 30,1864.
From the benefit derived by tbe nse of Coe's Dyspepsia Cure in my family, 1 am prepared to say that

onry.

Adams’ and

and in the neatest and best

Portland. July

We have In con-

PRESSES, eapableof throwing off 8500 Sheets

Machine

THE

he

and

an

District or Portland

Portland Nov. 1, 1884.
following desoribod merchandise having
been forfeited tor violation ol the Hevenue
Laws of the Unitt d States, public notice of said seizures ha ing been given and no claim to Baid
goods
having been made, they will be sold at public auction at the Cld Custom ilou- e.at this port on Wednesday, Dee- 7, D64. at II o’clock, A. M to wit :
8 Brls Sugar—1 Bbl Molassos—1750 Ciga-s—1
Trunk, containing 7 Bottles Brandy, 1 Bottle Wine,
1 package thimbles, 1 piece of Cotton, 2 packages
containing silk and linings.
i. Washburn, jr, coiieotor

IN

THE DAILY PRESS

It will stop

tailing out O' the hair, in a few days, iflaithtully
applied, and it will tarn Ghat Hair to its original

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE;'
ud

from the Pastor gf the Methodist M. Church, Mad-

All who hare committed aa o»cesa of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of south, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years.

will

the

thia worst of

have prepared

ROOMS,

Every intelligent sod thinking person most know
that remedies banded out tor general use should
hare their efficaoy established by well teated experience in th. hands of a regularly educated physician, who e pro ar.tory stuules fits him lor all ihe
duties be maathultill; ye tbeooamryis troded with
poor nostrums and cure-alls, porpor tag to be the
best in the world, whiob arc not only useles--, but always itjuriou". The unfortunate should bo paetic
uub in selecting his physicisn, ai it is a lamentable
yet incomiovertuble fact, that many syphilitic
patien' s are made miserable w ith rniued c institutions
by malt'eatment from inexperienced phys duns in
general praotiee; for it is a point generally conceded
that the study and manby the but
agement of these complaints should engross tee
whole time of those wno would be oornp tent and
successful in their treatment and care. The inexperienced general piaotitioner, having neither opwith
puriunity nor time to make himseli acquainted
their
commonly pursues one system of
an
indiserimtantc
treatment, in inpit eases making
and dangerous weapon, Heruse of that

Program-

And plain printing of every description.
Also,
Rule and Figure work, executed neatly, and on
terms that eannot fail to satisfy.

free tho head from dandruff,
IT restoreimmediately
the hair to its natural oolor, and produce
a new

we

Hit

piithology,

LARGE

V.

Vegetable

To meet the terrible ravages of

cess.

amount to one half of the sum to be received on the
oontract, signed by the contractor and both of ids

Awards will not be made to any person who has
heretofore failed to fulfill his contracts with the Government, ner will proposals of cisloval parties be
considered. The right to reject proposals is reserved
by the Government.
Bidders must be present at the opening of the bids

FOUND AT

be consulted privately, ud with
the utmost conndenoe by the afflicted, at all
hours daily, and from 8 a m. to 9 P. M.
Dr. U. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
im, are connection or the terrible vioe of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that pa ticular branch o!
the n edical protection, be feels warranted in (loanABTxxino A Curb IB ALL Ca8X0, whether oi long
standing nr recently contracted, entirely removing
th dregs oi disease from tbo system, and making a
perfect and PkRMAMURT CURS.
He would oall the attention of the afflicted to the
fset c f his long standing aud well earned reputation,
famishing saffiaient assurance of hi* skill and suc-

WHERE

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS
Of every description executed in the best style

223 “G” Street,
Washington, D« C.f November 16,1864.
proposals, in duplicate, for Five Hundred (600) tons ot good merchantable baled Hay,

69 Liberty Bt., New York.

PRIVATE MEDICAL

est Manner.

Office No. 108 Middle Street.
CHARLES

tion.

All dhteases,

Bili-Hcada Ruled and Cut in the Neat-

Company

Compan

PROPRIBTORa,

No.

DU. J. B. HUGHE

Company.
Company will issue Polioies to be free after
the payment of six, eight or ten Premiums at
the option of the insured, and at rates as low as any
The issue of Free Policies renders
other
it at leas equal if not superior to the participation

refusing its subjects a particle of nourishment or
hearty rood, without paying the penalty in the most
Agonizing distress, and oftentimes complete prostra-

Curel

To those who have trifled with their constitution
util they think themselves beyond th* reseh of
medloil aid, we would say. Despair not! the CHEROKEE CUBE will restore yon to healih and vigor,
and after all quack doctor* have failed.

WM. E. WAHREN, President.

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,

COE’S

unfailing cars for Spermatorrhea, Semina,
Weakness, -Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
oaused by seif polution: seek as Loss of Memory,

parting

Qf New York, Office 113 Broadway.

Dyspepsia is not only the sore forerunner of death
but the companion of a miserable life.
It has well
been called the Nation’s scourge; for more persons,
both old and young, male and female, sutler from its
ravages, than from all other ailments combined. It
robs the whole system of its vigor and energy, gives
weariness and total indisposition to those once
to
strong and active; renders the stomach
digest the food, and has tor its attendants,

An n will

Exchange St.,

Every description of

Balsam

FKOFBIRTOR,.

TIB

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,

Prepared by the Proprietors of" Coe?s Cough

DR. W. a. MJKRW1N k Oo.,

Cherokee

Attention is reepevtftilly invited to oar unrivalled
facilities for executing in

STOMACH AND BOWELS.

will moil

we

An

guarantors

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United States

tion*.

No. 6» Liberty St., New York.

PORTLAND, HE.

e

a

CHEROKEE IN JECTION is intended a’ an ally
aisle Ant to the CU, KOKEE REMEDY, and
should be used in conjunction with that medisine in
all cases of Gonorrhea. Gleet, Fluor Aibue or
S'Atlas,
lt« etc save
healing, soothing and demulcent; temoviag all scalding, heat, ohordeo and p.ia, Instead
of the
burning and almost uucuduiatle pain that is
experienced with marly all the
cheap quack injecor

the

aa e i

TRF

powerless

ia.se.

POWER

Fox Block, 821-2

IN TERN ATION AL

REOPENKD1

and all the usual conveniences ef

diuretio and alterative in Its action; purifying
and cleansing tae blcod, oauslng it to flow in adits
origins' purity and v gor; thus removing Horn the
lyshm ail pernicious cans, e ithtch have inductedie-

PRESS7

N. A. FOSTER & 00.,
Proprietors,

B. J.

V*Applioat:ons forwarded and Orx> Policies
procured by
JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent,

HALLO WELL HOUSE

S. G.

LBAVRS.

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

P.H. Bradley.

THE

aye H.’»

Dennis Perkins,

8. T. Nicoil.

com-

and

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Price 91. Send a stamp for Dr. R. Goodale’s New
Pamphlet on Catarrh—its perfect mode or treatment
and rapid care.
Dr. R. GDODALE’S Office and Depot, 75 Bleeker
street, one door west ot Broadway. New York.
NORTON A Co., Sole Agents. U. H. HAY, Agent
for Portland.
Jane 2,1863
Jane 2-dly

THE DAILY

Jos (iaiilsrd Jr.,
J. Henry Bnrgy,
Cornelius tirinnell.
C A. Hand,

Daniel S. Miller,

OK TKX'-

amply provided.
Hailoweu, Feb. 1 1861.

.finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a wa»
--—-Jtering place and summer boarders. For
particulars enquire of
GEO. OWEN,,
101 Commercial Street, Portland.
api dtf

[From John L. Beebee, New London, Ct.]
Mtstrt. A orton J Co.
Gentlemen—The bottle of Goodale’s Catarrh Remedy you sent me has caret me of the Catarrh of tea
years standing. I gave a few doses of it to three of
i
my neighbors, and they say it has oured them
have now half a boitle left and would not take a
thousand dollars for it If I could not proonre more.
Dr Goodale has surely discovered the true cause o
Catarrh, and an nntauing remedy to cure it.
Yours truly,
Johx L. Bbbbb.
New London, Conn., June 9,1863.

CALORIC

Howland,
BeuJ Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,
R B Minturn, Jr.,
(i. W. Burnham,
Fred. Cbaunco/.

Pleasure-

given

NEW FUEEITUBE & FIXTURES!

For Sale.
4RE block of land, of about 73,000 acres
of wood land, on the 60uth side of the river St
Lawrence, in Ummaa East. It is interoeeaed by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites.
Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
pine and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
birch, beech, tamarac ana bass wo< d to any amouut.
Jd. T. MACH1N, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb 1864.
feb25 eodtf

[From the Commercial Advertiser, New York.)
Hay, Rott, and Periodic Catarrh —T>t. H. Goodale’s Catarrh Remedy, and mode of treatment, not
only affords the greatest relief in every variety of
Catarrh, but it extinguishes the di.-ease forever, in
all its types aud stages. Every one speaks well of it.

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.

THAYER, Pro prietois.

pen

withstand its searching

can

no

AND

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the greet Indian Diuetie
sores all diseases of the Urinary Organa, sneh as I njontinenoe oi the Urine, Inflamstion of the Kidneys
9toue in the Bladder, Stricture, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in those
saaes of Fluor Albui, (or Whit s in Females.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated firm, the
dose only beitg from cnetotwo teaepconlale three
Limes per day.

This medicine 1s a

The pnblio are respeo'fully informed tha'
,
the intention of the Proprietor that
[it is House
shall be kept a first-class road
[this
j_l House.
Tu choicest Suppers served.
Oct. 19—3m
GEO. W. MURCH.

—

FOR SALE & TO LET.

Jr.,

Watts Sherman,
E. E. Morgan,

THEBE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

WINSLOW ftr

Catarrh

mode of treatment ever afToided such
immed.ate relief, or gave such universal satisfaction
It penetrates to the very seat of this terrible disease aud exterminates it, root and branch, forever.

junto—w2w&eodtojsn29

IW

Leave Boston thr Portland at 7.30 A. M. and 2.30
P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and
o.oo p. m
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally.
FRANCIS CHA<E, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 4,1864.
oc81 edtf

power and

COMPOUND FROM BOOTS, BARK,

•old by druggists everywhere.

Royal Phelps,

CAPI SIC POND HOUSEj

RAILROAD.

STORE

Pickersgili,

,tbroOk,Oot.lO-4SWS^&

P. M.

_

the skill of phy
medical work con-

prescription that will eradicate it. Noth!, a
save Dr. Goodale’s Remedy will break it ud radf.
sally destroying the principle of the dtseasi iid
preoluding the possibility of relapse,a

No form of

OF

It is

oenturies Catarrh has deged
ptoa
T sioiane and surgeons. No
tains

No. 166 Fore Btreet, head of Long Wharf,
PORTLAND, UR.

HO T E LS.

deol4

ARRANGEMENTS,
Commencing Nov. 7th, 1864.
I’.TgWS-ggn Passenger trains will leave the StaNWTiWgtion, foot ot Canal street daily, (Sunups xcepied) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.45 A.M. and 2,30

63
88

Joshua J Henry,
Beo. 6. Hob-on,
James Low.
JOHN D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DEN'18, Vice Presl font.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President.

Rare Chance.
purchase a stock of Millinery, -Kh rent of one
of the best stands in the city. Address through
P.O..
Mll,f,[NEK. Portland.
jvWtr

61

lr,690,210

H. K. Bogert,

Caleb Bars low,
A P. r ill ot.
Leroy M. Willey,

mayl2dtf

Syringing of the Head!

THE SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL

A. A. Low,
Wm. E Dodge,

P.A. Hargous
R. W. Weston,

van

Ho Violent

RESTORED.

816,938,880

James Bryce,
Wm Sturgis,

Curtis,
Cbas. H Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,

to No. 8

It Cures Catarrh and averts
consumption.

Dsv d Lane,

Thos. Tilt-.on,
Henry Colt,

aug3ldtf

of

00
00

trustees:

Rooms, with board,
be obtained by
SUITS
apD lyin gimmedlately at 30 Danfortb street.

PORTLAND, SACO & PORTSMOUTH

duo the,.tier,
Nov.

one

80

Met earnings remaining with the
86,263,670
Company on 1st Jan., 1864,
By order of the Board.
W. TOWNSEND JONES, Seoretary.

the Grand Trunk
containpapers of no
The Sudor will be

around

18

Diso

Hay, Rose,and Periodic Catarrh

It Cares Catarrh in all its types and stages

66
04

ALL

AND

INJECTION.

Indigestion!

and

Dyspepsia
-AND-

CHEROKEE
It Cares

—fo*-

Remedy,

IS

IT

2,630,0

Total profits for 21} years,
The Certificate- previous to 1862 have
been redeemed by cash,

a Calfskin Wallet
sum of money, and

a

value to

C. M. MORSE, Supt.

Waterville, November, 1868.

*° tbe

oth'erw*ePl

or

1,706,608 24

January, 1864,

W. C.
L wis

OF TBKATXNTT

Tne Acme of Perfection!

89 266,466 32
Total amount of Assets)
S4c per ceut. inte-est on the outstanding oirtifl
cates of prt fits will be paid to the holders thereof,
or their legal ieprisentaiives, on and after Tuesday,
the 2d of February next.
After re e vine Thiee and One half Million Dollars
of profits theoutstand ug eertifioates of the issue ot
1862 will be redeemed ana paid to tho holders thereo', or their legal representatives, on and niter Tuesday, the Second of February ext, lrom which date
all interes' thereon will cease. The certificates to be
produced*1, the time of t ayment, and carcel.ed.
A Dividend of Firty Per Cent, is declared on the
net earned premiums of >be Company, for the year
eedieg 31st December, lets, for wbich cer.ificates
will be issued, in and after Tuesday, the Fifth of
A prii next.
The profits of the Company, ascertaiuedlrom the 1st of Ju y, 1842, to
the 1st of Jan., 1868, for wh:ch Certificates were issued, amount to
814.328.830
Adi i ionalfrom let J an., 1863, to 1st

$300 UCWAHU.

MODS

#8.814,388 98

The Company has the following assets, viz:
United States aud State of New York
88,492,631
Stock, City, Bank aud other Slocks,
Loans secured by Stocks and other1,460.700
wise,
193,760
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages
Dividends on Stocks, Interest on
Bonds and Mortgages and other
Loans, suaOry botes, re-insurance
and other claims duo the Company,
104,964
estimated at
3 278,676
Premium Notes utd Bills, Receivable
744,818
Ca bin Bank,

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H Moure,

The World’* Great Kenedy

CATARRH REMEDY, Cherokee
▲BD

SlO.OOt.Oul
Total amount of Marine Premiums,
Mo po.iotet have been issued upon Life
Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with Marine Risks.
Premiums marked off trom 1st Jan.,
87,697,666
1863, to 81st December, 1868,
3,(06,061
Losses raid during the same peripd,
1,082,967
Returns ot Premiums a.d Expense*,

ootl8dtf

McClellan house,
Be-opentd with New Furniture ft Fixtures,

nov5dPm

(3-

Office, Portland.

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
IflMir—NMP#Station, fur Lewiston and Anburn, at

FOUR

They oure Green Siokness (Chlorosis).
They oure Nervous and Spinal Affections,pains in
the baek and lower parts of the body, Heaviness,
Fatigue ou slight exertion, Palpitation ol the Heart
Lowness of Spirits, Hysteria, Sick Headache, Giddiness, etc., eto. In a word, by removing the Irreyularity, they remove the cause, and with it all the
effects that spring from it.
Composed of simple vegetable extracts, they contain nothing deleterious to any constitution, however delicate—tbeir fuuotien being to substitute
strength lor weakness, which, when properly used,
they never fail to do.
All letters
seeking information or advice will bt
promptly, freely and discreetly answered.

S

606,

1

statement ol

cember, 1808.
Premiums on Polioies not marked off
jet January, 1808,

Wanted.
Salesman by a young man of
satisfactory references. Apply,

Post

following

on

as

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

struation.

Portland la said District.

seized by the Co’lec'or of the District of Portland
and Falmoutb, oa the nineteenth day of Rovembei
instant, at Portland in said District.
A Libel against twenty-four baob of rao%
one HUND1UD AND EIGHT WOOL BOCKB, OR
H08K;
A LOT OF OLD
LEAD, BKABB AND COPPER, RCizetf
by »h3 Collector of the District ot Portland and Faimouth, on the twonty-fjurth day of October last
past at Portland in paid District,
against thrke thousand cigars, seized
oy the Collector ot the Disirie of Portland and Fal*
th t^uth dav of November instant, at
^°“'»r,d »» said Di.trict.
W9n* for breaches of the law* oi
♦k
the it
UiiiteJ butea. as i« more
particu’arly set fjrth
In
Libe s ar.d I .foroiations;
thata hearing and
trial will b h 'd th-.reon.at Portland in said
Distriot,
on the Second Piuedoy of December
next, where anv
yerson* Interested therein, may appear and show
cam*, if any can be shown, wne.efore the samshould not be decreed forfeit and disposed of accord
ing ta law.
Dated at Portland this twenty ninth dav of NoF. A. QDINBY.
vember A. D 1864.
U. 8. Deputy Marshal, Dlst. of Maine.
d!4dnov2)

Wednesday afternoon, out of a carriage, between Exchange St. and
Emery St., a pair ot
Gont's Boots, the tinder will be
puitably rewarded
by leaving them with JOHN E. DOW'St SON, corner of Exohange and Milk Sts.
oet20tf

XOBXXBI.T KNOWN -AS THN

A

They care or obviatethose numerous diseases tba
spring from irregularity, by removing the rreguiar
Ity itsell.
They cure Suppressed, Excessive and Painful Men*

SOLE

and

rooms

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

TWO story House and Lot, situated on Po tland street, with Stable and other outbuddiu
gs.
Also two adjoining lets oontaining about eight
thousand square feet. Enquire of N. tjTEVENS,
No. 47 Portland street.
jnneb dtf

Tor the removal of Obstructions, and the Insurane
of Regularity in tne Recurrence of the
Monthly Periods.

°‘O0tuber 1“t P“‘ “ «*»«•

An Worm >tion agaiuet ten chebtb
of tea and
TWBNTY-*EVEN Hal* CHWTB F TEA seized hv
the Collector ot the DiBtr.ot of Port.and and
Fidmouth, on the seventh day of October
Der It8t
last naat af
■»
An

L RAILROAD.

To Let.

ottsg

End In said DWt

«

For Sale.

CERTAIN AND SATE,

Lit*l*a?d InLma
ti0.nr ?,aV; h’ephlt'l in salt! Court, vi2
e

torlaet

Portland daily at 7 A. M, aud

deoortmen
Th < staid is t ne 01 the best in Portland. bein< suited to Family and Country Ura e.—
Apply at 146 Congress ti eet.
0t24

PILLS

HEALTH PRESERVER,

VJ. s.

trains leave
3P. M.

trains

FOR SAJLE.

No. 59Liberty-st.,NewYork.

Will sorely restore gray hair to its
originaT cole r
where a thorough trial is given it.

Ihe secretions of the scarf akin of the
life to the roota oi the hair and
preventing it from
off.

EN who wit to engage in alegitimate business,
in whioh parties have made ir.:m .6 to #26 a
a small investment of from #1'-Oto
»200, are
invited to au examination of tome of the most imnew inventions O! the age; a«c of which
ave never before b enintiodu: din the New
England States. A rare opp rrt ,n
ty is hero offered for
enterprising men with small or large capital. Circulars sent iree.
E. CHAFM AN, JK
nov 16d2w
229 Congress st.

\

and one~half miles from Portland, and the

FEMALE REGULATOR,

soalp,giuing

Immediately.

day by

CLIFF COTrAGE, containing over 20
rooms large stable and sheds—situated two

REGENERATOR!

upon

at

SUGAR COATED.

IIAlF REGENERATOR

street.

AL

SITUATION

The
Company,
affairs

Board.

leave Depot (Back
«HC3lBKCovfc)ol the Ccmpary in Portland tor
iSivhsw.ck, Bath. Augus. a, Skowhegan, and all other
stations on the Ime, a 15 P. M., dauy, (bunaays excepted,) and on Salu oays only a tram tor Brunswick, bat hand Augusta, leaves at 8.i5 P. M.
The 110 F. M. train from Portland connects at
Kendall’s Mills with the Maine Central Railroad tor
Bangor, &c., arriving same evening.
trains fr« m SkowiK^au, Augu*ta and Bath are
duoi Portland daily at 4 P. M, and bn Mondays
only a train from Augusta and Bath is due at 8 20

Passenger

SOLE PROPRIETORS,

CHEROKEE

cme

Exchange

Wanted

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1864.

THB

Will surely remove Bourf, Dakokuff, and
all humors of the soalp.

will meet wi.h a liberal reward by leavLOWELL & o ENTER'S,

are

Color,

luTuumim

a

ing it at
noviTd.f

responsible for baggage

PORTLAND & KKNNJEBEC R. R.

DB. W. a. MEBWIN & Co.,

HAIR

Acts

are

W'NTRR

One bottle will core General Debility.
A fow doses care Hysterias in female*.
One bottle cures Palpitation of the Heart.
A few doses restore the organs of generation.
From one to three bottles restores the manliest
and full vigor of youth.
A few dosee restore the appetite.
Three bottles cure the worst oase of Impotoney.
A few doses oure the low-spirited.
One bottle restores mental power.
A few doses bring the rose to the obeek.
This medicine restores to manly rigor and robu
health the poor, debilitated, worn-dowa, and dt
pairing devotee of sensual pleasure.
The listless, enervated youth, the overtasked met

PE R V VIA N

PERUtlM

not

to
any amount exceeding $50 in value, and that personal unless notice is given, and paid for at the ate
of one passenger for every $5U0 additional value.
c. J. BnYDGE a, Managing Director.
U. BAILEY, Superintendent.
nov7
Portland, Nov. 7, 1804.

St

PERMIAN

the

evening of the 15th between Deering Ball
ONand
oauiorth street, large Gold Crosscua-ed.
Under

The

Delta,

The Company

Oray Hair Restored to its f riginal

AUAtner

euj uuu,

Freight train leaves Portland
turning is due in Portland at 1 P

tbeage.

Exchange Street,

LOST.

Daughter, 8 years
with board. Rooms
famished
unfurnished, ior whioh liberal compensation will be paid. Address G.J., box 2204
Portland, Got. 26th.
oct27tf

Stages

sence

Mo-2-_v

or

Boston.

Rejuvenating Elixir le the result ol modem
rjnHE
discoveries In the vegetable kingdom, being an
entirely new and abstract method of cure, irrespec-

the viotim of

the United States Hotel, room
nov21 coarw*

a

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

7

HOST DELIOATB.

business,

permanent. Apply

Wife
BYold, Gentleman,
good suit of

For

of

Wanted.

a

Of Canada.

!»*««<

OR, ESSENCE OP LIFE.
PURR

tf

dtf

MAINE CENTS

REJUVENATING ELIXIR!

KOTHIRO

V. W„" Press Offios.

Wanted.

DR. WRIGHT’S

PEOM

or as a

Portland, Aug 81,1864.

Goods torua dod by th’sline to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St. Jo *u.
Shippers are requested to send the'r freight to the
steamers ss early as 3 P. M. on the day tnat they
leave Portland.
For f Ojght or pas age apply to
EMERY ft FGX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. H. CROMWELL ft CO., No. 88 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6, 1862.
dtf

Greatest Wonder of the Age.
•

CARPENTER, Supt.

TRUNK RAILWAY,

GRAND

LINE.

These vee-eis are fitted up w th fine accommodations for passengers, maki g this th* most speedy,
safe aud comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Pa sago
68.00, Including

OORTAIRIXS

“

given.

—

CHESAPEAKE,Capt Wt(.labs,and
PO IOMa C, Capt. t her wood, will,
uu'il turther no loo, run as oliows:
Leave B own’s Wharf, Port aod,every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M, and have Per
9 No ih Biver. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’elock V. M.

PRBFABKD

Bo°k-keepor in a wholesale
A8,IT.flI0N
establishment,
Copyist. Best of referAddress "H.

euoe

attached.

The Siler,did ard Out Steamships

—f

Wanted,

stages couneot at

DAN.

For

at

nov24dtf

Lost.

Will, until tbrther notice, run as
follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Po'tland,

SEMI-WEEKLY

Plumb street,

three Gold Watches
NEAR
further inlormation inquire
this offios

who

...

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

at

Found,

in an

THE STEAMERS
ymue.

small leather
considerable amount of
a

resides with hsr parents, to atlady,
tend
A Young
office. The situation is pleasant and
at

On and after November 1st, 1864,
will leave as follows, until fur=-jiiiapB4&yj|tra

oars

o’oloek,

containing a
money. The ttnder will be lioerally rewarded by
leaving it at the ffioe ot the Pres j.
nov23 dlw

\fUTHAIL HOAD.

rTBsgaasRyin

Portland and Boston Eine.

W. D. LITTLE,
General Agent for Maine.

lWtf

6

at

tive of all the old and worn-out systems.
This medicine has been tested by the most eminent medical men of the day, and by them pronounced to be one ot the greatest medical discoveries ol

Aunnal Statement

In

Morning

and -h irausy

o’clock

Circular.

The Bible.—“Do you know some people
are saying the Bible is not true f"
said a man
to a poor African. “No massa.” “Yes they
say so.” “Well how can they say that?” a-Iced Abakoute. How can the Bible bo a lie?
I go alone into my own house, where there is
no one, and X read the Bible, and he makeray heart laugh.—How can a lie do that?
You know that before I knew Bible, I loved
murder, l loved steal, but now I do not love
murder, I do not love steal.” Let the Bible
be judged by its fruits. It blesses all who
make it the man of their counsel and the guide
of their lives.

ROIX,

J^SgsjS^jat'ter

Bangi r every Monday

LABT
Wallet,

6

COE’S DYSPEPSIA (USE

taa l*ss soounr roa

discovered at last.
its

lost,
evening, about

NATION !

THE

FOK

Good News for the Unfort uaata.

DR. R. GOODALE’S

Trustees, in conformity to the Charter of the

SJbmit the
the 81st December, 1808;
Premiums received on Marine Risks,
foul 1st January, 18:8, to 81st De-

York and state st.

thet LoliCc:

Will commence ter Fell aud WinArrangement on MONDAY
MORNING, ooteber 17th having

..IBI*

chakLks mbhan,
Corner

aov2t>aIw

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

EAIVft,

Mutual Insurance Company,
NEW YOKE, Januabt 26, 1804.

Plumb street one Gold Wateh which the
have by calling on

NEAR

Agent for all the great leading route* to ChicaIS go,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukie,

YORK «fc CUMBEHL

Built expressly lor this route,

m

The Value of a Comma—I£. Edmond
About wrote, iu a report 01 the Pine Arts Exhibition: ‘it. Lepere is skilful, educated, more

EAR*

CAPT. WILLIAM R.

ents

Mads

S.N. MERRILL.

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL^

,

ATLANTIC

Found.

LITTLE

W D

Moravian

Portland and Penobscot Biver.

lt might well be supposed that in these
latter days of intense activity in all departments ol human industry, when the
time, tal-

_

CATARRH!

on

owner oan

thb; new, staunch and commodious

than

OFFICE OF THE

iecad3t*

West, North West and Booth West.

to see

——————

a

Found.
1 hursdav
evening, a Far Capo
have the same by
calling at ho.
prertng property and paying oharges.

"

Reduced Bates.

at

To be succeeded by the
on thelOtb December
Portland, Nov. 3i, 1861.

My wife', inquiring, trusting eyes
Bent anxiously on me!

Bomance of

MEDICAL.

Congress st,
ONThe

IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS

Cabin (according to accommodations) 866 to 880.
830.
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or ita equivalent.
For lreight or passage apply to
HUGH ft ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G. T. R. K Passenger Depot,

me.

Avenged wa. she \\for wi Id

booked

“KHDecember, Immediately

way

With swift and reckless feet ;
Since we had met ‘twas many a day,
When she was lair and sweet.

She knew

The

.-if

m

of birds.

EODg

A bold-eyed wanton

INSURANCE.

owner can

Londonderry and Liverpool.

Her quiet, low-toned words
Came to me through the tumult wide
Like sweetest

WANTS,LOST,FOUND

TO TflB

by my side.

wa*

RATES!

H REDUCED

Canadian and United State* Malle.

Carrying the

I walked

RAILROADS.

_

dent to anv part
oouitry with full directions
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street, oorner ef Middle, Portland.

N. B.—Ladles desirir-g may consult
own sex.
ance.

A

lady

one

of their

of experience la constant attendJoel dfcw y

Dentistry.
undersigned have associated themselves for
the practice of Dentistry, and will ooatinue the
Office lately oouaplod hy Dra Bacon k. Brest in, No.
IT Free street.
ELnniDou Bacon,

THE

Portland, Oot 1», UM.

tin*av Kimball.
octEOeoddw

on the oars,
my stomach h*.
seven pain in my
head. Had it been on the water it would
bars
been oalled sea-sickness
A lady sitting by ins,
knowing my oonaition, reached out aoolt.c saying,
"take a awollow.” 1 did »u. and in less than n
minutes my trouble* as ended. The medicine was
“Coe's Dyspepsia Cuts," and from the effect it had
upon the Stomach, and what I have learned oi it
since. 1 think it must be an excellent remedy ot
Sea-sickness and Dy speptia.

badly deranged, causing

came

"s

MBS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madisom, Juns 30th, 1864.

New Haven, June 28th, 1864.
Clark A Co.—Gentlemen :—1 desira
the almost Instantaneous effbots of
Curs," in eases of choleramorbn*.
1 had been for twenty four hours
purging at lbs
stomach and bowels,
every fifteen minutes 1 went
into your drug store to
precure some brandy, at 1
bhd alwayo been told that It was a
(rood remedy for
Dysentery. My pallid face and my weakness st
once attracted the attention oi the oierk in
cha-ge,
and he asked me at once “what is the matter?'' 1
replied: “I have been tor tweutry-iour honrt vomiting and purging, and tain unable to stand or walk,
from woakness and this deadly sickness at my stomach Oi mpleteiy prostrates me.’’ He produoea a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,
saying, “take a ia-ge
swallow of that; it is now 11 o'olooE; taken another
after dinner.”
From the moment 1 took that first dose of 'be
medicine my siokness at stomach was gone—its elieet
was instantaneous. In an hour 1 eat my dinuer »: h
as good a relish as ever hungry man partook, (as 1
was well cleared out of food.) and ioiJowed by a
teaspoonful of cur--. I have not suflkred a pari:.'!*
oi inconvenience sinoe I took the remedy.
Its notion was so wondoriul and so immetilsto,
that I oonld hardly beilevs tbe evidences of my own
eensoe. and 1 desire to puolioly make known thes
foots, that the whole world may avail themselves of
Its use. Like bread, It thould find a plaoo in every
one’s house, and I believe that no one should go
a bottle of it In
his pocket,
away from home without
b« quickly made available.
or where it oouJd
Trely yours,
GKO. L. DRAKE.
Messrs. C. G.
to make known

<y the Tnmty-Jtve.
New Haven,
July 11th, lHftt.
Com—Sir. Having been troubled
with the
Das

—

Mu.

taken the uraal kinds of medicine*, whieh have aon#
“®
n.° *°®“- * ••• your advertisement of a meatDyspepsia. 1 have tried it, and
Vt0 *'*>® ™* medicine. The first 15 drops (the
1 to°*' rel,*vtd ™e in one minuto.
It three or four times, hut have hau cu
1, —„ve
in my stomach sines
frelmg
taking ;ho
P*
first 15 drops;
alihongh before, 1 oould not eat a
moal, and sometimes no more than three or fear
mouthful is without distressing me.
J. F. WOODRUFF.
Respectfully,

PhavntTk

New Haven, June 11th, 1864.

_

bottle of Dyspepsia
M«i?ain^r^uL5r —7,19
lustantanei-as
y0BMjS’r,l„Itlw^!l1I5d„fro1"*
wh®“ my S*®8
food distressed

IJ*'' .{j?2|yMV*l,Bkin* *w°

TSEUSRXV*
i*JyJJ*

doses

to-day,

one

mu.
to-

other day, increasing the qumfo°d “d
decreasing the medicine.until I wsa
mabled to eat without
taking anything at aU. My
oase was an extreme
one, haring suffered Mr seven
years. I now eoneider myself cured, and by wing
only one bottle of medicine in the epnee uf two
months. Thu dote was a
taaspoouikl.
Euu S. Attn,
wheft

by Drn**1,tl

lB

0,ty “d 80BBtrT> fivury*

Price 91.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mall, from either dealers
promptly atteadsd to.

or consumers,

C. O. CLARK A CO.
WOoimtmU Dntggimtt, Nnc Haven, (fast,
Proprietors.

.saicsas

w- ’•

"skita*

